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Abstract 
This thesis surveys on special values of Artin L-function. 
The study of the classical zeta function is due to Riemann. 
After then, the Dirichlet L-function, the Dedekind zeta function, 
the Hecke L-function and the Artin L-function were defined and 
studied by Dirichlet, Dedekind, Hecke and Art in. We- shall review 
some basic facts and the properties of L-functions as well as the 
classical zeta function in chapter 2. 
The most famous example in evaluation values of L-functions, 
especially at s=l, is Dirichlet's class number formula. This 
formula is then general ized by Dedekind. We shall present these 
two formulas in chapter 3. Moreover, we shall describe the works 
of Shintani and Stark in evaluation some special kinds L-functions 
at special values, .and follow their ideas to give two simple 
examples. Also, we shall mention a relation between Salem number 
and Artin L-function. 
In 1980, Stark set down a precise version of his general 
conjecture, and proved for the case of abel ian L-funct ions over 
the rational numbers and an imaginary quadratic base field. His 
conjecture relates to the Hi 1 bert twelfth, problem. In chapter 4, 
we briefly describe the works of Stark, and focus on the works of 
Tate who' reformulates ' Stark's conjecture in a more general and 
elegant way and suggests cases which bear investigation. Moreover, 
i i i . 
we shall present Sands's works on two of these cases in which he 
proves the conjecture for a large class of L-functions associated 
to field extension with Galois group of exponent 2. At the same 
time, we shall study a result of Shintani concerning certain 
L-funct ions over a real quadrat ic fie'ld which is simpl ified by 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The classical zeta and L-functions were defined and studied 
by Riemann, Dirichlet, Dedekind, Hecke and Artin. The Dedekind 
zeta function of an algebraic number field is the generalization 
of the Riemann zeta funct ion for the rat ional numbers, and the 
Hecke L-function for a number field is a generalization of the 
Dirichlet L-function of a character on the rational integers. The 
Artin L-function is a generalization of the abelian L-function. In 
chapter 2, we give the definition of each of these functions as a 
Dirichlet series, and also the Euler product expansions. We also 
state the functional equation, and study some basic properties. 
In chapter 3, we study the class number formula which is due 
to Dedekind, who generalized the Dirichlet's class number formula. 
Moreover, we shall describe the works of Shintani and Stark in 
evaluation some special kinds L-functions at special values, and 
follow their ideas to give two simple examples. Also, we shall 
mention a relation between Satem number and Artin L-function. 
In 1980, Stark set down a precise version of his general 
-, 
conjecture, and prov~d for the case of abelian L-functions over 
the rational numbers and an imaginary quadratic base field. In 
chapter 4, we briefly describe the works of Stark, and focus on 
the works of Tate who reformulates Stark's conjecture in a more 
general and elegant way and suggests cases which bear 
investigation. Moreover, we shall present Sands's works on two of 
1 
these cases in which he proves the conjecture for a large class of 
L-functions associated to field extension wi th Galois group of 
exponent 2. At the same time, we shall study a result of Shintani 
concerning certain L-functions over a real quadratic field which 
is simplified by Sands using Stark's theorem. 
2 
Chapter 2: Background Materials and Definitions 
§1. The Riemann zeta function 
The basic prototype of zeta function in a single complex 
variable was first · studied by Riemann [Ri 1] in 1859. It is now 
known as the .Riemann zeta function 
<:(s) = 
00 1 L --, for Re(s»l. 
s 
n=l n 









Lerruna 2. 1 . 1 . If the Dirichlet series n converges for some 
s 
n=l n 
s=s, then it converges for any s wi th Re (s) >Re (s ) uniformly on 
o 0 
any compact subset of this region. Moreover, it converges 
uniformly and absolutely on the half plane Re(s)~Re(s )+1+5 for 
o 
any 5>0. 
Proof. For any compact subset K of a gi ven right half plane H 
n 
Let P (s) = 
n 
such that 
Ip (s ) I=::c, 
m 0 
Re ( s ) ~O" , ( 0"> Re (s )). 
o 
Then for any 8>0, there exist N EIN and c>O 
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and sEK, is bounded. Thus for er>Re(s ), sEK, 
o 
er-Re (s · ) 
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p (s ) n naP (s ) 
I ~I ~ I n 0 
ks s-so 
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Hence, L n s converges for any s wit h Re ( s ) > Re (s ) un if 0 rm I y 0 n o 
n=l n 
any compact subset of this region. 
For the second assertion we note that there exists a constant 
er a 
e such that la I ~ en 
0 
er =Re (s ) since {~} is a null , sequence. 
n 0 0 s 
0 
n 
Now for all Re ( s ) ~er + 1 +0, we have 
0 
a la I 1 e I~I n ~ ~ 1+8' s er 1+0 
n 0 n n 
n 
00 a 
Namely, the series L I~I is dominated by the convergent series 
s 
n=l n 




Therefore I n converges uniformly and absolutely on 
n~l nS 










is the smallest real number ~ such that the series converges , for 
o 
Re(s»~. Lemma 2.1.1. shows that the series represents an 
o 
analytic function in this half plane, but does not converge for 
any s wi t h Re ( s ) < ~ . 
o 
n 
Lemma 2.1.2. Let A, = La 
~ 
where a eC and let ~ >0. If A =O(n 1), 
1 1 n n n 
k=l 
00 a 
then the. abscissa of convergence of n is less than or equal 





, 1 :' 
Proof. Since A =O(n ), there exists C>O such that 
, n 
~ , 
lA I ~ Cn 1, for all n: 
n 
Then for n>m, 
n a A A 
k n m 
= L 
k S S k=m+l n (m+l)S 
If 8>0 and Re (s) =~~~ +8, then 
1 
k+1 
lA (~ - 1) I = lA f ~I 
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has the abscissa of 
convergence 1. It converges uniformly and absolutely . in the region 
Re(s)~1+8 for every 8>0. 
5 
... 
i i) <;: (s) has an analyt ic cont inuat ion to Re (s) >0 except for a 
simple pole at s=l with residue 1. 
iii) For Re(s»l we have the Euler product 
1 
·<;:(s) = n ' 
P 1-p -5 
where the product is taken over all ' prime numbers p. 
Proof. i) Let ,0>0. Then for a=Re(s)~l+o, we have 
I ~I = ~ ~ 1 5 er 1+0 
n n n 
co 





1 ~ -- and diverges ~ 1+0 
n=1 n 
i i) Le t <: (s) = 1 _ 1 
2 25 + 
for s=l. This proves i). 
The partial sums of the 
coefficients are equal to 0 or 1 and are therefore -bounded. Lemma 
2.1.2. shows that the abscissa of convergence of <: (s) is 0 since 
2 
( (s) diverges at s=O, ,namely, ( (s) is analytic for Re(s»O. But 
2 2 
for Re(s»l we have 
~ <:(s) + ( (s) = «(s), 
25 2 
namely, «(s) 1 ( (s) 
2 . 
has a meromorphic cont inuat ion to = 
Re(s»O. 
We are going to show that «(s) has no poles for s~l (Re(s»O) . 
Let ( (s) = 1 + ~ + + 1 + + wi th r~2. 
r 25 " 
Then the partial sums of the coefficients of ( (s) are bounded by 
r 
r, and lemma 2.1.2. shows that <;: (s) is analytic for Re(s»O. 
Furthermore, we get 
<:(s) = 
r 
_1_ ( (s). 
1-5 r 1-r 
Therefore if s~l (Re(s»O) is a pole of «(s), then ~1-5=1 for all 
6 
r, which is impossible, 
Next we show that <:(s) has a pole of order 1 at s=l with 
residue 1. For real s>l we have 
n+ld 1 n dx f ~ < < f for n~2. 
s s s 
n X n n-l X 
Hence, 
N N dx 
f < 1 
N dx 
















00 ~ 1 + f dx - 1 + 
s 
1 X 
lim (s-l)<:(s) = 1. 
+ 
S-71 
iii) We now prove the Euler product 
1 ( ( s) = TT ' for Re ( s ) > 1 . 
p 1-p -s 
1 
s-l' 
For - every prime number p, we have the absolutely converging series 
= 1 + p -s + p -2s + . ,. 
-g 1-p . 
Multiplying these series for all prime numbers Pl' .. , p less 
r 
than or equal to N, we obtain 
1 00 1 ' 1 





-s 1-p k, ... ,k =0 
1 r 
where L: is the sum over all natural numbers which are di visi ble 




- «(s)1 < 
-g 1-p 
1 L I-I ~ -0 as N ~ 00 
s 
n>N n 
since «(s) converges absolutely for Re(s»l. • 
The Riemann zeta function has a meromorphic continuation to 
the entire compiex plane where it satisfies a functional equation 
whic~ is easily described by introducing the function 
7 
which is related to the zeta function. The functional equation for 
the zeta function is simply 
~es) = ~e1-s). 
One proof of the functional equation results from using the 
elementary theta function e e t) 
function. Then 
co 
xS/2eex)dx ~es) = f x 
0 
1 1 co 














This follows 'by dividing the first integral into two at x=l. The 
above representation holds because the theta function satisfies 
eCf) = ¥'teCt) 





§2. The Dedekind zeta function 
Let k be a fixed algebraic number field. For every ideal Q of 
the ring of integers Ok of k, we denote by the absolute norm of Q 
NQ = #(Ok/Q), the cardinality of the finite ring 0k/Q. The 




where Q runs over all non-zero integral ideals of k. 
Theorem 2.2. 1. <k (s) converges uniformly and absolutely in the 
region Re(s)?;l+o, for .0>0, and for Re(s»l we have the Euler 
produc~ 
where ~ runs over all non-zero prime ideals of k. 
Proof. Consider the product 
1 
E( s) = IT ' 
-s ~ 1-N:p 
where ~ runs over all non-zero prime ideals of k. 
Taking logarithm we formally obtain 
f 
If N:p = P :p 
00 1 logE(s) = L L 
N ms ~ m=l m :p 
then L f ~ n = [k:~]. Therefore for Re(s)=~>l, the 
~I p ~ 
above sum is dominated by 
00 
n 
-- = nlog<:(~), 
ms 
p m=l mp 
where p runs over all rational primes, 
and is thus absolutely and uniformly convergent for Re(s)?;l+o, 
where 0>'0 as in the case of Riemann zeta funct ion. Taking 






--) = n ---
mN:pms :p 1-N:p-s 
= n (1 + N:p 
:p 
= L No.-S 
0.*0 
-s -2s 
+ N:p + ... ) 
This shows that Ck(s) converges uniformly and absolutely in the 
region Re(s)~l+o, for 0>0 and for Re(s»l we have the Euler 
product 
1 Ck (s) = n -s' 
:p 1-N:p 
where :p runs over all non-zero prime ideals of k. • 
The Dedekind zeta function has a meromorphic continuation to 
the entire complex plane where it satisfies a functional equation. 
For the functional equation we need d = Id(k) I the absolute 
discriminant of k and the decomposition of the degree [k:~] = n = 
r +2r, where r is the number of real embeddings of k and 2r is 
121 2 
the number of complex embeddings of k. In 1917 Hecke proved for 
the following functional equation: 
~(s) = ~(l-s), 
where ~(s) = 
10 
§3. The Dirichlet L-function 
For a finite abelian group a character is just a homomorphism 
into tX. If X is a character for the finite abelian group (llml)x 
of uni ts in the ring llml, then we extend the complex val ued 
funct ion X to be _ x zero on llml \ (llml) , and we compose it with 
the quotient map l ~ llml to define a function on l also denoted 
by X. On l we have x(nn') = x(n)x(n') and x(n)=O if and only if 
(n,m»l. 
The Dirichlet L-function associated with a character X modulo 
m is defined by 
00 
L(s,X) = L x(n). 
8 
n=l n 
When 'V = 'V 
...... ......0' the tri vial character, name 1 y X (n) = 1 for all n, o 
L(s, X ) = <:(s), the Riemann zeta function. When X ;;t:. Xo' the 0 
n 
partial sum of L X(k) is bounded and diverges. Thus by lemma 
k=l 
2.1.2. ,- the abscissa of convergence of L(s,X) is 0, and hence 
L(s, X) is absolutely convergence for Re(s»l. Since X is 
completely multiplicative, for Re(s»l, we have the Euler product 
-8 -1 . -8 -1 L ( s , X) = n (1 - X ( p) p) = n (1 - X ( p) p ) . 
p p~m 
For a character X modulo m, we consider the factorization of 
x=x'rr 
where f divides m, X' is a character modulo f, and rr is reduction 
modulo f. The character X is said to be imprimi t i ve if such a 
factorization exists with f not equal to m, otherwise X is called 
primitive. The conductor of X is the unique natural number f such 
that there is a factorization x=x'rr and X' is primitive. 
11 
In particular, if X is a primitive character modulo m, then m 
is the conductor of X. If X=X'TC as above, then the Dirichlet 
L-function are related by 
-5 -1 L(s,X) = L(s,X') n (1 - X' (p)p ) 
p%m 
since L(s, X') and L(s, X) have same Euler factors at all p not 
dividing m. He"nce L(s, X') = L(s, X) if and only if every prime 
dividing m also divides f. 
Let X be a primitive character with conductor f, and let 
A(s, -v) = " (~)5/2r(s+a)L(s X) 
I\. IT 2 " 
where a=O for X(-l)=l and .a=l for X(-l)=-l. Then A(s,X) and L(s,X) 
have a meromtirphic "continuation to the entire plan~C with L(s,X) 
holomorphic on ~ for f>l. Furthermore, A(s,X) satisfies a 
functional equation 
A(s,X) = W(X)A(l-s,X), 
£-1 
where W.(X) = (_l)a g(X) and g(X) = L: x(n)e2TCi n/£, a Gauss sum. We 
~ n=O 
also have IWex) 1=1. 
12 
..... 
§4. Places and absolute values 
Let k be a number field. Denote by v, v' , the places 
(equivalence classes of non-trivial absolute values) of k. We also 
use the Gothic let ters :p, q, to denote the fini te places 
(non-archimedean) which we do not di'st inguish them wi th the prime 
ideals of the ring of integers Ok of k. Given a finite extension K 
of k, we usually denote by w, w', ... the places of K lying above 
v, v', .... 
The completion of local fields are denoted by k , K , k , 
v w :p 
and their- val uat ion rings are denoted by ° , ° , 0 , 0\l)' 
V W :p t' 
if v, w, :p, ~, ... are non-archimedean places. If w is a place of 
K lying above v, the degree [K :k ] is denot'ed by [w:v]. 
w v 
If S is a finite set of places of the number field k 
containing all the archimedean places of k, we define 
Os = {xeklxeO for all place :p of k with :peS} =' nO. 
:p :peS :p 





:p the normalized 
absolute values attached to the indicated places. More precisely, 
if k =!R, 1111 is the usual absolute value; if k =IL, we obtain the 
v v .v 
square of the ordinary absolute value such that 11 xII =xx; if v is 
v 
discrete with uniformizer rr and Nv denotes the cardinality of the 
residue field of v, 
x for all xek , 
-1 -










§5. The Hecke L-function 
Let k be a number field. The Hecke L-function (or abelian 
L-function) associated wi th a character X on the group of 
fractional ideals I of k has the form 
L(s,X) = L x(n) = 1 
s n -s' 
n*o Nn ~ 1-X(~)N~ 
where the summation is taken over all non-zero integral ideals of 
k and the product is taken over all non-zero prime ideals of k. 
We .. fix an integral ideal f of k and consider the exact 
sequence 
x x 
o ---7 0f---7 kf ---7 If ---7 Cf ---7 0, 
X . X X x 
where ,Of (resp. k
f
) is the subgroup of Ok (resp . . k ) containing 
the elements congr.uent (resp. multiplicatively) to 1 modulo f, If 
is the group of fractional ideals of k prime to f, and C
f 
is the 
quotient group of If modulo the ideal generated by the elements of 
x kf . We want to define the characters on If as well as Cf' But in 
the case k=Q, we find 
which does not correspond completely to the domain of a Dirichlet 
character. We thus introduce the possible conditions of sign. Let 
x x T be a set of real places of k, we write kfT (resp. OfT) the set 
of elements of k
f 
(resp. Of) ., positive at all the places of T, and 
x CfT the quotient group of If by the image of kfT . On the whole, we 







o~ OX X I ~eT ~o T ~kT ---7 
T T T T 
o~ X X If efT ----7 0 OfT ~ kfT ~ ----7 
T T T T 
0 0 0 X X (Ok/f) /Im(OT) 
T 
0 
A homomorphism x: efT ----7 eX induces a homomorphism denoted also 
by x: I ----7 (c such that X(a.)=O for each ideal a. not relatively 
prime to f. We have thus 
L(s,X) = n (1 
:P%f 
This converges for Re(s»l. 
We say that x: 
-5 -1 X(:p)N:p ) . 
is primitive (or fT is the 
conductor of X) if for all f' If and T' ~T, the existence ofaX' 
making the following diagram commutative 
implies that f'=f and T'=T. 
The Hecke L-funct ion has also a meromorphic cont inuat ion to 
the entire complex plane (C where it satisfies a functional 
equation. For the functionaJ equation we need d = Id(k) I the 
absolute discriminant of k and the decomposition of the degree 
[k:~] = n = r +r , where r is the number of real embeddings of k 
1 2 1 
and 2r is the number of complex embedct'ings of k. Let X be a 
2 
primitive character with conductor fT and Nf=f. Let 
A(s,X) = A(X)5r (s,X)L(s,X), 
where A(X) = 2-r2rr-n/2~ and the gamma factors of the form 
15 
r 
1 s+a r 
res, X) = n r( __ J) )r(s) 2 
J=l 2 




X( (X)) (sgn 0- (X)) 1 ... (sgn (X)) r 1, for any x=l(mod f) , = 0-1 r 1 
and 0-, .. , 0- : k --7 IR are the real embeddings of k. Then 1\(s, X) 1 r 1 
and L(s,X) have a meromorphic continuation to the entire plane [; 
with L(s,X) holomorphic on ([; and L(l,X):;Z:O for X:;Z:X, the trivial 
o 
character. Furthermore, A(s,X) satisfies a functional equation 





§6. Class field theory 
The class field theory establishes, for all pairs (f, T) as 
mentioned before, the existence of a unique abelian extension KfT 
of k -- called the ray class field modulo f -- such that the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
i) A prime ideal ~ of k is ramified in KfT if and only if ~If. 
Notation: If K is a finite Galois extension of k. Let ~ be a 
prime . of Ok and p a prime of OK lying above ~. Denote by N~ = 
#(Ok/~) the absolute norm of ~. The finite field 0K/~ is a finite 
extension of 0k/~ wi th . Galois group generated by the Frobeni us 
(x r--7 xN~l" Let Gp be the decomposition group and Ip the inertia 
group. There is an exact sequence 
1 ~ I? ~ G~ ~ Gal((OK/~)/(Ok/~)) ~ 1. 
Suppose ~ is unramified in K. Then I?=l, so G? is cyclic generated 
by the Frobenius automorphism ~P' which is uniquely determined by 
the relation 
~pX = xN~(mod pl, for all XEOK" 
Suppose ~ is an automorphism of K such that ~(k)=k. Then ~~ 
-1 -1 N~ is unramified over ~~. Since ~p~ x == (~x) (mod P), we have 
-1 N~ ~~ 1> ~ x == x (mod ~~). 
. -1 Since N~=N~~, ~~? = ~~1>~ . If K is an abelian extension of k, 
then ~~?=~~ for all , ~EGal (Klk), namely, ~~ depends only on the 
prime ~ of k. Then, we let 
~P = eJk)' 






iii) The norm NK IkQ of each non-zero integral ideal of KfT prime fT 
x to f is a principal ideal generated by an element of kfT . 
More precisely, we have the following theorem (cf. [Ne 1]). 
Theorem 2.6.1. Suppose ~ is an abelian extension of a number field 
k. Then the Artin map is a homomorphism 
defined on those Q in the group of fractional ideals Ik of k which 
are relatively prime to the set S of prime ideals of k which are 
ramified in ~. 
i) If k~~~ and [K:k]=m, then 
ii) ~~/k is surjective. 
iii) If f is unramified over k, then H = Ker(~~/k) contains 
PkN~/k(~f)' where Pk is the group of principal fractional ideal of 
k. Then H is said to be the subgroup of Ik corresponding to the 
abelian extension f of k. 
18 
§7. Linear representations of finite groups 
A representation of a finite group G is an action of G on a 
finite dimensional complex vector space V, namely, a homomorphism 
p: G~GL(V). 
The degree of p is the dimension of V. The representation (p,V) is 
irreducible if the G-module V contains no proper G-submodule. Two 
representations (p,V) and (p' ,V') are equivalent if the G-modules 
V and V' are isomorphic. Every representation (p, V) decomposes 
into a direct sum V = V e ... eV of irreducible representations. If 
1 s 
an irreducible representation (p ,V ) is equivalent with exactly 
C( C( 
r representations in this decomposition, then we call r the 
C( C( 
multiplicity of p in p and we write 
C( 
where PC( runs over the non-equivalent irreducible representations 
of G. 
The character. X of a representation (p, V) is the function 
X: G ~ (c defined by X(O"") = Trp'(O"") , for all O""EG 
* 
which depends only on the conjugacy class <0""> of G. We wri te X 
(or X) the character obtained by conjugation of the values of X. 
Two representations of G are isomorphic if and only if their 
characters are equal. The equivalence of these two statements can 
be shown by the orthogonality relation between the irreducible 
characters of G related to the scalar product 
1 
<'Y 'Y > = _ ~ 
1\.1 '1\.2 G · g ~ 
O""EG 
where g is the order of G. Namely, x
2 
are characters of 
irreducible representations p , p respectively, then . 
1 2 
19 
if P "" P 
1 2 
otherwise . 
We denote by lC: C ~ (C the constant map of val ue 1. It is 
called the trivial character of dimension 1. A virtual character 
of C is a I-linear combination of characters attached to 
representations of C. 
We have some properties of scalar product on virtual 
characters of G (cf. [Se 1]): 
i) < X , X > GE I. 
1 2 
i i ) = <X, X >C + <X, X >G and <X, X >G = 1 3 2 3 1 2 <X ,X >C = 2 1 
* 
< Xl X2 ' .1 C> C . 
iii) Let H be a subgroup of G of order h. Let ~ (resp. X) be a 
virtual character of H (resp. C). Then 
where = 
G <~,xIH>H = <IndH~'X>G' 
1 L ~ ( c: -1 ac: ) , for <TE G , 
h C:EG 
c: -1 ac:EH 
representation on G by ~. 
is the induced 
The degree of a character X is the degree of its 
corresponding representation which is equal to X(1). A character 
of C is said to be monomial if it is induced by a character of 
degree 1 of a subgroup of G. 
The following theorem is due to Brauer (cf. [Se 1]). 
Theorem 2.7.1. Every virtual character of C is a linear 
combination of irreducible monomial characters with integral 
coefficients. 
20 
Lenuna. 2.7.2. Let G be a fini te group wi th center C and X be an 
irreducible character of G. Then the restriction of X to C is a 
multiple of a character I/J of degree 1 of C and 
G 
X = L n. IndH X. , 1 1 
1 i 
where for each i ,H is a subgroup of G containing C, X. is a 
1 1 
character of degree 1 of H whose restriction to C is 1/1, and n is i . 
an element of 71.. 
Proof. Let XH be a character of degree 1 of a subgroup H of G. 
This is a homomorphism from H into t X which admits exactly [CH:H] 





by X. H 
1, J. 
which shows that in theorem 2.7. 1., we can impose subgroup H 
containing C. Let V be a realization of X and I/J be a character of 
degree i of C occurring in the decomposition of the t[G]-module V. 
Since the I/J-component of V is a non-empty subspace stable by G, it 
is V, which proves the first assertion of the lemma. Let 
G 
X = L n IndH X , 1 1 
i i 
where the H contain C. Further, we have 
If the restriction of X to C is not 1/1, this scalar product is 
i 
zero, and hence we can omit all the X whose restriction to C is 
i 
not I/J from the preceding decomposition. The lemma follows. • 
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§8. The Artin L-function 
Let K be a finite Calois extension of a number field k with 
Calois group C and let (p', V) be a represent at ion of C. We denote 
. the action of ~EC on VEV simply by~. Let ~ be a prime ideal of k 
and let ~ be a prime ideal of K lying above ~. Let Gf) be the 
decomposition group and It> the inertia group of ~. Then the factor 
group G~/It> is generated by the Frobenius automorphism ~f)' ~~ is 
an endomorphism of the fixed module 
Ill) 
V ~ = {vEVI~=v, for all ~EI~}. 
The characteristic polynomial 
depends only on the prime ~ and not on the choice of the prime t> 
above ~. Namely, another choice Ul~ gives an endomorphism 
the conjugate to ~~ since the decomposi tion groups Gu and Gt>' 
inertia groups IU and I~ and the Frobenius automorphisms &U and ~t> 
are simul taneously conjugate. Moreover, the determinant depends 
only on the character X of p since two representations wi th the 
same character are equivalent. The Artin L-function of p or X is 
defined by 
I 
L(s,X,Klk) = n det(l-~~N~-sIV ~)-1, 
~ 
where ~ runs over all non-zero prime ideals of k. For abuse of 
notation, if no confusion arises, we shall simply denote 
L(s,X,Klk) by L(s,X). 
In the factorization of det(l~~t>N~-sIV), we have 
d 
1=1 
where cl are roots uni ty since ~t> is of fini te order '. Hence, for 
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every 8>0 the Artin L-function L(s, X) converges absolutely and 
uniformly on the half plane Re(s)~1+8. Now we consider all 
elements of G1) which are mapped onto the Frobenius automorphism 0"(1) 
under the natural sur ject ion G1) ~ G1)/I1). Choose one fixed 
element 0'" of this sort. Then the others are the elements in the 
coset O"'I~. For every m~l we form the IImean values" 
m 1 m m 1 m p (:p ) = - L P (0'" T) and X (:p ) = - L X (0'" T) , 
e e 
TEI1) TEI1) 
where e ·is the ramification index of :p in K. Then for Re(s»l, 
L(s, X) = n det(1-p(:p)N:p-s IV) = expeL I: x(:pn) l. 
nN:pns :p :p n=l 
In fact, this is an explicit formula of the Artin L-function (cf. 
[Ar 1]) which shows its pure dependence on the character X. 
We shall give a functional equation of the Artin L-function 
L(s,X). We first introduce the gamma factors corresponding to the 
infinite places of k. · We put 
r IR (s) = rr -S/2f(~) and 
fe(s) = r lR (s)flR (s+l) = 2(2rr)-sf(s). 
For each infini te place 1) of k, we choose a place w of K lying 
above 1). If G is of order 2, let X be its non-trivial character. 
w 
In all other cases, we put X+ = 1G and write 
w 
= n (w)X + n (w)X . 
+ , + 
G 
We have thus n (w) = dim V W and n (w) = 
+ 
G 
codimV w. By using 
this decomposi t ion, the local factor L , which in fact does not 
1) , 
depend on the choice of w, is defined as follows: 
L. (s,X) = re(s) , if 1) is complex and 
1) + 
L (s,X ) = rlR(s) } 1) - if is real. 1) \ L (s, X ) = rlR(s+~) · 
1) -
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Let r be the number of complex places of k, and we put 
2 
G 
a (X) L dimV w a = = 1 1 
V real 
G G 
= a (X) L codimV w L codimV w and a = = 2 2 
vloo v real 
1 - " 
n = [k:~] = ----(1) (a (x)+a (x)+2r X(l)). X 1 2 2 
Then we have explicitly 
"'. 
r X< 1) < l-s) -a /2-nX< 1) s/2 r X< 1) a 1 + a 
TT Lv(s,X) = 2 2 Tr 2 reS) 2 r(~) 1r ( 2s ) 2. 
vloo 
Let :p be a fini te place of k and we choose a place ? of- K 
lying above :pe Let 1 = G 2 G - 2 G 2 ... be the sequence of ? 0 1 Z 
ramification groups of ~ ' over :p, namely, 
Gm = {~EI~I~a = ~(mod ~m+1), for all aeo~}. 
Denote by gi the order of G i' and we put 
00 g. G. 
f(X,:p) = L _1 codimV 1. 
i=O go 
This number does not depend on the choice of ~ and is a rational 
integer (cf. [Se 1]). We have trivially f(X, :p)=0 - if :p does not 
ramify in K. We can define the Artin conductor of X by 
f(X) = TT :pf(x,:P), 
:p 
where :p runs over all finite places (prime ideals) of k. Let 
X( 1) s/2 A(s,X) = (Id(k) 1 Nf(X)) (TT Lv(s,X))L(s,x), 
vl oo 
where Id(k) 1 is the absolute Value of the discriminant of k over 
~, Nf(X) is the absolute norm of f(X), and for a real positive a 
and ze(C, we put 
' z a = exp(zloga),where logaelR. 
Then the functional equation of L(s,X) is 
A{l-s,X) = W{x)A(s,i), 





This constant W(X) is called the Artin root number and 
W(X) = W (X)T(X)~f(X), 
en 
G 
where W (X) = 
. -codimV W • -a2 <X> n 1 = 1 and the complex constant 
en 
vlen 
T(X) are characterized by the ' followi~g formalism: 
i i) Let k' be an intermediate field between k and K, H=Gal (K/k' ). 
Then 
where D(k'/k) is the discriminant ideal of k' over k and 
m(k'/k) = #{v' lv' is an :-infinite prime of k', G
u
' (k' Ik)*l}. 
i i i) If X is of dimension 1, then T( X) is the Gauss sum occurring 
in the functional equation of the- Hecke L-function. 
Note that W (X) = W (X) and f(X) = f(X). (cf. [Ma 1]). 
en en 
Finally, we are going to rewrite the functional equation by using 
the folrowing identity (cf. [Ma 1]) 
I Nf(X) 
W(X) = T(X)W (X)' 
en 
r 
The sign of the discriminant d(k) is (-1) 2. We put 
With these notations, here is an explicit version of the 
functional equation: 
L(l-s,X) 
where B~O is a real positive number . 
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In the following, we shall ' give some properties of the Artin 
L-funct ion. 
i) Additivity: L(s,X +X ) = L(s,X )L(s,X ). 
1 2 12 ' 
This permits us to define L(s,X) for all virtual characters of G. 
i i) Induct ion: For ' a subgroup H of G and a character X of H, 
denote simply ; Indx the character of G induced by X. Let k' be the 
subfield of K corresponding to H. Then 
L(s,IndX,Klk) = L(s,X,Klk'). 
i i i) Inflat ion: For a quot ient G' = G/H where H is a normal 
subgroup of G and a character X of G', denote InflX the character 
of G such that Inflx = X1£ where 1£: G ~ G/H is the natural 
surjection. Let K' be the subfield of K corresponding to G'. Then 
L(s,InfIX,Klk) = L(s,X,K'/k). 
iv) Each Artin L-function can be written in the form 
where n El and ~ are characters of degree 1 of a proper subgroup 
i i 
. H of G. 
i 
v) If K is an abelian extension of k, then the Hecke L-function 
coincides with the Artin L-function(cf. [Ne 1]). 
Lemma 2.8.1. Let Xl be the c~aracter of G=Gal(k/k) induced by the 
trivial character ~=1 of {l}~G (X is the character of the regular 
1 
representation of G) and let 
X = ~ r X 1 LJ a a 
a ' 
be its decomposition i~to the irreducible characters X . Then 
a 
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Proof. Since the principal character X =1 occurs 
a G with 
mul t ipl ici ty r =1, this formula is a direct consequence of the 
a 
above properties of the Artin L-function. 
<K(s) 
It is an interesting question whether the quotient <k(s) 
• 
is a 
holomorphic function on the entire complex plane ~ whenever k~K. 
Recall that the Artin conjecture is the following: for every 
irreduci ble character X;t:1 G the Art in L-funct ion L( s, X) has an 
analytic continuation to the entire complex plane ~. 
Artin's conjecture is true for characters of degree one (this 
is a consequence of Hecke's results for abelian L~functions). As 
we know that an L-function is meromorphic, it suffices to show 
that some power of the L-function is holomorphic in order to prove 
Artin's conjecture. Thus, for a character ~ which is a linear 
combinatjon with positive rational coefficients of characters 
induced by non-tri vial degree one characters of subgroups, the 
corresponding L-function is holomorphic. 
The following well known example is due to Aramata and is 
rediscovered by Brauer: 
Let K be a normal extension over k. Then the augmentation 
representat ion of its Galois group (the regular representat ion 
minus the unit representation) has the same property as ~. Hence 
<K(s) 
the quotient <k(s) is holomorphic, or, as one says, <k(s) divides 
Note ,that it is not known whether <k(s) divides <K(s) if K is 
not a normal extension over k. The result, however, would follow 
from a ; proof of Artin's conjecture (cf. [va 1]). 
I • 
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Chapter 3: Works of Various People in the Evaluation of L-functions 
§1. Class number formula 
Let k be a number field, and denote by <:k(s) the Dedekind 
zeta function of k (see Chapter 2), given for Re(s»l by the Euler 
product 
where ~ runs over all prime ideals of k. 
The fo llowi ng famous theorem (theorem 3. 1. 2.) is due to 
Dedekind [De 1], who generalized the results of Dirichlet [Di 1]. 
Let [ be an ideal class of the number field k,_ we define 
<:k ( [ , s) = L No. -5 = 
o.e[ 
where 0. runs over all non-zero integral ideals of [, a ([) is the 
n 
number of integral ideal of [ wi th norm n, and N(o.) = Nk/O (a.). 
Clearly, -
<:k(s) = L <:k(['s), 
[eel (k) 
where CI(k) is the ideal class group of k. 
Lemma 3.1.1. Let [ be an ideal class of k and [k:O] = n. Set 





where 0. runs over all integral ideals of [ with norm less than or 
equal to x, then when x -7 00, 
1 
1--
f ( [ , x) = Pkx + 0 ( X n), Pk ' = 
r r 
2 1 (in) 2 R(k) 
Wk ,,11 d(k) 1 
where r 1 '(resp. 2r2 ) is the number of real (resp. complex) 
embeddings of k, R(k) andd(k) are the regulator and discriminant 
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of k, and wk is the order of the group of roots of unity Wk in k. 
Proof. (Step 1) Choose an integral ideal -1 oe[ . If a. is an 
integral ideal of [, then 0.0 = (a) and N( (a)) = No.No ~ xNo. 
Conversely, if aeo, N( (a)) ~ xNo, then a. = (a)o-l is an integral 
-1 ideal of [ and No. = N((a))No ~ x. Therefore, 
f([,x) = #{(a) = aOklaeo, N((a)) ~ xNo} 
= #{a(mod Uk) laeo, N((a)) ~ xNo} 
where Uk is the group of uni ts of Ok and a( mod Uk ) denotes a 
representative of aUk' 
Let a, ... , a be a basis of the abel tan group 0, then each 
1 n 
aeo can be expressed uniquely as 
n 
a = 2: m. a., m El. 
1 1 i 
i=l 
n 
Define <p : 0 ---7 [Rn by <pea) = (m , 
1 · .. , 
m ), for a =2: m.a .. Then 
n 1 1 
i=l 
<p(o) is a lattice in [Rn. Hence, 
n 
f((r,x) - = #{(x, .. , x )elnla = ~ x a (mod Uk)' O<N((a))~xNo}. 
1 n ~ i i 
1=1 
(Step 2) By Dirichlet's unit theorem (cf. [Lo 1]), 
where Wk is the group of roots of unity in k, and Vk is the free 
abel ian group of rank r = r +r -1, wi th c, ... , c a system of 
1 2 1 r 
r r r +r 
fundamental units of Vk . Consider K
X ~ [Rx 1xCX 2 ~ [R 1 2 with 
0-( a) (0- (a), ... , 0- (a)) and 
1 r +r 
1 2 
· .. , n log I y I) , 
r +r r +r 
1 2 1 2 
where 0-, ••• , 0-
1 r 
1 
are the real embeddings of k to C, 0- and 0-
· , J r + J 
2 










i) Ke r ( a ° <T) = Wk , 
ii) a0<T(Vk ) is a lattice of the hyperplane 
r +r r +r 
H = {(x, 
1 
... , X ) elR 1 2 I Xl + . .. + x =O} 0 f IR 1 2 and 
r +r r +r 
1 2 1 2 
a0<T(e ), . ... , a0<T(e ) is a basis of this lattice. 
1 r 
. . . , 
Set t=(n 
l' 








a0<T(e ) is a basis of the real vector space IR ,namely, 
r 
r +r 
X 1 2 For each aeK ,a0<T(a)elR can be expressed uniquely as 
r 
a0<T(a) = ct +. L c.a°<T(e.), where c, c e IR. 
I I i 
i=l 
Since each ueUk can be expressed urri-que ly as. 
a a 
1 r 
U = we ... e 
1 r 
r 
a°<T(ua) = ct + L (c.+a. )a°<T(c.). 
I I I 
1=1 
r 
Thus, for each a = L xi a i e o\{O}, xi e I, we can choose wk 
i =1 
elements auw (w e Wk ) in aUk such that O!:ic i +a i < 1 (l!:ii!:ir). Hence, 
n 




a= L x a , O<N((a))!:iXNO} 1 1 ' 
.o~(:)=ct+ ~ c.'o~(£.), . 
1 I 
1=1 
c, c.eIR, O!:ic.!:il (l!:ii!:ir) 
1 I 
r r 
For y = (y, ... , y ) e IR lxa; 2 
1 r +r 
we define 
1 ' 2 
2 2 N(y) = Iy ... y y ... y I, 
1 r r +1 r +r 
1 1 1 2 
n 
then N(<T(a)) = N( L x <T(a )). When aeK, N(<T(a)) and N((a)) are ( 1 1 
1=1 




O<N( L xl~(al))~1, 
r = (x, ... , x ) e!Rn n 1 = 1 r 
a 1 n 
a( L x ~(a ) )=ct+ L c aO~( 8 ), 1 1 1 1 1=1 1=1 
Then wkf([,x) is the number of integral points (Xl' ... , x) in 
n 
l/n 
the set (xNo) r. When X ~ 00, the number of integral points in 
a 
(xN I';.) 1/nr · . 1 U IS equa 
a 
namely, 




wkf([, x) = xNoVol (r
a
) + O(x ) when X ~ 00 
[Lo 1 ] ) , 
since Vol ((xNo) 1/nr ) = xNoVol (r) and O(x(n-l)/n) = O(x1-( 1/n») 
a a 
is the order of the measure of surface area of (xNo) l/nr . 
a 




LX. ~ (a'. ) = (y , . . . , y , y + i Y , . . . , y + i Y ), 
1 1 1 r r +1 r +r +1 r +r n i=l 1 1 1 2 1 2 
if 1~k~r 
1 ~ X ~ (a ) ~ . k J 
J=l J if r <k~r +r 
1 1 2 
Then 
r ={(y, ... ,y )e!R n a 1 n . 
I · 2 2 2 2 0< Y ... y (y +y ) .. (y +y) 1~1 . 1 r r +1 r +r +1 r +r n } 1 1 12 12 ' 
(logly 1, ... , logly I, log(y2 +y2 ), ... , . 1 r r +1 r +r +1 1 112 
r 
2 2 log(y +y . )) = ct+ L C.ao~(8.)* 0~c.<1, ce!R 
r +r n 1 1 1 1 2 i=l 
Set r = {(y, ... , y)er ly.>O (l~i~r )}. Then 
1 n . all 




r y , ... ,y 
1 1 n -1 
= 2 f J ( . ) dy ... dy 
r x, ... ,x 1 n 1 n 
f dx ... dx 
r 1 n 
a 
r +r 
2 1 2 
---- Volcr) 
. {~(a) if 1~k~r 
a k J 1 
Yk a= He(~(a)) if r <k~r +r , 
x k J 112 
, J ' 
ImC~ Ca)) if r +r <k~n 
. k J 1 2 
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-I' y , ... , y 
and hence J( 1 n) = 2 21 det (j' (a )) 1 
i j X , .•• , X 
1 n 




Y +iy l' f 1 . r + j I' +1' + j :SJ:sr 
1 1 2 2 
r={c P , ... , P ,e , ... e ) 1 I' +1' 1 I' 
1 2 2 
h P ( ) 2. were = p ... pp . .. P 
1 I' I' +1 I' +1' 
1 1 1 2 
' y , ... ,y 
J( 1 n 
p p 9 e = P I' + 1 . . . Pr' +1' ' 
l' ... , I' +1' ' l"" I' 1 1 2 
Since 
1 2 2 
Vol(r) = JP ... p dp ... dp de ... dB 
9 I' + 1 I' +1' 1 I' +1' 1 I' p, 1 1 2 1 2 2 
I' 
= (2rr) 2J p ... p dp ... dp . 
I' + 1 I' +1' 1 I' +1' P 1 1 2 1 2 
We change the variables (p , ... ,p ) to (P,c , ... c ). We have 
1 I' +1' 1 _ I' 
1 2 
Bp. Blogp. P. 
1 1 1 {BP = Pi BP = nP 
Bp. Blogp. (i) 1 1 
Bc = Pi = PiloglCj 1 Bc j j 
Therefore, 
Pl 
p , ... , P 
1 I' +1' ( 1) 
J( 1 2) = 
P,c , ... ,c d t 
p log 1 C I 
[ 
nP 





. ( 1 ) 
P log I cl··· 1 I' 
P l' .. Pr +1' 
_______ 1 ___ 2 R(k) n. 
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(I' +1' ) 
P I' +1' 1 O? I C 1 1 2 I 
1 2 . nP 1 
. I (I' +1' ) I p log C 1 2 
I' +1' I' 
- 1 2 
Vol(r) 2 2 R( k) P P P . . . P dPdc . . . dc 1 . .. r r +1 r +r r 1 r 
O:=:P, c l' . . . , C r :=: 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 nP 
r 
2 
= rr R( k) . 
r r 1 
Thus, f([,x) = 2 1(2rr) 2 R(k) 1--~------ X + o(x n) when x -7 co. 
wkv'ld(k) I • 
Theorem 3. 1.2. <:k ([, s) and (k (s) can be extended analyt ically to 
the half plane Re(s»l-~, and they both have a simple pole at s=l, 
with residue 
co 
Proof. (k(['s) = Pk«(s) + ~ [a
n
([) -Pk]n-s and by lemma 3.1.1., 
n=1 
when N, --7 co, 
N 
\' [ () ] () Jf)(N 1-<1/n»). _ ~ an [ - Pk = f [,N - Pk = v 
n=1 
co 
By lemma 2.1.2. and lemma 2.1.3, ~ [a
n
([) - Pk]n-s is analytic on 
n=1 
Re(s»l-! and «(s) has a simple pole at s=l with residue 1. Thus 
n 
1 ~k(['s) can be extended analytically to the half plane Re(s»l-n 
and has a simple pole at s=l with residue 
~ res (k( [, s) and each (k( [, s) has the 
[eCI (k) s=1 
above properties. Therefore (k (s) can also be extended 
, 1 
analytically to the half plane' Re(s»l-- and has a simple pole at 
n 
s=l with residue 
res 
5=1 <: (s) = ~ k [E;CI(k) 
res 
5=1 = P l: 1 = k [eCI(k) 
Corollary 3.1.3. (k(s) has an order r zero at s=O and 
. 
. 




Proof. It follows directly from theorem 3.1.2. and the functional 
equation of ~k(s) (See chapter 2). • 
The following corollary is known as Dirichlet's class number 
formula. 
Corollary 3.1.4. If is a quadrat ic 
discriminant d and x: I --7 C is defined by 
x(n) = (~) (Kronecker symbol). 
n 
If we denote 
00 
L ( s , X) = L X ( n) n -g , 
2n:h(k) 
__ { wk Id 11/2 then L( 1, X) 
2h(k)logc 





where -h(k) is the class number of k,wk is the number of roots of 
unity in -k and when d>O, e is the fundamental unit of k. 
Proof. Since ~k(s) = <:(s)L(s,X), the corollary -follows directly 
from lemma 2.1.3. and theorem 3.1.2 .. • 
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§2. Works of Shintani l 
In [Sh 1], Shintani gi ves an elementary method to eval uate_ a 
kind of zeta functions of totally real algebraic number fields at 
non-positive integers. Besides this result, he also gives a 
formula to evaluate a kind of Hecke L-function at s=l 
(equivalently, .. through the functional equation, at s=O). In the 
following, we present his results. 
Let F be a totally real algebraic number field of degree n. 
For relatively prime integral ideals 0 and f of F, set 
~(o,f,s) = L NQ-~ 
Q 
where Q runs over all integral ideals of F which is in the same 
narrow ray class modulo f as o. 
For an rxn (l!Sr!Sn) matrix A=(aJi) with non-zero entries and 
. t I ( ) fIb let (m.' )-n.-. (A, x) (k) an r- up e x= x , ... , x 0 comp ex num el'S, 1j 
1 n m 
(m2:1, be the coefficient of un (m-1)(t .~.t t ... t )m-1 
1 k-1 k+1 n 
in the Laurent expansion at the origin of the function 
uxL(t) 
r J j 
e 
k:=l' IT uL (t) J =1 e J -1 
where u, t , ... , t are independent variables and L is a linear 
1 n j 
form in t , ... , t given by 
1 n 
L (t) = a t + ... j j 1 1 
n B (A, x) (k) 
Set B (A, x) = L _m ___ _ 
m ' n 
k=l 
+ a t jn n 
For linearly - independent vectors v, 
1 
... , v 
r 
n 
n-dimensional real vector. space IR, we denote by C(v , 
1 
in the 
. . . , v ) 
r 
the open -?implicial cone with generatorsv
1





subset of ~n consisting of all linear combinations of 




.•• , V 
r 
For an xeF, we denote by x ,x , . . . (n) th . t ,x e n conJuga es 
of x with respect to the rational number field. We embed F into ~n 
by the mapping 
" (1) (2) 
x ~ (x ,x , ... (n) ) ,x. 
Then F'{O} acts on ~n by componentwise multiplication. Denote by 
E(f) the group of totally positive units of F which are congruent 
+ 
to 1 modulo f. 
Gi yen a fini te set of indices J, for each jeJ, and for each 
subset S of ' F, let R(j,S) be the set of all r(j)-tuples 
X=(X(lY,X(2), ... ,x(n») of' rational numbers such that 
{ 
O<x, ... , x ~1 and 
1 r ( j ) 
x v +x v + ... +x V eS' 
1 j1 2 j2 r(j) jr(j) 
where C = C (v , ... ,v ) is an open simplicial cone with j J jl Jr{J) 
generators v , ... , v ef such that the fundamental domain of jl Jr(j) 
n ~ wi th respect to the act ion of E( f) is a disjoint union of 
+ ' + 
these finite number of open simplicial cones, namely, 
~n 
= U U uC (disjoint union) . 
+ 
uEE(f) j jEJ 
+ 
Furthermore, denote by A. the r(j)xn matrix given by 
J 
[ y(l) 
( 2) (n) 
l ' v V j1 jl J1 A = J ( 1) (2) (n) v v v jr(j) jr(j) jr(j) 
A closed (resp. open) half space in an n-dimensional real 
vector space V is a subset of V of the form {xEVIL(x)~O} (resp. 
{xEVIL(x»O}), where L is a non-zero ~-linear form on V. A 
polyhe~ral cone is the intersection of a finite number of (open or 
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closed) half spaces~ It is said to be a closed polyhedral cone if 
it is given as an intersection of a finite number of closed half 
spaces. A closed polyhedral cone ' is said to be proper if it has a 
point other than the origin. Let k be a subfield of the real field 
and assume that a k-structure is assigned to V, namely, an 
n-dimensional k-vector space Vk is embedded in V so that V = 
Vk®k~. An ~-linear form on V is said to be k-rational if it is 
k-valued on Vk . An open simpliciaL cone C is said to be k-rational 
if for a sui table choice of generators, all the generators of C 
are in Vko The k-rationallty of a polyhedral cone is defined in a 
similar manner. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let A be an rxn matrix (r:sn) with positive entries 
a jk (1
<·< 
. -J-r, Denote ' by L 
J 
(j=l, ... ,r) (resp. 








For an r-tuple x=(x, 
1 
... , x) of pos i t i ve real numbers and an 
r 
r-tuple X=(X , 
1 
... , x) of non~zero complex numbers wi th modulus 
r 
not greater than 1, we denote «(s,A,x,X) a Dirichlet series in s 
given by the following formula 
00 
r zk n * -s 
'TT xk IT L J (z + x ) 
k=1 J=1 
«(s,A,x,X) = ~ 




Z , ... ,z =0 
,1 r 
Then the Dirichlet series «(5, A, x, X)" is absolutely convergent if 
Re(s»~ and has an analytic continuation to a meromorphi.c function n ' 
on the whole complex plane. ,Moreover, if one puts 
i-x = (l-x ~ ... , i-x), 
1 r 
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the value at s=l-m (m=1,2, ... ) is evaluated as follows: 
n B (A, i-x, X) (k) 
r ( ) ( -1 ) n ( m-l ) m-n ~ m ~ 1-m,A,x,x = ~ --------n----------
k=l 
where ( , -n (k) ffi.) B (A,y,X) is the coefficient of 
m 
u (m-l) n (t ... t t ... t ) m-l in the Laurent expansion at the 
1 k-1 k+1 n 
origin of the function 
in u, t , 
1 
. . . , t , t , k-l k+1 
r 
uy L (t) 
e J J 
TT uL (t) 
J =1 e J 





Proof. Set a = min {an } and Re(s)=~+o>~ for 0>0. Then 
o l:Sj~n <.J .. n n' 
l~l~n 
Therefore the Dirichlet · series is absolutely convergent for 
r r Re(s»-. If Re(s»-, 
n n 
n 
n * -s r (s) TT Lk (z+x) 
ex) ex) n * 1 . 
= f . .. f exp [- E t L (z+x)] (t ... t ) s- d t .. . d t . 
kk 1 n · 1 n 
k=l 
n 
* Since E tkLk (z+x) = 
k=l 
o 0 k=l 
r 
E (Z +x )L (t), for Re(s»~, 
J=l J j J n 
ex) ex) 
f ... f 
r 
e 
(l-x ) L (t) 
J J 
TT -----L (t) 
o o J =1 J 
. e -'V 
. A. j 
s-l (t ... t) dt ... dt . 
1 n 1 n 




(l-x ) L (t) 
r j J 
e g(t)=g(t , ... ,t)= TT----
1 n L (t) 
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<:(s,A,x,X) -n s-l = res) 1 ... 1 g(t)(t ... t) dt ... dt 




= reS) L I g(t)(t ... t) dt ... dt . 
k= 1 D 1 n 1 n 
. k 
In D , we make the following change of variables 
k 
t = uy = u(y,y, ... ,Y), 
1 2 n 
where O<u, O~Yo~l fo~ l*k and y =1. Then we have 
<.. k . 
-n s-l 
res) I g(t)(t ... t) dt ... dt 
D 1 n 1 n 
k 
co 1 1 
-n ns-l s-l 
= r ( s ) I d uS. . . J g ( uy) u (TT Y l) 
o 0 0 l*k 
For a posi ti ve number A<l, denote by· I (A, 1) (resp. I (A, co» the 
. . 
integral path in C consisting of the interval (l,A) (resp. (CO,A», 
the anti-clockwise circle of radius . e around the origin and of the 






. . . , L are 
r 
+co 
linear forms with positive 
coefficients, for sufficiently small e, 
co 1 1 
-n ns-1 s-l r (s ) I dui ... I g (uy) U (TT y l) TT dy l 




--------n_-1J du I ... 1 g(uy)u (TTYo) TT dyo 
( e 2n7r1 s_l ) (e21[1 s) '\ <.. <.. -1 I (I\. , en) I (A t 1 ) I (A, 1 ) l*k l:;Ck 
= 
( n 21[ls 
r 1-s) (e -1) I du I ... I g(uy)uns- 1 ( TTYD)S-l TT dYe' 
( .)n n7Bs 21[ls n-1 <.. 21[1 e (e -1 ) I (i\ , en) I (A t 1 ) I (i\, 1) l:;Ck l:;Ck 
Since the above· integral as a function of s is meromorphic in the 
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whole complex plane, the value of the integral at s=l-m is equal 
to (_l)n(m-llr(~)n times the coefficient of un(m-l)(l~/l)m-l in 
the Laurent expansion at the origin of the function 
g (uy , . . . , uy , u, uy , . .' . , uy) 1 k-l , k+l n 
u( 1-x ) L (y) 
r e j j 
TT-----uL (y) 
J =1 e j -X 
j 
which is holomorphic in u, t , 
1 
. . . , . . . , t in the 
n 
direct product of n copies of the disk with radius A punctured at 
the origin. Therefore, the integral for s=l-m is equal to 
(-1) n( m-l) -n m 
n 
(k) B (A,l-x,X) and hence 
m 
n B (A, 1-x, X) (k) 




Corollary 3.2.2. The value of the Dirichlet series 
00 n * ~(s,A,x) = E TT Lk(z+x)-s at s=l-m (m=1,2, ... ) 
z , ... , z =0 k=l 
1 r 
is equal to (_l)r m -nB (A, x). 
m 
Proof. For X=(l,l, . .. ,1), we have 
(k) (k) 
«(s,A,x) = «(s,A,x,X), B (A,x) = B (A,x,X) . 
m m 
Furthermore, B (A,l-x) = ' (-1 )n(m-U+rB (A, X). Therefore, 
m m 




Lemma. 3.2.3. A proper k-rat ional closed polyhedral cone is a 
disjoint union of a finite number of k-rational simplicial cones 
and the origin. 
Proof. By induction on n, where n is the dimension of V. • 
Corolla~y 3.2.4. A k-rational polyhedral cone is, if it is neither 
I , 
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closed nor empty, a disjoint union of a finite number of 
k-rational simplicial cones. 
Proof. Set P = {xEVIL.(x)?!:O (1si s m), M (x»O (1 S j s l)}, where L 
1 , J i 
- , 
and M are non-zero k-rational linear forms on V. Further, set 
J 
~ = {xEVILi(x)?!:O (1si S m), MJ(X)?!:O (1 S jsl)}. 
If P is not closed and non-empty, ~ is a proper closed polyhedral 
cone. Hence by lemma 3.2.3., ~\{O} is a disjoint union of a finite 
number of k-rational open simpl icial cones. For each j (1 S j s l), 
set 
a P = {xE~IM (x)=O}. 
J " J 
If a simplicial cone, which is contained in ~, has a non-empty 
n 
intersection with a~, it is contained in a P. Since P = ~\ U a P, 
j j j=l j 
P is also a disjoint union of a finite number of k-rational open 
simplicial cones. • 
Set V=lRn and regard V as an IR-algebra. Let F be a totally 
real algebraic number field of degree n. We identify F wi th a 
O-subalgebra of V by the mapping 
(1) (2) 
x r----7 (x ,x , ... (n) ) ,X . 
Then VO=F is an n-dimensional O-vector space embedded in V such 
that V = VO®OIR. For xeV, we put , 
t ( ) ' (1) (2) (n) rx =x +X + ... +X 
We set V = IRn ~ V and denote by E the group of all totally 
+ + + 
positive units of F: 
Lemma 3.2.5. Set 
D = {xeVltr(x)str(xu) for all ueE }, 
+ 
and let D be the interior of D. Then the set D is a closed 
41 
O-rational polyhedral cone in V, V U{O} = 
+ 
U uD, and there is 
ueE 
+ 
only a fini te number of ueE such that uD n D ;c {O}. Moreover, 
+ 
uD n D = 0 if u;cl. 
Proof. For each proper non-empty subset S of the set of n indices 
{1,2, ... ,n}, there exists a totally positive unit u(S)eF which 
(1) . (1) 
satisfies u(S) >1 for ieS and u(S) <1 for i~S. For each S, we 
choose such a uni t u(S). For each j (l~j::sn), take a totally 
(1) 
positive unit u. which satisfies u >n. Set 
. J , j 
X = {xEvltr(x)~tr(u(s)x) for all S with 0*S~{1,2, ... ,n}}. 
t~(x)~tr(u x) (l~J'~n) . 
. J 
Then X"{ O} S;V. Since D is a subset of X, OS;XS;V U{ O} ., 
+ + 
For each i (l~i~n), setS ={ i} and take a positive number t 
1 
which satisfies 




.-1)x and tr(x)~tr(u(S.)x), namely, 
1 1 
(u(S.)(1)-l)x. ~ l: (l-u(S.)(J)x.). 
1 1 1 J J ;Cl 
Choose the smallest O<l-u(S.)(j) among j;ci, then 
1 
(t -l)x ~ (u(S )(i)-l)(l-u(S )(j»)-l 
1 i 1 
~ l: (l-u (S. ) ( J ) ) x . ( 1-u( S. ) ( J) ) -1 
1 J 1 j;Cl . 
~ l: x .. 
j;Ci J 
Thus tr(ux»tr(x). 
Let N be the s,et consist ing of all totally posi t i ve uni ts u 
h · h t· f (1) t w lC sa lS y U ~ 
1 
( i = 1 , 2, . . . , n) . , Se t 
M = N U {u ,u , ... ,u } U {u( S) I0*Sc{ 1,2, ... , n} } . 
1 2 n ;c 




For ueE, xeX,\{O}, then either u(l»t for some i, then we 
+ i 
have tr(ux»tr(x) or u(i)st for all i, then we have ueN. Hence, 
i 
D = {xeVltr(x)str(ux) for all u, ueM} and 
D = {xeVltr(x)<tr(ux) for all l~ueM} = {xeVltr(x)<tr(ux) for all l*ueE+}. 
Thus D is a closed polyhedral cone and D n uD ~ 0 for ueE+. 
For each xeV, there exists a ueE such that tr(ux)str(vx) 
+ + 
for any veE . Then ux~D'\{O}. Therefore V U{O} = U uD. 
+ + 
When D n vD ~ {a} for some 
such that vxeD. Since xeD'\{O}, 
ueE 
+ 
l~veE. There exists an xeD'\{O} 
+ 
x t ~t r ( x }=t r ( vx ) > v (1 ) x for all i. 
i i i 
Thus YEN. Hence D n vD = {a} except for a finite number of veE+ .• 
Lemma 3.2.6. There exist a finite number of ~-rational simplicial 




U U uC (disjoint union). j 
ueE jeJ 
+ 
Proof. Set U = {ueE+ID n uD ~ {a}}. By lemma 3.2.5., U is a finite 
subset of E . For each xeD'\{O}, set 
+ 
E = {ueE I uxeD} . 
x + 
Then, E = {ueE Itr(x)=tr(ux)} is a subset of U. If x and vx are 
x + 
in D'\{O} for some veE, then E 
+ vx 
For any subset T of U, set 
-1 
= v E. 
x 
D = {xeDIE =T}. T x 
Then uD n D ~ 0 for some ueE impl ies that , uD = D -1 . Since E T + T u T + 
is torsion "free, uDT n DT ~ 0 for some ueE+ implies that u=l. 
Let W be the set of subsets T of U such that D * 0. Two 
T 
elements T , T eW are said to be equi valent if there exists a ueE 
12+ 
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such that uT = T . Let W' be a complete set of representatives of 
1 2 
the equi valence classes in W. Then W' is a set consist ing of ~a 
certain finite number of subsets of W. Hence it follows from lemma 
3.2.5. that 
U uD (disjoint union). 
T 




Since D is a fini te disjoint union of a)-rational polyhedral 
T 
cones. Hence by corollary 3 . 2.4., D is a disjoint union of 
T 
a)-rational open simplicial cones. .-
By lemma 3 . 2.6. there exists a finite number of open 




·· , . . . , 
J j jl jr(j) 





j EJ uEE( f) 
+ 
uC (disjoint union), j 
where E( f) _ is the group of totally posi t i ve uni ts of a totally 
+ 
real algebraic number field F, which are congruent to 1 modulo f. 
Theorem 3.2.7. ~(o,f, 1-m) (m=1,2, ... ) is equal to 
Nom- 1m-n L (_l)r(J) L B (A.,x), 
jEJ XER(j,O-l f+l) m J 
where f is an integral ideal of F, 0 is an integral ideal of F 
prime to f and 0-lf+1 is the set , consisting of all elements Il of F 
which satisfy 1l-1EO-1f. 
Proof . ~ ( 0, f, s) = No -s L N ( Il) -s , 
Il 
where the summat ion is taken over all totally posi ti ve numbers Il 
of F which satisfy 1l-1EO-1r and are ' not associated wi th each other 
under the action of the group Eef) . 
+ 
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Hence <:(0, f, s) 
simplicial cone wi th generators V J1' 
~EC.~(o-lf+l) has a unique expression 
J 
r ( J ') 
~ = L (x +z)v , 









for a suitable - . -1 x=(x , ... ,x )ER(J,of+l) and a suitable r(j)-tuple 
1 n 
z=(z , ... ,z ) of non-negative integers. Thus 
1 r (J) 
00 
n * n L l (Z+X)-5 
l=1 
L -1 
xER(J,O f+1) z , ... ,z =0 
1 r 
= L <:(s,A ,x). 
XER(J,0-1f+1 ) J 
Therefore it follows from lemma 3.2.1. and corollary 3.2.2. that 
at s=l-m, 
= in -n ( -1 ) r ( j) L B (A., x) . 
-1 m J 
xER(j,O f+l) 
Hence <:(o,f, i-m) (m=1,2, ... ) is equal to 
Nom- 1m -n L (-1) r (j) L B (A., x) . 
jEJ XER(J,O-lf+u m J • 
Corollary 3. 2. 7. The values of <:(0, f, s) at s=O, -1, -2, . .. are all 
rational numbers. 
Proof. Let a, ... , a be non-zero numbers of F and let A be the 
1 r 
rxn matrix whose (j,k) entry .is a(k). It suffices to show that 
, J 
B (A,x) is rational for any r-tuple x of rational numbers. 
m 
Let K be the Galois closure of F over al and let a- be an 
element of the Galois group of K over to al. Then a- induces a 












n B '(A, x) (k) 
= L, m n and that 
k=1 
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B (A,X)(k) is the 
m 
coefficient of un( m-1) +r (t ... t t ... t ) m-1 
1 k-1 k+1 n 
expansion at the origin of the function 
where L (t) 
J 
= a(l)t + 
J 1 
ux L (t) 
r ' J J 
r e I u n uL (t) , 
J =1 e ' J -1 tk =1 
a(2)t + ... + a(n)t 
J 2 J n 
in the Taylor 
Thus B (A, x ) (k) is 
m 
in K and erB (A -, x) (k) = B (A, x) (er(k» • Hence B (A,x) is left 
m m m 
invariant under the action of the Galois group of K- over Q) and is 
therefore in Q). We conclude that. the values of <:(b,f,s) at 
s=0,-1,-2, ... are all rational numbers. • 
Let K be a totally imaginary quadratic extensipn of a totally 
real algebraic number field F. Denote by b the relative 
discriminant of K wi th respect to F. Let X be the quadrat ic 
character of the group of the narrow ideal classes of F wi th the 
conductor - b which is associated to the quadratic extension K of F 
in class field theory. Denote by E(K) (resp. E) the group of all 
the units of K (resp. F). 
The relative norm' NKlF of K with respect to F gives a 
homomorphism of E(K) into E , 
+ 
the group of all totally positive 
units of F. Denote by NKlFECK) the image of ECK) by this 
homomorphism. Let h(F) and h(K) be the class numbers of F and K 
respectively. Take a complete set of representatives Q., Q., ••• , ' 
1 2 
Q. of the ideal classes of F such that each Q. is integral. Denote 
h m 
by wK the order of the group 
Theorem 3.2.8. The relative 
F is given 
. 
, 
by the following 
of roots of unity WK in K. 




L L L -1 
m=l jEJ xEReJ,(a. En ) 
m 
r ( J ) ( -1) r (J) r< j ) B l (xk 1 r< j) lk-1 
X (( L x v ) a. I)) L TT ~! tr ( TT v ) , 
k = 1 k J k m n l k= 1 k k = 1 J k 
where the summation with respect to l is taken over all 
r(j)-tuples l= (I, ' ,I, , . . . , l ) 
1 2 r(J) 
of non-negat i ve integers which 
sat isfy I, + l + ... + l = r( j) . 
1 2 r(J) 
Proof. Since ~K(s) = ~F(s)L(s,x) and by theorem 3.1.2., we have 






n-1 (s-l)~ (s) = 2 R(F)h(F) 
" F v'ld(F) I 
h(K) _ ~d(K) I wKR(F) . 
and -- L ( 1, X) 
h(F) - ,d(F) 2R(K)rrn 
J. wKR(F) 
= y' I d ( F) I No L ( 1 , X) . 
2R(K)rrn 
On the other hand, the Dirichlet series L(s, X) satisfies the 
following functional equation (see chapter 2) 
A Src 5~1 1 "L( 5, xl = A 1-Sr (2;5 l "L(1-5, xl with A = 1£ -n/2/j d( Fl I No . 
Therefore 
w R(F) 




[ E: E ] L ( s , X) = L NO:' I) -s L X ( (a) a. 0) I N ( a) ,-s, 
+ m m 
m=l a 
where the summat ion is taken over all non-zero numbers a in 
(0. 0)-1 which are not associated with each other under the action 
m 
of the group E . Since 
+ 
L i ( (a) 0. m 0) IN (a) 1 ~s 1 s=O = 2n L X ( (a) a. m 0) 1 N (a) I-s I s=o' 
a ~ 
where " the summation in the right side is . taken over all totally 
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positive numbers J.l in (a. 0)-1 which are not associated with each 
m 
other under the action of the group E. Since the conductor of X 
. + 
is 5, the series in the right side of the above equation is equal 
r(j) CX) r(J) 
to L L X (( L x v ) a. 0) L I N ( L (x + z ) v ,-5 
J'EJ ER(j (a. t:..)-1 k jk m - 0 k 1 k k jk x , u k=l z , .•. , z = = 
m 1 r 
It follows from corollary 3.2.2. that the Dirichlet series 
CX) r(j) I L . I N ( L (x + z ) v ,-s 
k k jk 5=0 
z , ... ,z =0 k=1 
1 r 
B (X) 
= (-1) r ( j) ~ rn( j) ek k 
n ~ e ! 
f, k=l k 
r ( j) f,-1 
tr( IT v k ), jk 
k=1 
where the summation with respect to f, is taken over all 
e= (f, ,f, , . . . , f, ) 0 f 
1 2 r(j) non-negative integers which r(j)-tuples 
sat isfy f, + f, + 
1 2 
+ e = r(j). 
r(j) 
wKR(F) 
Since 2n ____ 1 __ ( cf . [Wa 1]) and = ----------
2R(K) [E: E ] . 
+ 
h 
[E:E ]L(O,X)- 2n L 




m=1 jEJ xER(j,(a. 0) ) 
m 
re j ) ( -1) r ( j) re j ) B l (Xk ) r ( j) l-1 
X(( L x v la. 0) L IT ~ I tr( .IT v'kk ), 
k=1 k jk m n e k=1 k' k=1 J 
h 
L 
2R(K) [E: E ] m=1 
+ 
L L -1 
jEJ xER(j,(a. 0) ) 
m 
L L -1 
jEJ xER(J,(a.O) ) 
m 
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r ( j ) ( -1 ) r ( j ) r ( j ) B £ (Xk ) r ( j) £-1 
X( ( L x v ' )0. 0) L n ~ I tr( n V Jo:) -
k=l k jk m n £ k=l k' k=l 
Theorem 3.2.9. We keep the notations in theorem 3.2.8 .. Let X be a 
primitive character of the ideal classes group of F modulo f which 
is of the form 
where X is a character of the residue class group modulo f, and 
o 
denoted by L(s,X) the Hecke L-function associated with the 
character X. Then 
[E: E ] h 
--+-. L( 1, X) = W( X) (I d(F) I Nf) -1/2 L 
(2rr)n . m=l L L jEJ xER(j,(a. f)-l) 
m 
B (X) 
r(j) (_l)r(j) r(j) £ k 
X( ( L X v )0. f) L TT ~k __ 
r ( j) £-1 
k tr ( n V ) , 
k = 1 k j k m n £ k= 1 1 k ! ok k=l J 
where the constant W( X) is. a complex number of modul us 1 which 
depends only on X. 
n 
Proof. Set ~(s,X) = (rr-nldCF) INf)-S/2 C n rC S;l))LCS,x). Then ~ 
k=l 
satisfies the following functional equation (see chapter 2) 
~(l-s,X) = W(x)~(s,i), 
where the constant W( X) is a complex number of modulus 1 which 
depends only on X. From the pro,?f of theorem 3.2.8., we have 
h 
[E:E ]L(O,X) = 2n L 
+ L L -1 
m=l JEJ xER(j,(a. f) ) 
m 
r(j) , (_l)r(j) r(j)B£ (xk ) r(j) £-1 
X (( L x V ) a. f) L TT k tr ( TT V k ). 
k = 1 k jk m n £ k= 1 1 k ! k = 1 j k 
Thus the theorem follows directly from the functional equation. _ 
"'. 
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We keep the notations in lemma 3.2.5 .. We follow the idea of 
Shintani [Sh 1] which uses theorem 3.2.8. to calculate the class 
number of the number field K=O(e2rri / s ). 
Set F=O(w) , where 2rr w=2cosS · Then F is a totally real 
quadratic field. A I-base of the ring of integers OF is given by 
{l,w}. It is known that the class number of F is one and that -1 
and w generate the group of units E of F, namely, 
2 Hence w generates the group of totally positive units E of F. 
+ 
For a=x+yweF and x,yeO. We put a'=x+yw'EF, 2 where w' =w -2. We 
. 2 
embed F into ~ by the mapping 
a ~ (a, a'). 
2 Set D = {XE~ Itr(x)~tr(xu), for all uEE }. 
+ 
First we have to find .out u , u EE such that 
12+ 
U (1) > 1 and u (2) > 2. 
1 2 
Choose u =(1+w)2, u =w2. We note that u(2)<1 and u(l)<l. Thus we 
1 2 1 2 
can choose u(S )=u and u(S )=u . Hence 
1 1 2 2 
t 2: 1 + 
1 













1 (l+w )-1 + 2 l-(w -2+2) 
2 




= w + 3, 
= w + 3. 
Then N = {1, w2 } and M = {u , u} U N = {1, u , u}. Therefore 
. 1212 
2 2 2 IT = {XE~ Itr(x)~tr(xu), for u=l, w . and (l+w) } 
= {XE~2Ix +x ~(l-w)x +(1-w2+2)x } 
1 2 1 2 
n {XE~2Ix +x ~(w+2)x +(w2-2+2)x } 1 2 1 2 
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= {XE~21-wx +(2-w2 )x ~O} n {XE~21(w+l)X -(1-w2 )x ~O} 
1 2 1 2 
= {XE~21-wx +(l+w)x ~O} n {XE~21(W+l)X -WX ~O}. 
1 2 1 2 
Hence IT is a closed polyhedral cone in ~2 spanned by (w,l+w) and 
(l+w, w), namely, 
IT = E((w,l+w), (l+w,w)) ~ (3+w)E(1,w2 ). 






where C = C(1,w2 ) and C = C(l). 
1 2 




21[1/5 Set K=o)(~), where (=e . Then K is a totally imaginary 
quadratic extension of F with relative discriminant (w+3). 
Moreover the quadratic character X of the group of narrow ideal 
classes of F with conductor (w+3) which corresponds to the 
quadratic extension K of F in class field theory is given by 
[N(X) ] X((x)) = sgnN(x) -5-- , for XEOF, 
where N(x) is the norm of x and [~] is the Legendre symbol. 
It is easy to see that (see Note) 
R(l, (3+W)-1) = {(1, 1)~ll~k~5} and R(2, (3+w)-1) = {(1)}. 
Since the number of roots of unity in K is 10 and the class number 
of F is 1, by theorem 3.2.8. the class number of K is equal to 
2(l -1) 
2 tr( w ) ) 
5 5 [j] B 0 (~) B 2 ( ~) B (J) B (J) 




In particular, if F is a real quadratic field, Shintani found 
in [Sh ,2] . that the value of a special kind of L-function L(s,X) at 
51 
s=l is related to the double gamma function. In the following, we 
shall study this relation. 
Let w=(w ,w ) be a pair of positive numbers, set 1 2 
1 
co nw w 2 1 
-'1 (w) L (ljJ'(~) _1) re logw + '1 and = + -21 2 . W nw 6w2 ww 2 W W W n=1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 
co nw nw w 
-'1 (w) = 1 L (ljJ{_2) - log(_2) + _1_) + 2.!. (~ + ~) logw 
22 W W w 2nw w w 1 




2w ('1 - log2re) + 2w w 





'1 (~ + ~) 
2 w W' 
1 2 
where ljJ(z) = r' (z) fez) and '1 
N 1 
. = 1 im( L -
N-1ro n 
logN) is the Euler constant . 




'1 (W)z+- '1 (w) 
r (z, w) -1 = Z 22 2 21 (1 . + z ) e 





nW +mW 2 
1 2 (w +mW ) 
1 2, 
where the product is taken over all pairs (n, m) of non-negati ve 
integers which are not simultaneously equal to zero. The function 
r (z,w) is known as the double gamma function, it was introduced 
2 
and studied by E.W.Barnes in [Ba 1] and [Ba 2]. 
Lemma 3.2.10. Both '1 (w) and '1 (w) are symmetric with respect to 
· 21 21 
wand w . 
1 2 





Since ljJ'(t) = + L 
t 2 n=1 
implie~ that, if t>O, 
co s-1 
= J _u__ du and hence 2 
o (l+u) 
2' (n+t) 
the Mellin inversion formula 
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1 
2rri f Re{ S) =0'" 
o 
~(2-s)r(s)r(2-s)t-Sds (0<0'" <1) 
o 
- 1 f . ~(2-s)r(s)r(2-s)t-Sds + t1 (1<0"'1<2). 
- 2rri ":, 
Let f (t) = 
1 
1: (l/J' (nt) 
Re{ S) =0'" 
1 
1 
nt) . Then 
n=1 
2 1 -
f (t) rr ~(2-s)«s)r(s)r(2-s)t-Sds = -+ 2rri f 1 6t2 Re( S)=O'" 1 2 1 rr ~(2-s)~(s)r(s)r(2-s)t-Sds + = -+ 2rri f 6t2 Re{s)=2-0'" 
1 2 
1 logt t 
1 1 rr logt ~(2-s)«s)r(s)r(2-s)t-Sds = + + 2rri f 6t2 t 
2 
rr 
= - + 
6t 2 
Re{s)=2-0'" 
.1 10 gt + ~ f (.!.) 





Hence from the definition of a (w) and the above equality, we 21 
conclude that a (w) is symmetric with respect to wand w . Since 
21 1 2 
1 f ~(2-s)r(s)r(2-s)t-Sds, 2rri ":, Re{ S)=O'" 
o 
we integrate both sides with respect to t to obtain 
l/J(t) + .!. -
t 
= 
Let f( t) 2 = 




- 'Y + f 




1 1 1-s logt + - + 2rri f ~(2-s)r(s)r(1-s)t ds 2t Re( s)=O'" 2 
00 1 1: (l/J(nt) - log(nt) + 2nt) . Then 
n=1 
1 
2rri f Re( s)=O'" 
1-s ~(s-1)~(2-s)r(s)r(1-s)t ds 
2 
1 logt + 1 ~ a 1 log~ + 2t log 2rr - - + - logt -t 2t . 2 . 
+ 2!i f «(s-1)~(2-s)r(s)r(1-s)tl-sds. 
Re{ s) =3-0'" 
. 2 
f (t) I + 10g~ - ! - 2.!. logt 
2 2 
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(2<0'" <3) . 2 
a 
2" 
Hence from the defini tion of '0 (w) and the above equal i ty, we 22 
conclude that '0 (w) is symmetric with respect to wand w . • 22 1 2 
Lenuna 3.2.11. As a function of z, r (z,w)-l is an entire function 
2 
of order 2 which is symmetric with respect to w and w. Moreover, 
1 2 
it satisfies the -following difference equations 
-1 r (z+w ,w) = 
2 1 
-1 r (z+w ,w) 
2 2 
z 1 (---)logW 
_1_ r (z,w)-lr(~)e w2 2 2 and Y2rr 2 w2 
z 1 (---)logW 
= 1 r (z,w)-lr(~)e w1 2 1 Y2rr 2 . w1 
Proof. From the definition of r (z-,w)-l and lemma 3.2.10, we see 
2 
that r (z, w)-l ,is an entire function of order 2 which is symmetric 
2 
with respect to w and w. Let 
1 2 






nW +rnW 2 
1 2 (W +mW ) 
1 2 
where the product is taken over all pairs (n,m) of non-negative 
integers which are not simultaneously equal to zero. Since 
logr(z) = - logz - 'Oz - L (leg(n+z) - logn - ~) and 
n 
n=l 






00 L (_1_ 
n=l n+z 
.!. ) ( cf . [Co 1]), 
n 
2 
logf(w,z) logz + L (log( z+mw ) lege mw ) z z = - - + 1 1 mw 222 
00 00 




(log( z+mw +nw ) l'og(mw +nw ) - -l ' 2 1 2 
2 
logr(~) + logw - 'Oz + _rr __ z2 
w1 1 w1 12w2 
1 
1 m w 
1 
2 
z + z 
mw +nw 
1 2 2(mw +nw ) 
1 2 
00 nw z+nw nw 2 nw 
2) 
+ L (10 gr ( w 2) - 10 gr ( . w 2) + ~ ( W 2) + 2 z 2 t/J' ( w 2) ) 
n= 1 1 1 1 1 W 1 
1 
2 
= logw - logr(~ - 'Oz + _rr __ z2 




ex) nw z+nw nw 2 
+ L (logr(~) - logr( 2) + Z 2 log(-) 
w 
Z z 
W W W 
n= 1 1 1 1 1 
2nw + 2-n-w-w-
212 
ex) nw nw w 2 ex) nw 
+ z ~ (t/J(_2) _ log(_2) + _1_) + z ~ (t/J' (~) 







-1 Z logr (Z, W) = ~'-
2 2w . w 
2 
aZ logw2 - 2w w 
Z 1 1 
2- (- + -) logw w W 1 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
Z 2w (a + log2rr) -
(w -w )z w 
1 2 log(~) + aZ (~ + ~) 



















1 2 1 1 2 
ex) nw z+nw 
L (logr(-2) - logr( 2) 
w W 
n=1 1 1 
2 
Z 
+ 2nw w ). 
1 2 
-1 -1 logr (z+w ,w) - logr (z,w) 2 1 2 
Z logw + 1 logw logw 1 log2rr aZ Z 2" - log(-) w 2 2 1 2 w W 2 2 1 
ex) z+nw w 
L (- logr( 2) logn 2 z + + log(-) + -) w w nw 
n=1 1 1 2 
z z!) 1 
= logr(W-) + (W- - 2 logw2 - 2" log2rr. 
2 2 
Therefore 




Since r (z,w)-1 is symmetric with respect to w and w, the second 212
difference equation is a consequence of the first. • 
Lerruna 3.2.12. There exists a positive constant p (w) which does 
2 . 
not depend on z such that for Re(z»O, 0 < A < 
" 
55 








log( p (W) ) = 
2 
1 e- zt 






+ (o-rri) (B (~)w2 + 2B (~)B W W + B w2), 
2w W 2 W 1 1 W 1 1 2 2 2 
1 2 ' 1 1 
1 1 2 1 B2 = 6' Bl (x) = x-2, B2(x) = x -x+6 and I (A, (0) is 
defined in lemma 3.2.1 .. 
00 
Proof. Let <:(S;2) = L (n+z)-s (Re(s»l, Re(z»O) be the Hurwitz 
n=O 
zeta function. Denote by 
-zt 
J(z, w) = _1_ J ___ e _____ logt dt 
2rri -w t -w t t I(A,oo)(l-e 1 )(l-e 2) 
+ (o2-rri ) (B (~)w2 + 2B (~)B w w + B w2). 
WW 2W 1 lW 112 22 121 1 
Using the facts (cf. [WW 1]) 
e-rris r(l_s) -zt 
<:(s,z) J e t S - 1dt (0 < A <1) and = 2rri I(A,oo) 1-e -t 
d log(rCz)) ~(s, z) Is=o = 
V2rr 
we deduce- that (see Note) 
-zt 
= 1 S e logtt dt + (IV - rri)(-21 - z). 
2rri I(A,OO) 1-e-t 0 
Then by lemma 3.2.11. and the above equality, we have 
Hence 
J(z+W ,w) - J(z,W) 
1 
1 e-zt 1 t 
= S ~ dt + 2rri -w t t I(A,oo) 1-e 2 
o-rri (2zw - W W ) 
2w W 1 1 2 
1 2 
= - logrC~) + .log~ '+ C.!. - ~) logw 
W 2 W 2 
2 2 
= logr (z+w ,w) - logr (z,W). 212 
J(z+W ,W) - logr (z+W ,W) = J(z,W) - logr (z,W). 
, 1 2 1 2 . 
J(z,w) and logr (z,w) are symmetric with respect to W and w, so 
2 . 1, 2 
J(z+w ,W) - logr (z+W ,W) = J(z,W) - logr (z,W). 2 2 2 2 
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Hence the function J(z,w) - logr (z,w), which is holomorphic in 
2 
the right half plane, is continued analytically to an entire 
function with periods w and w. Therefore if w and w are 
1 2 1 2 
linearly independent over ~, 
d dz (J(z,w) - logf2(z,w» = o. 
d Since dz (J(z,w) - logr2(z,w» depends continuously on w1 and 
d dz (J(z,w) - logr2(z,w» = 0 for any w. 
W, 
2 
Hence logp (w) = logf (z,w» - J(z,w) does not depend on z. • 
2 2 
Corollary 3.2.13. For any positive number t, 
1 1 1 z2 logr2(tz,tw) , ~ logf2(z,w) = (2 (W- + W-)z - 2w w - 1) logt and 
1 2 1 2 
w2 w1 3 logP2(tw) -logP2(w) = (12w + 12w - 4) logt. 
1 2 
Proof. The first equality follows directly from the definition of 
the double gamma function r (z,w). By lemma 3.2.12., 
2 
r (tz,tw) r (z,w) 
2 2 
log( p (tw) ) - log( P (w) ) 
2 2 
= (-logt) f e- zu du 
2rri -w U -w U u 
I( i\, (0) ( 1-e 1 ) ( 1-e 2) 
= (-logt) (B (~)w2 + 2B (~)B w w + B w2) 
2w w 2 W 1 1 W 1 1 2 2 2 
1 2 1 1 
= (-logt) (z2 + (w + w)z +! (w2 + 3ww + w2 ». 
2w w 1 2 6 1 1 2 2 
1 2 
Hence, the second equality follows immediately from the first 
assertion and the above equality. • 
Lenuna. 3.2.14. Let a=(a ,a ) be a pair of positive numbers and let 
1 2 





simultaneously. Set <:(s,a,X) = L n (Xl + m + (X2 + n) a k ) -s. 
m,n=Ok=l 
Then the Dirichlet series «s,a,x) converges absolutely if Re(s»l 
and is cont inued analyt ically to a meromorphic funct ion in the 
whole complex plane C with 
d 
-d <Cs; a, x) I 
s s=O 
r (x +x a, (l,a ))r (x +x a , (l,a )) a -a a 
= 10 (2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2) 
g P ((l,a ))p((l,a )) + 1 2 B (x )log(~). 4a a 2 1 a 
2 1 2 1 2 1 
Proof. Let A = [!1 !2]' Then by lemma 3.2.1 .• 
«s,a,x) = <:(s,A,x, (1,1)) 
converges absolutely if Re(s»l and is continued analytically to a 
meromorphic function in the whole complex piane. Moreover from the 
proof of lemma 3.2.1., we know that for a sufficiently small 
positive number A, 
-2rri s 
1 e r( 1-s) 2 «s,a,x) = (2rri ) 2 1 +e 2rri s 
f (g(t,tu) + g(tu,t)) t 2s dt f t 
I(A,OO) I(A,l) 
(i-x ) (t +t ) + ( 1 - x ) (a t +a t ) 1 12 21122 
e 
where get ,t ) = 
1 2 t +t a t +a t 




We deduce from lemma 3.2.12. and the equality (see Note) 
1 1 
<O,a,x) = 4 (a- + ~)B (x ) + B (x )B (x ) + -41 (a + a )B (x ), a 21 1112 1 222 
1 2 
d 
-d «s,a,x) I S s=O 
t ( 1 +a - (x +x a » 
1 
= (-3rri+2a )«O,a,x) + 2rri f 
1 1 2 1 
_e __________ ~--- logt dt 
t 
1 . 
+ 2rri f 
I(i\.,oo) 
I(i\.,oo) a t t 1 (e -l)(e -1) 
t ( 1 +a - (x +x a » 
2 1 2 2 
_e _______________ logt dt 
t a t 
t 2 (e -l)(e -1) 
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a +a u 
+ 1 J ( 1 1 + U B (x ) + B (x ) B (x ) + -21 1 1 2 B (x )) I 0 gu d u 
4rri 2" a +a u 2 1 1 1 1 2 +u 2 2 u 
HA,l) 1 2 
a u+a 
+ 1 J (! 1 +u B (x ) +B (x ) B (x ) +-21 11 + 2B (x )) logu du 
4rri 2 a u+a 2 1 1 1 1 2 U 2 2 u 
HA,l) 1 2 
r (x +x a , (l,a ))r (x +x a , (l,a )) 
= _ rri<;:(O, a, x) + log( 2 1 2 1. 1 2 1 2 2 2) 
P ((l,a ))p((l,a )) 
2 1 2 
+ <;:(O,a,x) 1 f logu d 2rri -- u 
HA,U 
u 
1 1 l+u 1 ~) du + 4" B (x ) f (l+u + 2 1 a +a u a u+a a a u 
0 1 2 1 2 1 2 




logu du = 
u 
rri and 
1 a -a a +a 
J ( l+u _~) du . = 2 1 log( 1 2). 
a u+a a u a a a 
o 1 2 2 12 2 
Then the lemma follows directly from the above equalities. _ 
Let F be a real quadratic field. We fix an embedding of F 
into ~. Denote by h the number of narrow ideal classes of F and 
o 
choose integral ideals 0., 0., •.• , 
1 2 
0. of F so that they form a 
h 
o 
complete set of representatives of narrow ideal classes of F. 
Denote by E (resp. E) the group of uni ts (resp. 
+ 
totally 
positive units) of F. Let £>1 be the generator of the infinite 
cyclic group E . For each xEF, we denote by x' the conjugate of x. 
+ 
Let f be an integral ideal of F. For l:sk:sh , set 
o 
{ 
z=x+£y, X,YE~ with O<x:Sl, O:sy<l, 
-1 -1 
R(£, (o.kf ) ) = ze(ukf) the integral ideal 0. fez) is prime to 
k 
c 
Let If be the group of fractional ideals of F which are prime to 
f. Further. let P
f 
be the subgroup of If consisting of all the 
principal ideals generated by a totally positive M satisfying the 
congruence condition M=l (mod f). The group If/P
f 
is the narrow 
59 
ideal classes modulo f of F. Let X be a character of the group 
If/P
f
. Denote by L(s,X) the Hecke L-function of F associated with 
the character X such that 
L ( s, X) = l: X ( a. ) Na. -s , 
a. 
where a. runs over all the non-zero integral ideals of F. If a. is 
not prime to f, we put X(a.)=O. 
Lemma 3.2.15. We keep notations as above. Then 
h 
o 
L(s,X) = l: l: X (a. f ( z) ) N (a. f) -ss (s, (e, e' ) , (x , x )), 
-1 k k 1 2 
where z = x 
1 




Proof. It follows from the definition of L(s,X) that 
h 
o 
L ( s, X) = l: L X (a.) Na. -s , 
k=l a.~a. f 
k 
where a. runs over all the integral ideals of F which are in the 
same narrow ideal class as a. f. On the other hand, 
k 
= N(a.kf)-s L x(a.kf(,..d) IN(Il) ,-s, 
p. 
where p. runs over all totally positive numbers in (a. f)-l which 
k 
are not associated with each other under the action of E . Let 
+ 
~ -1 -1 I R(e, (a. f) ) = {ze(a. f) z=x+ey, x,yeG) with O<x:::l, O:::y<l}. 
k k . 
~ . -1 2 -1 Define t/J: E xR(e, (a. f) )xl --7 F n(a. f) by 
+ k + + k 
t/J(u,z, (m,n)) = u(z+m+ne), 
where I is the set of all non-negative integers and F is the set 
+ + 
of totally positive numbers of F ~ Then t/J is bijective (see 
Note). Moreover since X is a character modulo f, 
X(a. f(z+m+ne)) = X(a. f(z)) for any m, nel . 
k k + 
If the ,integral ideal a. fez) is not prime to f, x(a. fez) )=0. Hence 
k . . k 
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= 
N(a.kf)-S L X( Clkf(Il)) IN(,..L) I-
s 
11 
N (Cl f) -s L x (Cl f ( z) ) 




L ((z+m+nc)(z'+m+nc' ))-s 
m,n=O 
= N (Cl f) -s L x (Cl f ( z) ) <: ( s, (c, c' ) , (x , x )) 
k -1 · k 1 2 
zER(C, (Cl f) 
k 
where z = x + cx . 
1 2 
It follows that 
h 
o 
L(s,X) · = L L X (Cl f ( zJ ) N (Cl f) -s <: ( s, (£, c' ) , (x , x )) .• -
-1 k k 1 2 
k=1 zER(£,(Cl f) ) 
k 
Theorem 3.2. 16. Let X be a primi t i ve character of the group of 
narrow ideal classes modulo f of F which is of the form 
where (11) is a principal integral ideal of F and X is a character 
o 
of the group of invertible ,residue classes modulo f. Then 
W( )-1 ~ L(l . ) X 2rr ,X 
h 
o 
= L L X- 1 (Cl f(z))log(f (z, (l,c))f (z', (l,c' ))), 
-1 k 2 2 
k=l zER(C,(Cl f) ) 
k 
where d is the discriminant of Fand the constant W( X) is a 
complex number of modulus 1 depending only on x. 
Proof. Since L(s,X) is an entire functi"on of s and satisfies the 
following function equation (see chapter 2) 
rr -1 +s (dNf) ( 1-s) /2f ( 1 ;s ) f (2;S ) L ( l-s, X) 
-s s/2 s S + 1 - 1 
= W( X)~ (dNf) f(2")f( 2)L(s, X· ), 
where the constant W(X) is a complex number of modulus 1 depending 
only on i, we deduce L(O,X)=O. Evaluating both sides ~ of the 
functional equation at s=O, we have 
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rr -1 ( dN f) 1 /2r ( -21 ) L ( 1 , X) = 2 W ( x ) r ( -21 ) (dd L ( s , X - 1 ) ) , 
s s=O 
-1 
namely, W(X) ;-;r L( 1 ) = ( d L( -1) ) B 1 3 2 15 
2rr ' X -d s, X . Y emma .. . , s s=O 
h 
o 
We note that for any character 11 of the group of narrow ideal 
classes of F, -1 . X 11 1S also a primit i ve character of the group of 
narrow ideal classes modulo f of F of the form gi ven in the 
-1 
theorem. Since L(O,X 11)=0 for any such 11, we have 
L: x-1 (a. fez) )<:(0, (C, c' ), (x ,x )) = 0 (l!::k!::h ). 
-1 k 1 2 0 






-1 d , X (a. f( z) ) (d- <: (s, (C, C ), (x ,x ))) . 
-1 k S 1 2 s=O k=l zER(C,(a. f) ) 
k 
By lemma 3.2.14., we have 
d 
ds <: ( s, (c, c' ) , (x , x )) I = log (r (z, ( 1 , C ) ) r (z', (1, c' ) ) ) 1 2 s=O 2 2 
. c-c' . 2 
- log(p ((l,c))p ((l,c'))) + -4- B (x) log(c') . 2 2 2 1 
-1 We note that if z=x +cx ER(c, (a. f) ) and x , x E(O, 1), then 
1 2 k 1 2 
l+C-ZER(c, (a. f)-l) and X(a. f(z))=-X(a. f(l+c-z)). k k k 
-1 Furthermore if z=x ER(c, (a. f) ) and if O<x <1, then 
1 k 1 
1-z, l+cz, l+c(l-z)ER(c, (a. f)-l) and 
. . k 
X(a. fez) )=-x(a. f( 1-2) )=x(a. f( l+cz) )=-x(a. f( l+c( 1-z))). k k k k 
Hence we deduce that 




= L: L: . X (a. f(z))log(r (z,(l,c))r (z',(l,c'))) .• 




Corollary 3.2.17. Let K be a quadratic extension of F with 
relative discriminant o. Assume that exactly one of the two 
archimedean primes of F ramifies in K. Let X be the character of 
the narrow ideal classes group modulo 0 which corresponds to the 
extension K of F in class field theory. Denote by L(s,X) the Hecke 
L-function of F associated with the character X. Then 
ha mh(F>X(Q. f(z) > 
(_71_)h(K>= n n (r (z, (l,c) )r(z', (l,c'))) k 
~ . -1 2 
171 I k=1ZER(C,(Q.kf » 
where ~' is the generator of the Galois group Gal(K/F), h(K) (resp. 
h(F)) is the class number of K (resp. F) and 71 is a uni t of K 
which satisfies the following conditions 
i) the' group of uni ts of K is generated bY:r], 711 and ±1, where 711 
is a unit which is not a power of any unit of K other than 71 and 
1 
-1 71 , and 
1 
ii) 71 > 171~1 > o. 
Proof. We see that X is primitive and of the form given in theorem 
3.2.16 .. Denote by ~(s) (resp. ~F(s)) the Dedekind zeta function 
for K (resp. F). Then 
Moreover by theorem 3.1.2. and the functional equations for ~K(s) 
and ~F(s), we have 
3 2 
W ( X ) = 1 , 1 i m ( s -1 ) ~ (s) 2 rrR ( K) h ( K) and 1 i m ( s -1 ) ~ (s) _ 2 R ( F ) h ( F) . 
s~ K ' 2(d2No)1/2 s~ F 2d1/2 
Hence we deduce that 
2rr R( K) h( K) 
= ( dN 0 ) 1/2 R ( F ) h ( F) . L( 1, X) 
Let C >1 be the fundamental unit of F. Assume that ±c =71 m (mE~) be 
a a 1 
the m-th power of a unit 71 of K which is not a power of any unit 
1 
-1 
of Kother than 71 and 71 . Now take a unit 71 of K which satisfies 
\ ' 1 1 
'., 
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the given condi tions. We note that al though TI and TI are not 
1 
uniquely determined, the positive integer m and I~~I are uniquely 
TI 
determined. Then we have 
R(K) _ IlOgITll110glTlCTI - 10g1Tl~llOglTlII = 
R(F) - loge 
o 
Thus 
L(l,l:) = 2rr h(K) log(-Tl-). 
(dNo)1/2 mh(F) 1TlCT
1 
By comparing the above formula with that of theorem 3.2.16., 
we obtain 
h _ 
o mh(F)X(Q t(z» 
(_Tl_)h(K)= n n (r (z, (l,e))r(z', (l,e'))) k .• 
ITlCTI k=lzER(£,(Q f)-l) 2 
k 
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§3. Works of Stark 
Let K be a normal extension of a number field k with Galois 
group G and let X be a group character of G. Denote by L(s,X) the 
corresponding Artin L-function. When X=l G, the trivial character 
of G, we have LCs,X)=(kCs). We have shown in theorem 3.1.2. that 
or equivalently, 
lim (s-l)(k(s) = 
s~l 
r r 




1 i m s -r (k ( s) = 
s~o 
h(k)R(k) with r = r +r -1. 
1 2 
By the additivity property of Artin L-functions (see chapter 2), 
it suffices t 'o consider only those Art in L-funct ions whose 
characters X do not contain lG as a consti tuent in order to 
investigate the behavior of Artin L-functions at s=l. 
Stark observed this phenomenon and gave a conjecture on Artin 
L-functions for those X mentioned above. 
Conjecture. If X does not contain lG as a constituent, then 





= e (X ) R( X ), ( I d ( k) I N f) 1/2 
or equivalently, 
where d(k) is the discriminant of k, f is the conductor of X in k, 
e (X) (resp. e (X -1)) is an algebraic number, R( X) (resp. RC X -1)) is 
the determinant of an axa matrix whose entries are linear forms 
(with algebraic coefficients) in logarithms of absolute values of 
units belonging to K and its conjugate fields, and a, b, W(X) are 
constants given by the functional equation of L(s, X), · namely, 
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here the constant WCX) is a complex number of modulus 1 depending 
only on X and ~Cs,X) = Cn-nX(l) IdCk) INf)s/2rC~)arCS;1)bL(S,x) 
where n is the degree of k and a+b = nx(1). 
In the following, we shall study a proof of Stark on this 
conjecture for a rational character x. Furthermore we shall find a 
precise expression of L(l,X) when k is a totally real field and 
K=kC!:) where a>O is in k but the other ri-lalgebraic conjugates 
of a are negative. Moreover we shall give a relation between Salem 
number and Artin L-function. Finally a simple example for a real 
quadratic field , k will be calculated. 
Let K be normal over 0 with Galois group G. If Kis complex, 
we denote by ~EG the complex conjugation on K and we let G be a 
o 0 
complete set of left coset represent at i ves of {1, ~ } . If K is 
o 
real, we set ~ =1 and G =G. 
o 0 
Lenuna 3.3.1. Let P be a subfield of K of degree nCP) wi th r CP) 
1 
real conjugate fields and 2r (P) complex conjugate fields ordered 
2 
in the usual way. Let ~, ... , ~ P be units of P such that 
1 n( ) 
~ 
i +r (p) = ~ 1 ' for r CP)<i~r CP)+r (P) _ 1 1 2 2 
n(P) r ( P)+r (p) 1 2 2 
±1. n ~ n ~ = 1 i 1=1 i=r CP)+l 
1 
Let the numbers bCi~j) be given by 
1 
and 
if i=j>r (P) 
. bCi,j) = {-o~2~ if i-r (~)=j>r (P) or j-r (P)=i>r (P). 
2 1 2 1 
otherwise 
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Let ~(s) = ~(s'{£l}) be the nxn matrix such that 
~(s) = (n~p) + b(i,j) +slogl£~J) I)· 
Then 
1 
rCP) = rlCP)+r2CP)~1 and eCP) = { 2 if P is totally real otherwise 
Proof. We write ~(s) symbolically in blocks as 
Here the first row represents the i-th row with i~r (P), 
1 
the 
second row represents the i-th row with r (P)<i~r (P)+r (P) and 
1 1 2 
the third · row represents the (i+r (P))-th 
2 
row with 
r CP)<i~r CP)+r CP), and the columils are represented in the same 
112 
fashion. We note that the block matrix bCi,j) in ~Cs) above is 
just 2! I P where I denotes the nxn identity matrix. 
r ( ) n 
2 
I o o 
[ 
r:1(p) 










I P ' r ( ) 
o 
!o I ] 
2 r (p) • 
1 2 
- I 2 r (p) 
2 2 
1 I ( j) I 
[ 
nCp)+slog £1 
-1 1 I ( j) I B~Cs)B = nCp)+slog £1 
o 
]. Then 








1 ( .) 
-(P)+slogle. J I 
Let N(s) = n 1 
1 I ( J ) 
n(P) +slog cl I 
If we add the co 1 umns of N( s) to the last, we get the last 
column with every entry equal to 1. ,Subtracting n~p) times the 
last column from all the earlier columns eliminates all the 
remaining n~ P) 's. Now add e 1 times the i -th row to e r(P)+l times 
the (r(P)+l)-th row for each i (l~i~r(P)). Thus the last row now 
has all . zero entries except the last entry which is n(P). Hence 
detN(s) = _n_(_P_)_ s r ( p) R ( P, {e }). 
e 1 
reP) +1 
Since e p = e, (P) and det~(s) = detN(s), 
r( )+1 · --p 
. -reP) n(P) ~~~ s det~(s) = e(P) R(P,{e i })· • 
The following lemma is due to Minkowski (cf. [Mi 1]). 
Lemma 3.3.2. There is a unit e of K fixed by ~ such that there is 
o 
only one relation among the r(K)+l units 
relation is 
-1 
~ IT e = ±1. 
~eG 
o 
This unit £ is called a Minkowski unit. 
£ 
-1 
~ for ~eG, and this 
o 
Lemma 3.3.3. Let A(~) pe the permutation representation of G on 
the right cosets of H=Gal(KlP). Let 
x(~) = n~K) + b(~) + slogl£~1 for each ~eG, 
1 if K is complex and 0-=1 ~ { -! where b(~) if K is complex and O-=~ • 0 
otherwise 
For each oeG, we define the .unit of P by £ = 
o 
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where c is 
a Minkowski unit of K. Then 
L x(~)A(~) = ~(s,{eo}) = ~(s) 
~EG 
-r(P) n(P) 
and s det~ (s, {eo}) = e (P) RC-P, {eo} ) . 
Proof. We split G up into right · cosets such that 
[G:H] 
G = L Ho . m 
m=l 






where e is a Minkowski uni t of K. Then e depends only on the 
o 
coset Ho containing 0 and satisfies a relation 
e = e for alIa. 
o~o a 
We now have [G: H] = n(P) uni ts of P. We wish to show that they 
satisfy the conditions of lemma 3.3.1 .. 
The conjugate fields of P are pO, where 0 runs over the 0 . 
m 
In case K is complex, po is real if and only if o~ and 0 acts the 
o 
same on P if and only if Ho = Ho~. Thus po is complex if and only 
o 
if Ho ~ Ho~ . Hence for 0 r (P) 1 of the 0 (which we may assume are m 
0 
numbered from 1 to r (P)) we have Ho = Ho ~ and 'p m is 
1 m m 0 
Further for 2r (P) of the" 0 we have Ho ~ Ho ~ , and 2 m m m 0 
assume that they are ordered in such a way that 
o = 0 u, fo~ r (P)<msr (P)+r (P) 
m+r (p) ' m 0 1 1 2 
2 
Therefore 
e = e = e for r (P)<msr ,(P)+r (P) and 
112 o P ·OU 0 m+r ( ) m 0 m 
2 
n (p) r (p) r ( P)+r ( p) 1 1 2 
2 ~ 





Hence c satisfies the conditions in lemma 3.3.1 .. 
a 
Since A(<T) is the permutation representation of G on the 
right .cosets of H, we have 
where a and T run over the a in the same order, a is the row 
m 




1 if a<TT EH 
a (<T) = 0 a,T otherwise 
Let L x(<T)A(<T) = (C ), where a and T run over the 
<TEG a,T . 
L 1 + b(<T) + sloglc<Jl) C = (n(K) a,T <TEG 
-1 
'a<TT EH 
1 -1 L + b(a -1 <TT) sloglca <TT I) = (n(K) + 
<TEH 
1 T 
= n(P) + b(a,T) + sloglc I, a 
where b(a,T) L b(a -1 <TT) . We have already = seen 
<TEH 
satisfies the conditions in lemma 3.3.1 .. Thus it remains 





that b(a,T) also satisfies the corresponding conditions in lemma 
3.3.1 .. 
If K is real, then we have all the b(<T)=O and hence all the 
b(a,<T)=O. This implies that b(a,<T) satisfies the required 
condition since P must be totally real in this case. So we may 
assume that K is complex. -1 Now &EH and a <TT = 1 if and only if 
-1 -1 Ha = HT. Likewise, <TEH and a <TT=<T if and only if <i=a<T T EH if 
o 0 
and only if Ha<T = HT. Since a and T are among the a , we see that 
o ' m 
Ha = HT if ,and only if a = T while Ha<T = HT if and only if either 
o 
T = a and pais real or T = a<T and pais complex. Therefore 
o 
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1 if a and pais complex 
= { 
2 1: = 
b('O,1:) 1 if and pais complex. -- 1: = O'er 2 0 
0 otherwise 
Hence the lemma follows from lemma 3.3.1 .. 
r (p) r (P)+r (p) 
. 1 1 2 
Corollary 3.3.4~ n e n 





= ±1 is the only relation 
m 




Proof. Let B(er) be any representation of G and X be the 
corresponding character. Let 
where x(er) 
M(s,X) = L x(er)B(er), 
erEG 
+ beer) + slogleer l and b(~) is defined in lemma 
3.3.3.. In the special case of P = K in lemma 3.3.3., we have 
R(K,{e })~o by the definition of Minkowski unit and A(er) in lemma 
a 
3.3.3. is _just the right regular representation of G. Hence 
. X( 1) detMK(s) = n (detM(s,X)) , 
X 
where X runs over all irreducible characters of G. In particular 
detM(s,X) is not identically 0 in s for any irreducible character 
of G and therefore detM(s, X) is not identically 0 in s for any 
character of G. This shows that in lemma 3.3.3., R(P,{e })~o. • 
. a 
We assume that X is the character of a representation B(er) of 
G and does not contain the trivial character l G. We note that 
L B(er) = O. 
erEG 
Hence M(s,X) = L y(er)B(er), where y(er) = beer) + slogleer l . Since 
erEG-
detM(s, X) is the same for equivalent representations, we shall 
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assume that B(~) is in the diagonal form such that 
o 
I 0 B(~ ) = [a ] , 
o 0 I 
b 
where 1 a = 2" (X( 1) + , l ' X ( ~ 0)) and b = 2" ( X ( 1 ) - X(~ )). 
o 
write B(~) = (b (~)) and define an axamatrix (C ) by 
i j , ' i j 
C = Lb. (~) log I C ~ I (l!::i!::a, l!::j!::a). 
ij ' ~EG 1 j 
We then set R(X,C) = det(C ). 
ij 
We shall 
Lerruna 3.3.5. Suppose that X is a character of G not containing l G. 
Then 
1 
where a = 2" (X(i) + X(~o)) is the order of zero at s=O of L(s,X). 
Proof. We note that 
Thus 
M(s,X) 
y(~) + y(~~o) = 2sloglc~1 and 
y(~) - y(~~ ) = 2b(~). 
o 
1 
= -2 L (y(~)B(~) + y(~~ )B(~~ )) 
G o 0 ~E , 
1 I+B(~o) 
= 2" L (y(~) + Y(~~o))B(~)( 2 ) 
~EG 
1 I-B(~o) 
+ 2" L (y ( ~ ) - y ( ~~ 0) ) B ( ~) ( 2 ) 
~EG 
= L slog I c ~ I [b i (~) I o] ,~ L b ( ~) [0 I b i (~ )] , ~EG J ~EG j 
where [ I ] has a columns to left of the bar and b columns to the 
right of it. In like ' manner, 
1 ' I+B(~o) 
M ( s , X) = 2" L (y ( ~ ) + y ( ~~ 0) ) ( 2 ) B ( ~ ) 
~EG 
i I-B(~o) 




b (0")] 0" i . 
= L slog I c I J + 
O"EG 0 
o 
L b(O") [b ], 
O"EG (0") 
i j 
where [-] has a rows above the bar and b rows below it. From the 
above, we see that 
It follows from the assumption on B(O" ) and the definition of 
o 
the b(O") that the matrix in the lower right hand corner of M(s,X) 
is I . Hence s-adetM(s,x) = R(x,c). 
b • 
Theorem 3.3.6. The conjecture mentioned at the beginning of this 
section is true for rational character X. 
Proof. Suppose that X is a rational character of G. If Xl CH) is 
the tri vial character of a subgroup H of G, then we have a 
relation (see chapter 4) 




where the b(P) are rational numbers and the sum is taken over all 
subfields P of K. Corresponding to this relation, we have 
b(P) 
L(s,X) = IT ~p(s) ' . 
P 
If a is the order of the zero of L(s,X) at s=O, then we see from 
the above equality that 
a = L b(P)r(P). 
P 
R(P,{c }) 
Let i(P,c) = R(p)d It follows from lemma 3.3.3. that . 
1 i m s -aL ( s, X) 
s-70 
= IT (lim s-r(P)~p(s) )b<P) 
P S-70 
=\ IT . ( -h ( P) R ( P) ) b ( p) 
P Wp 
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= n ( h(P)e(P) s-r<P>det~(s))b<P> 
P wpn(P)i(P,c) --p 
= n ( h(P)e(P) )b<P> s -adetM(s, X). 
P wpn(P)i(P,c) 
If lG is not a constituent of X, we may now replace s-adetM(s,X) 
by R( x, c). On the other hand, if we start wi th an al ternat i ve 
expression of L(s, -X), namely, 
<:p(s) b<P> 
L(s,X) = ~ ( «(s)) (this follows from the fact ~ b(P)=O), 
lim s-aUs , X) = TT ( 2h~p~e~~) ) )b(Pl R(X, cl. s~o p wpn P i ,c 
Therefore 
• 
Remark. It should be noted that it is not always possible to have 
integral b(P). Thus there is an ambiguity as to which roots should 
be taken fn the above expressions of SeX). There is no ambiguity 
at s=l however, since L(l,X) is a positive real number for 
rational X. But at s=O, there is an ambiguity up to ±1 which can 
be resolved only when w(X) is known. 
Stark proved the following theorem (theorem 3.3.10.) by a 
process analogous to the proof -of theorem 3.3.6. and suggested a 
way that we could prove it more easily. We shall follow this way 
to prove the theorem. In order to achieve the proof, we shall 
introduce two lemma which are due to Sands [Sa 2]. 
Let K be a relative quadratic extension of a number field k 
wi th Galois group G={ 1, 1:}. We assume that beside the real or 
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complex prime ~ of k which splits completely in K, all the other 
infinite primes of k are real and extend to complex primes of K. 
Denote by 11 IIU the normalized absolute value at a prime U of K. 
Let UK (resp. Uk ) denote the group of units of K (resp. k), WK 
denote the group of roots of unity in K, wK denote the order of 
the group WK and r denote the number of infinite primes of k. 
Lerruna 3.3. 7. i) UK/Uk WK has rank 1. 
ii) If Q denotes the order of the torsion subgroup of UK/UkWK and 
EeUK wi th IIE
1
-
T II ?~1 represents a generator of this group modulo 
torsion, then 
R( K) _ 2r - 2 l-T' 
R(k) - Q logllE 111)' 
where ~ is a prime of K lying above ~ and R(K) (resp. R(k)) is the 
regulator of K (resp. k). 
Proof. i) The r-l infinite primes of k other than ~ are real. K 
has two primes dividing ~ and one complex prime dividing each of 
the r-l others, yielding r+l infinite primes in all. Hence UK has 
rank r while Uk has rank r-l. The quotient UK/Uk , then, has rank 
1. As WK is finite, UK/UkWK also has rank 1. 
i i) Denote the infinite primes of K by ~1' ?2' ... ,? ,ordered 
r+l 
so that ? =?, and? is the other prime' di viding ? Then if e , 
r r+l , 1 
e, ... , e are independent uni ts of K, we let <e, £, 
2 r 1 2 
be the subgroup of UK they generate, and let 
R(e , £ , 
1 2 
... , £ ) = Idet(logll£ 1Iq) )1 . · 0 I 
r i ¥ ~l,J~r 
J 
be the absolute value of the determinant. When {£, £, 
1 , 2 
is a system of fundamental units for K, we obtain 
R(£ , £ , 
1 2 









Otherwise, we obtain (cf. (Wa 1]) 
R(£ , £ , 
1 2 
... , £ ) = R(K)(UK:WK<£ , £, ... , £ >] . r 1 2 r 








£ , .,., £ >] = Q, and so 
2 r 
R( £ , c , 
1 2 










. . . , £ , 
r-l 




= 2R(£ , 8 , ... , £ , E) 
1 2 r-l 
= 2QR(K). 
On the other hand, since "'C fixes ~i for i:sr-l, we have 
11 El -"t'1I =1 for i::r-l. Also, 2 for l:Si, j::r-l and 11£ II~ =11£ 11 ~i i i :P J J 
are primes . of k associated with ~J' So, with l:Si, j:sr-l, 
l-"'C l-"'C I R(£l' £2' ... , £r-l' E ) = logllE II~ det(logll£l l1 p.) I 
J 
r-l l-"'C I I 
= 2 logllE II~ det(logll£ill:p.) 
= 2r- l logIlE1-"'C" ~ R(k). 
We conclude that 2QR(K) = 2r-llOgIlEl-"t'lIp R(k) and hence 
r-2 R(K) _ 2 1-"'C 
RC k) - ---cr-, logll E "~, 
2 
= Q' 
Proof. We note that 
WKU~ -"t' IU~ -"t' ~ WK/ (.WKnU~ -"'C) == (WK/W~) I (WKnU~ -"'C IW~) . 
. 2 
Clearly [WK:WK]=2 since WK is cyclic, We claim that 
J 






whose order is Q by definition. Suppose ueUK represents an element 
t Then u eUkWK for some posi t i ve integer t and 
tWk tWk tWk u eUk . Thus (u
1
-"t") =(u )~-"t"=1, which shows that ul-"t"ewknu~-"t" 
Then the mapping u ~ u1-"t" induces a surjection 
whose kernel is trivial. Thus the lemma follows. 
Corollary 3.3.9. Let K=kC!:) be a subfLeld of IR where o:.ek. Then 
if 0:. is a square times a unit of k 
otherwise 
• 
Proof. When ~IR" WK={±l}. By lemma 3.3.8., Q is either equal to 1 
or 2. ' We note that when u=a+b!:eK be a uni t of K wi th a, bek, 
1-"t" a+b~ l·f d l·f b-~ U ·th O·f d 1 u = = - 1 an on y 1 u=a+ Y o:.e K Wl a= 1 an on y 
a-b~ 
if b20:.EUk if and only if 0:. is a square time a uni t of k. 
Therefore, Q=2 if and only if -leU1 -"t" if and only if 0:. is a square K 
times a unit of k. • 
Theorem 3.3.10. Let k be a totally real field of degree n(k)=n, 
K=k(!:) where 0:.>0 is in k, but the other n-l algebraic conjugates 
of 0:. are negative. Let X be the non-trivial one-dimensional 
character of Gal(K/k) and f be the conductor of X in k. Let u=2 if 
0:. is a unit in k (or a. square times a unit) and u=l otherwise. 
Then 
L(l,X) = C2rr)n-l h(K) ------- -- loge, 
u ( I d ( k) I N f) 112 h ( k ) 
or equivalently, 
2n - 2 hCK) L' CO,~) = log~ 
A. U- h(k) ~, 
where e>il is a uni t ok K such that K=O C e) and k=O (e+e -1). The uni t 
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e together with ±1 and a set of fundamental units of k generate a 
subgroup of the unit group of K of index 2u (thus when k=O, e is 
the square of the fundamental unit of K). 
Proof. Denote by <K(s) (resp. (k(s)) the Dedekind zeta function of 
K (resp. k). By theorem 3.1 . 2., we have 
2( )n-1 ( () 2nR(k)h(k) lim(s-l)< (s)_2 2rr R K)h K and lim(s-l)<k(s) 
S-70 K 2( Id(K) I) 1/2 S-70 2( !d(k) !) 1/2 
On the other hand, <K(s) = <k(s)L(s,X). Hence by lemma 3.3.7. and 
corollary 3.3.9., 
(2rr)n-1 h(K) R(K) u 
L(l,X) = -- ---
u ( ! d ( k) ! N f) 112 h ( k ) R ( k ) 2 n -2 
(2rr)n-1 h(K) 2n- 2 I IE1-L I 
1 2 h( k) Q 0& 
u( Id(k) INf) 1 
= 
( 2rr ) n -1 h ( K) 
= -- loge, 
u ( I d ( k) I N f) 112 h ( k ) 
where e=!E1-L I>1 is a unit of K. 
. u 
n-2 2 
Furthermore L(s; X) satisfies the following functional 
equation (see chapter 2) 
AS r(S;l )n-1r(~)L(s, X) = A1-S r(2;S)tC1;s)L( 1-s, X), 
2 n - 2 h(K) 
= -u-- h(k) loge. 





I k is an emb'edding of k (l~i~n), and so e is complex 
L -1 -1 (2~i~n). Further, e =e and so if we set ~=e+e , then ~Ek and e 
is a root of x2-~x+l=O. 2 f3 i But for 2~i~n, the roots of x -~ x+l=O 
f3 
are complex , and so ~*.~ i for 2~i~n. Therefore ~ is a root of an 
irreducible polynomial of degree n and hence 
-1 k=O(e+e ) and K=O(e). 
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From the proof of lemma 3.3.7., we see that the unit e together 
with ±1 and a set of fundamental units of k generate a subgroup of 
the unit group of K of index 2u. • 
The following corollary is due to Chinburg who relates Salem 
number and Artin -L-function, namely, every Salem number is the 
exponential of a rational multiple of the derivative at s=O of an 
Artin L-function. 
A Salem number is a real algebraic integer ~>1 all of whose 
other conjugates lie in or on the unit circle C, with at least one 
on C. 
Corollary 3.3.11. Let k be a totally real number field of degree 
n>l. Let K be a relative quadratic extension of k having exactly 
two real p_Iaces. Define u=2 if K is generated over k by the square 
root of a unit of k, and let u=l otherwise. Let X be the 
non-trivial character of Gal (Klk) and let L(s,X) be its Artin 
L-function. Let h(k) and h(K) denote the class numbers of k and K 
respectively. L(s,X) vanishes to first order at s=O, and 
I 
1/2 
= ( U ( d ( k) I N f) L ( 1 ) h ( k)) = ( 2 2-nuL , (0 ) h ( k)) > 1 e exp (2rr)n-1 ,x h(K) exp ,x h(K) 
is a Salem number in K. In -' fact, e is a unit in K with 
NKlke=l which together with the units of k generate a subgroup of 
index 2u in the uni ts of K. Conversely, if ~ is a Salem number, 
then 
are fields as above, and we have u=e~2 for some positive integer 
ffi. 
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Proof. Except for the assert ions concerning (j and the assert ion 
that C is a Salem number, the statement of the corollary is proved 
in theorem 3.3.10 .. Because NK/kc=l, the absolute value of c at 
the complex places of K is equal to 1. Hence all of its conjugates 
I ie on the uni t circle except for c 
number. 
-1 
and c , so c is a Salem 
Suppose now that (j is a Salem number. Let (j' be a conjugate 
- -1 
of (j on the unit circle C. Then (j'=((j') is a conjugate of (j', so 
(j-1 is a conjugate of (j. Because (j is the only conjugate of (j with 
absolute value greater than 1, it follows that (j and (j-1 are the 
only real conjugates of (j, and that all the other conjugates of (j 
lie on C. NowK=O((j) and k=O((j+(j-l) satisfy'the hypotheses of the 
corollary. 
Because NK/k(J=l, (j is a uni t in K. If u=l, then c and the 
units Uk of k generate a subgroup of index 2 in the units UK of K. 
If u=2, then K is generated over k by the root of a unit in Uk' 
and this root, c and Uk generate a subgroup of index 2 in UK' In 
either case, it follows that there is a unit weUk and an integer m 
2 
4 2m 4 2 (j 2 
so that (j =W(; . Then NK/k(j =l=w, so (---;) =w=±1. Because (;>1 and 
c 
(j>1 are real, it follows that (J=(;m/2 and that m is positive. • 
Let K be a normal extension of a number field k (k is not 
necessarily totally real) with Galois group G and K' be a normal 
extension of 0 containing K wi th Galois group G' =Gal (K' 10). We 
define the subgroups Hand H' of G' by H=Gal (K' IK), H' =Gal (K' Ik). 
Then H is a normal subgroup of H' and that G=H'/H. Let 
[H' : H] 





Then we may wri te elements of G as coset Ho =0 H. Denote by k 
m m 
the conjugates fields of k, l~i~n(k) and they are ordered in the 
usual way. Let (3i eG' take k to k Ci ) and suppose that the {3i are 
selected so that 
Q -{3 ~ for r (k)+l~i~r (k)+r (k), 
1..1 i +r (k) - i 0 ' 1 1 2 
2 
where ~ eG' represents complex conjugation on K'. 
o 
Then K( i) is normal over k ( i) and 
Here the IHI -1 automorphisms {3. Ho {3 . gi ves all extensions of an 
1 m. 1 
element of Gal (K( 1) Ik(i») to elements of Gal (K' Ik( 1») = {3~lH' {3 .. 
1 1 
We suppose that the (3. are numbered so that f 'or l==i~r', KO) 
1 • 1 
is r~al, while for r'<i==r (k), K(i) is complex. If k(i) is real, 
1 1 
then there must be an element ~ eH' such that 
i 
-1 (3 0-{3 =0-
i i i o· 
0) . -1 
If K is complex (r' <i==r (k)), then {3. H~. (3. represents complex 
1 1 1 1 1 
conjugation in Gal(K(i)/k(1») and H~ is an element of order 2 in 
i 
G. If K( i) is real (i~r'), Ho- =H; for i>r (k) we set ~ =1. We let 
1 i 1 i 
G be a system of left 0 coset represent at i ves for the subgroup 
{H, H~} of G. Thus when H~ is of order 2, for each H~eG, exactly 
i i 
one of H~ and H~~ is in G; if H~ =H, then G =G. 
i i i i 
r
1
(Kl = IGlr~, r/Kl = ~IGI(rl(kl - r~l + IGlr2 (kl and 
the r (K) complex conjugate pairs of embedding of K in ~ are given 
2 
by 
H~{3 , H~~ {3 wi th r' <i~r (k), H~eG and 
i i ill i 
Ho-{3 ,H~{3 . with r (k)<i==r (k)+r (k), Ho-eG. 
o i i +r (k) 1 1 2 
2 
Lemma 3.3.12. There are units c in K (l==i==r (k)+r (k)) such that 




C = C 
i i 
and such that there is exactly one relation among the r(K)+l units 
-1 
{C(HO'") 11~i~r (k)+r (k), HO'"EG}. 
i 1 2 1 





n . C ~ HO'") ) ( n n C ~ HO'") ) 2 = 
H O'"E G r ' ~ i ~r (k) +r (k ) H O'"E G 
i 1 1 2 i 
±1. 
Proof. Let C be a Minkowski unit of K' and define IG'I=n(K) units 
of K by 
( m= 1 , 2, . . . , [H' : H], i = 1 , 2, . . . , [G' : H' ] ) . Co {3. - n C 
m 1 O'"EH 
Then . n Co {3. = ±1 and that uni ts corresponding to a pair of 
1 ,m m 1 
complex conjugate embeddings of K are equal,' namely, 
if r'<i~r (k), HoEG 
1 1 i 
if r (k)<i~r (k)+r (k), HOEG' 
1 1 2 
and that the r(K)+l units 
{co {3.ll~i~r1 (k)+r2 (k), HOmEG i } 
m 1 








1 n C O'"EH 





and so C 
i = C 0(3 . 
i 
This gi ves 
-1 
us the units {c(HO) l 11~i~r (k)+r (k), HO'"EG} such that 





C (HO'") ' ) ( C ( HO'") ) 2 = ± 1 and n n 1 . n i 
HO'"EG r ' < 1 ~ r (k) + r (k ) H O'"E G 
i 
C 
-1 (HO'" ) 
1 
1 . 




= c . 
1 • 
Since we have found the c, we have no need to wri te the 
i 
elements as cosets. Now we have 
[3 [3 
k(i)=k 1, K(i)=K 1 and Gal(K(l)/k(i)} = {{3-1 er [3 lerEG}. 
i i i 1 
For r' <i~r (k), [3-1 er [3 represents. complex conjugation in 
1 1 1 i i 
Gal(K(i)/k(i»), where er is an element of order 2 in G. For all 
_ i 
other i, we set er =1. 
i 
We 1 et G be a system of 1 eft coset 
1 
representat i ves for the subgroup {1, er} in G. We rephrase lemma 
i 
3.3.12 . . as follows: 
Lemma. 3.3. 13. There are units c in K (l~i~n(k)) such that 
er 
i if l~i~n(k) 
{ :; +r 
= C 
i 
(k) = c if I" (k)<i~r (k)+r (k) 
2 1 1 . 2 
and that there is exactly one relation among the r(K)+l units 
-1 
{ c er 11 ~ i ~ I" (k) + I" (k), erE G }. 
1 12 i 
This relation may be taken to be 
n ( k) -1 -1 -1 
er n n c 
i =1 erEG 
= ( n. cer) ( n cer )2 = n i IT 
i ~r' erEG r ' < i ~r (k) +r (k) HerEG 
±1. 
1 i 1 1 2 ' i 
Proof. It follows directly from lemma 3.3.12 .. • 
In particular, let k be a real quadratic field and K be the 
ray class field of k with conductor fp. The pmeans that K is 
00 00 
real while K[3 is complex wher-e [3EGal(iO/O) such that (3l k is an 
embedding of k and is non-tri vial on k. Let G=Gal (Klk) so that 
Gal (K[3/k[3)=[3-1G[3. Complex conjugation is an element of Gal (K{3/k{3) 
-1 
and we denote i t by [3 T{3 where TEG , is of order 2. Then for aeK 
er[3 Ter[3 cr-r[3 [3 
and erEG, a and a =a are complex conjugate elements of K . 
Let H=G/{l,T}. We let F be the subfield of K fixed by T and denote 
that G~l(F/k) by H. Moreover F is totally real since F{3 is fixed 
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. . 
by complex conjugation and so is real. Finally, we let n(K) denote 
the degree of K and r(K) denote the rank of the unit group UK of 
K. In this case, r(K) = IGI+ IHI-l. We apply lemma 3.3.13. to the 
present situation. We have the . following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.14. There are units 8 in K and £ on F such that there 
1 2 
is exactly one relation among the r(K)+l units 
This relation may be taken to be 
±1. • 
We are interested in those characters t/J of G with t/J(L)=-l. 
The t/J's account for half the characters of G; the remaining 
characters of G are denoted by X. Then X(L)=l and, as a result, 
can be thought of as furnishing the characters of H. 
Stark conjectured that 
L' (O,X) = C(t/J) L t/J(~)logI8~1, 
eTEG 
where C(t/J) is an algebraic number. This conjecture is proved by 
Shintani and is simplified by Sands. We shall discuss this further 
in chapter 4. 
Let t/J denote one ,part icular character of the t/J' s. As X runs 
1 
over the characters of H, xt/J runs over the t/J. 
1 
We rewri te the 
conjecture by grouping the terms eT and LeT of G in the form 
L' (0, Xt/J ') = C (Xt/J ) L X ( eT) (t/J (eT) log I (~) ~ I· 
1 1 H 1 L 
. eTE 8 
2 
Here it is important to realize that although t/J(~) is not defined 
on H, · the ·quantities in bracket on the right side are well-defined 
84 
since they are the same for ~ and ~~ in G. 
We are going to invest igate the possi bi 1 i ty that all the 
C(xtfJ) are equal and rational. If we write this common value as 
1 
2r C 2r 




~EG are not multiplicatively independent since E~=E-1. However, 
this is the only way dependencies arise. 
-1 ~ ~ Lemma 3.3.15. Let a=E+E . Then K=tD (E ) for any ~EG and F=tD (a ) 
for any ~EH. Further if ~ runs over a set of coset representatives 
~ , 
of {l,L} in G, the E , runs over a set of IHI independent units of 
K. 
Proof. The last part of the lemma follows directly from lemma 
3.2.14. since the c~ are multiplicatively independent for all ~EG. 
1 
For the same reason, the IGI numbers E~, with ~ running over G, 
are dist inct. Hence all the conjugates of E over k are dist inct 
and therefore K=k(E~) for any ~EG. It follows that K{3=k(E~{3) for 
any ~EG. But K{3is complex and so E~{3 is complex for all ~EG. 
Therefore all the conjugates of' K over tD are distinct and K=tD(E~) 
G F · 11 L ' . EL E-1 d F B t E . t for any ~E. Ina y a =a SInce = an so aE. u IS a roo 
of x+x-1=a and hence tD(E) is either equal to tD(a) or a quadratic 
extension of tD(a). Therefore F=tD(a). It follows that F=tD(a~) for 
any ~EH. • 
C 2r t 




the absolute value signs in the logari thm terms. Thus assuming 
that each ' C (XII. ) =2r we reph, rase the conject ure as fo 11 ows: . 
I '#'1 m' 
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There is an integer m>O and a uni t E of K wi th E T=E- 1 such 
that for each X of H 
L' (0, Xt/l1) = ,~ L 
O"EH 
0" X(O")(t/I (O")log(E )). 
1 
0" As 0" runs over G, E runs through a complete set of conjugates of 
E over k, anyone of them generates K over O. If F is the fixed 
field of {1, T}, . and a=E+E-1 , then the numbers a(j wi th O"EH form a 
complete set of conjugates of a over k and anyone of them 
generates F over O. 
Lenuna 3.3.16. If E and a satisfy the above conjecture, then 
I EO"[31 =1 for al 'l O"EG and I aO"[31 <2 for · all O"EH. 
T . 
Proof. According to the conjecture, EE =1 and hence 
IEO"[31 2 = EO"[3EO"T[3 = (EET)O"[3 = 1 
which proves the first part of the lemma. Now EO"[3 and E TO"[3 are 
complex conjugate roots of the equation 
x2 - O"O"[3x + 1 + O. 
Further aO"[3 is real since it generates the real fixed field F{3 
over 0 and for the roots of the above quadratic equation to be 
complex it is necessary and sufficient that laO"{3I<2. • 
We shall gi ve an example which shows that one can use the 
numerical values of the deriva~ive of certain L-function at s=O to 
determine the field K. Write k=oCh) where d>O is the 
discriminant of k and L(s,.p) the abelian L-function with conductor 
f~ . With N=dNf, the functional equation reads 
co 
where ~(s,.p) 
~Cs,.p) = W~( 1-2,~), 
5/2 . 








co 2nn' '.~ 2: a exp ( --t ) , 
n=1 n YN 
then ~(s,l/I) = J t S - 1f(t,l/I)dt and f(t-1,1/I)=Wtf(t,~). Therefore 
o 
co co 




From the above equality and the definition of ~(s,I/I), we obtain 
L' (0,1/1) = ~(O,I/I) 
co co 
= W J f(t,~)dt + J t-1f(t,l/I)dt 
-1 u 
u 
wh co an 2nu -1 co co 2nu -1 e~p( n) 2: a J -1 n)dt. = -2:- + t exp( 2n n YN n YN n=1 n=1 u 
For values of u around 7h, all the integral terms on the 
right is very small and the terms in the first summation with n>u2 
is also extremely small. Thus we can approximate L' (O,X) amazingly 
accurately by summing a few thousand terms. 
Now let k=O(~)=O(~), f=(4) be a principal ideal of norm 
16, and K be the class field of k corresponding to fp . 
co 
Here 
[K:k]=2. Let 1/1 be the ray class character (mod fp) such that 
co 
1/1((3))=-1. Then numerically (we sum only the terms up to 2231), we 
find (see Appendix) 
L' (0,1/1) = 1.528 '570 920 208 ...... . 
For any given m, we may calculate from the numerical values 
of the L' (O,I/I)=L' (0, x 1/1 ) the numerical values of numbers E~ which, 
1 . m 
( 
at least for some m, should be a complete set of conjugates. From 
these numbers, we calculate numerically the numbers 
a~ = E~ + E1:~ = E~ + (E~)-1. 
m m m m m 
We then ,get numerical values of the coefficients of 
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g (x) er IHI (-1)J 9 IHI-· = IT (x - a. ) = L x J with 9 = 1. m m mJ mO ereH J=O 
If the conjecture is true, by lemma 3.3. 16. , we have 
le~1 < [1:1)2J, 
where [~ ) = (n-~~! r! wi th ne IN , rei! and r~O. 
Further· if 9 and /-L are two different integers of k such that er<l 
with 19er l s ber' l/-LeT 1 S ber' then 
1 9 - /-LI ~ -1 IT (2b er) . 
(J-.Cl 
Let {w, w, ... , w} be an integral basis of k and let an integer 
1 2 n 
n 
9 in k be given by 9 - (i) L a.w. and 9 be its conjugates (lsisn). 
j~-l J J 
Then 
and if we know 9 numerically and have bounds on all its conjugates 
then we may find bounds on the integers a, ... , a and so we have 
1 n 
only finitely many possibilities for 9. Hence if-we know 9 within 
an error of 
the integers a , 
1 
... , a such that 9 = 
n 
n 
L a.w .. 
j = 1 J J 
then we can compute 
We try the conjecture with m=l, the value of L' (0,1/1) above 
leads to 
g (x) = x - 4.828 427 127 944 ...... . 
1 
Now let 9=a+b~ with a, beZ and 9~=a-b~ has absolute value less 
than 2, then 
9 + 9~ (9 - 2 
a = 2 e 2 
9 + 2) 
2 . 
Hence, by the numerical values of 9, we have a=2 and thus b=2. In 
this way, we find the number 
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" 
e = 2 + 2~ = 4.828 427 124 ...... . 
1 
which agrees excellently with our numerical value. Let E be the 
larger root of x + x-1 = 2 + 2~. Then 
E = (1 + ~) + I 2 + 2V2. 
It is easily checked that E does generate 
K = O(E) = k(/1+V2) = O(/1+V2). 
We note that E = 11+V2 (/1+V2 + ~), 
where vi 1+V2, vi 1+V2 + ~ are in the unit group UK of K. We find 
loglvll+V21 log~vll+V2 + ~I ] 
logl-I 1+V2! log! I 1+12 + hi 
= log(l + ~)logE 
which 'is an integral mul t iple of regulator R( K) of K. Further 
h(K)=l since the Minkowski constant 
4 r (K) M(K) = (_) 2 
rr 




(K)=1, n(K)=4 and !d(K) 1=128. Thus 
, , h(K) R(K) 
logE = L (O,~) = h(k) R(k) 
< 2, 
impl ies R(K) = R(k) logE = log( 1 + ~) logE. Therefore the uni t 
group UK of K is generated by ±l, vll+V2 and vll+V2 +' ~. 
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Chapter 4: Stark's conjecture 
§1. Works of Stark 
In [St 3 J, Stark formulates a conject ure on val ues of the 
derivative of certain L-function attached to totally real fields 
at s=O. In 1980, - Stark [St 4] set down a precise version of his 
general conjecture, and proved for the case of abelian L-functions 
over the rational numbers and an imaginary quadratic base field. 
In the following, we shall describe the works of Stark. 
Let k be a totally real field of degree n with conjugate 
fields ' k=k(ll, ... , k(nl. Let f be an integral ideal of k, let If 
be the group of fract ional ideals of k generated by the prime 
ideals of k which do not di vide f, and let S=Sf denote the 
principal _ray class modulo f. 
For a~O in k, we define a particular character of the sign of 
n 
a by i\(a) = 0) n sgn(a ). Let [0 be the subgroup of S containing 
i =2 
those principal ideals of the form (a) with a=l(mod f), i\(a)=l. We 
assume that f is chosen such that [ is not all of S. We let T be 
o 
the other coset of [ in S. 
o 
Let K denote the class field of k corresponding to G=If/{t 0 
and F denote the class field of k corresponding to H=If/S. Then F 
is a totally real field, K is a quadratic extension of F, K=K(l) 
- (3 
is real while KO) , is complex for ' 2~i~n, where K(i)=K i with 
(3 EGal(O/~) and (3 Ik is an embedding of k. 
i _ i 
Let [ denote an element of G, Q be an integral ideal in [, 
o 
and 0 b~ an integral ideal relatively prime to f such that Q o=(a) 
o 
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is principal. For Re(s»l, let 
( a) 
, a=a( mod of> 
The function ((s,[) has a meromorphic continuation to the entire 
complex plane !C. 
Let X denote the characters of G such that X(S)=l; these are 
exactly the characters of H. We let ifJ denote the characters of G 
such that ifJ(S)=iCl; these characters have ifJ(T)=-l. We let f(ifJ) 
denote the fini te part of the conductor of ifJ so that f(ifJ) If. The 
n 
infinite part of the conductor of ifJ is exactly (l) (i) n 1J co ' where 1J co 
i=2 
denotes the corresponding infini te prime of the conjugate fie Id 
k( 1) . 
The functions ((s,[) have been defined so that for all ifJ, the 
abelian L-function L(s,ifJ) is given by 
Let 
L(s, ifJ) ' = ~ L ifJ([ )((s, [). 
[ 
c ([) = em<'(O,[), 
m 
where m is a positive rational integer independent of [. Then 
1 L' (O,ifJ) = --2 L ifJ([)logc ([). 
m [ m 
Suppose ifJ' is the primitive character which induces ifJ. We have 
L' (0, ifJ) = IT (1 ' - ifJ' (:p)) L' (0, ifJ' ). 
, 1J If 
Thus, al though L' (0, ifJ' );c0, L' (0, ifJ) may equal to zero. In this 
case, there will be, multiplicative relations among the c ([) but 
, m 
this is the only way that non-trivial relations should arise. Then 
Stark conjectured fn [St 3] that 
Conject~re.4.1.1. For some choices of the integer m, cm([o) is a 
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unit of K with the following properties. The numbers e ([) form a 
m 
complete set of conjugates of e ([ ) 
m 0 
in K/k. There is an 
isomorphism between Gal (K/k) and G such that if we let (j in 
Gal (K/k) correspond to in G, then Further, 
subgroups of Gal (K/k) correspond to the subgroups of G gi ven by 
class field theory. 
Conjecture 4.1.2. If k is a real quadratic field, we may take m=l 
in conjecture 4.1.1 .. 
In 1980, Stark [St 4] set down a precise version of his 
general conjecture specialized to abelian L~functions with a first 
order zero at s=O. There are two types of degree n which have 
L-funct ions whose first deri vat i ve at s=O is not automat ically 
zero. 
In the first type, k is totally real and we wri te the 
conjugate fields as k=k(1), . . . , ( i ) We let:p denote 
00 
n 
the corresponding infini te primes and set f 00 = ( i ) TT:Poo • We also 
i =2 
n 
define a character of sign on k by i\(a) = ( i ) TT sgn(a ). In the 
i =2 
second type, k has one pair of complex conjugate and the rest of 




where k , 
n-2 
. . . , k (n-2) are real. 
We let f = (i)and i\(a) = 
00 TT :P 00 
( i ) TT sgn(a ) in this case. For both 
1=1 i =1 
types of field,k itself is given by the particular embedding 
chosen above. 
Let f be an integral ideal of k with restriction that f~(l) 
if k=«l or k is complex quadratic because <:k(O)~O. Let If be the 
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group of fractional ideals of k generated by the prime ideals of k 
which do not divide f· We let Sff be the subgroup of If CX) 
containing all principal ideals ( a) with a=l (mod f) (1) and a >0 for 
( 1) If. 
:PCX) CX) This is the principal ray class modulo ffCX) and we have 
the ray class group modulo ff , Gff =If/Sff . 
We also define the CX) 
co CX) 
group G=If/Sf 
where Sf is the subgroup of If containing those 
principal. ideals (a) with a=l(mod f) and A( a)=l. 
If-J is a subgroup of G, we let K denote the class field of k 
corresponding to G/J. The field K has nlG/JI embeddings in ~, but 
since k has been gi ven a part icular embedding in ~, we are 
assuming that K has one of the embeddings. in ~ 'which makes it 
abel ian over k. 
We let X denote a ray class character of k modulo ff and CX) 
L(s,X) the corresponding L-function. By X(J)=l, we mean X(o.)=l for 
all a. in J. Then Stark conjectures in [St 4] that 
Conjecture 4.1.3. Let J be a subgroup of G and K the class field 
of k corresponding to GI J. If k=Q or k is complex quadrat ic, we 
assume f;t:( 1). Suppose that K contains w roots of un'ity. For each 
coset [' of J in G, there is an algebraic integer e ((t') in K such 
that the following three properties hold: 
i) If X is a ray class character modulo ff 
, CX) with X(J)=l, then 
L' (O,X) = 1 L X([' )loglle([' )11, 
w ['eG/J 
where 11 11 is the nor:-malized valuation of K. 
ii) K(c(J)l/W) is normal over k and GaICKCe(J)l/W)/K) is in the 
. l/W 
cent er of Gal (K ( c ( J ) ) Ik) . 
iii) The explicit reciprocity law is given by 
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~(J)N~ _ ~([' )(mod ~), 
where ~ is in [' . 
For n~2, we have G=Gff . Nevertheless for n~3, 
00 
where a can be as large as n-2 (type one k) or n-3 (type two k). 
Stark then asked whether conjecture 4.1.3. is true with G replaced 
by Gff '. This question has been explained by Tate (see next 00 
section). We are going to see that conjecture 4.1.3. includes 
conject ure 4. 1. 1.' as a spec i al case. 
The following lemma- is due to Tate (cf: [Ta 2]): 
Lemma 4.1.4. Suppose K is an abelian extension of k. Denote by w 
the order of the group of roots of uni ty WK in K. Then the 
annihilator of the Z[G]-module WK is generated over Z by the 
elements 0'" -N~, where' ~ runs over the prime ideal of k not in T. 
~ 
We have also that w is the positive greatest common divisor of all 
numbers (l-N~) such that ~eT and 0'" is the identity in Gal (K/k). 
. ~ 
Proof. Let <:ewK, ~eT. By definition of 0"', we have :p 
0'" -N~ 
<: ~ == l(mod :p) . 
Now ~ does not contain 
0'" -N~ 
w, and hence <::P =1. Thus 0'" -N~ belongs 
:p 
to the annihi lator of the Z [G] -module WK for :p not in T. Since 
each element of G is associated with 0'" for a :peT, each element of 
:p 
( 
Z[G] can be written in the form 
where A 's are the elements in Z almost all equal to zero and n is 
:p 
an integer. We see that it suffice$ to prove the last assertion of 
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the lemma. For :p~T such that (J =1, we have seen that w divides 
'P , ' 
1-N~. On the other hand, let w' be a common divisor of 1-Np and _( 
be a primi t i ve w' -th roots of uni ty in an extension of K. Every 
element of Gal (K(~)/k) associates wi th (J for a p~T not ramified 
, 'P 
in K(<:). The hypothes1s on w' implies that (J is 1 on K, then it 
l' 
is 1 on K(<:). Therefore <: is in K and hence w' divides w. • 
Lenuna 4.1.5. Suppose K is an abel ian extension of k and suppose 
that 0:.:0 is a number such that o:=on is in K and K(o) is normal 
over k and Gal(K(o)/K) is in the center of Gal(K(o)/k). If pis a 
prime ideal of k relatively prime to no: times the conductor of K/k 
and (J is the corresponding Frobeni us automorphism of K, then 
l' 
(J -Np 
0: ~ is an n-th power in K. Further, if K contains exactly w 
(W n) • 
roots of unity, then 0:' 1S an n-th power in K also. 
Proof. Let ~ be a prime ideal of K(o) above l' and (J the 
corresponding Frobenius automo~phism (so that (J extends (J fromK 
l' 
to K(e)). Let r be in Gal(K(o)/K). Since r fixes 0:, we have 
or = wO, 
where w is an n-th root of unity. Since r(J=~, 
(J-Np 
and hence e is preserved by_ r and so is in K. This proves the 
first part of the lemma. For the second part of the lemma, let f 
be divisible by the finite part of the conductor of K/k. From the 
proof of lemma 4.1.4 . , we see that w' is the greatest common 
divisor of those numbers (Np-1) such that (p,wf)=l and (J is the 
. ' . l' 
identity in Gal(K/k). Now let f be na times the finite part of the 





N:p-l By the first part of the lemma, a is an n-th power in K and 
hence aW is an n-th power in K. But an is also an n-th power in K. 
Therefore a(w,n) is an n-th power in K. • 
Let T be a . fini te set of primes of k containing all the 
infinite primes of k. For Re(s»l, let 
-s -1 n (1 - N:p ) , 
:p~T 
<:k T(s) = 
, 
where the product is taken over all prime ideals of k not. in T. 
This is the zeta function of the ring 0T= nO .. Denote by ~ the 
. :p~T :p 
class number of , OT' If r = ITI-l, and u
1
' ... , u
r 
is a basis of 
x the group aT modulo torsion (cf. [We 1]~), we define Ry the 
T-regulator by 
R..- = I ~~t ( logll u.1I ) I, 
-1 lT1-r 1 V 
VE \ {V } 
o 
where v is a prime chosen arbitrarily from T. Then the following 
o 
lemma follows immediately from the definitions (cf. [St 4]). 
Lemma 4.1.6. Let:p be a prime of k not in T. We put T'=TU{:p}. If m 
is the order of :p in the ideal class group of aT' then 
i) ~ = m~,. 
ii) Ry, = m(logN:p)Ry. 
-1 <:k T' (s) 
i i i) I i m s' = I 0 gN:p. s~O <:k T(s) 
, 
This lemma permits us to generalize corollary 3.1.2 ... . 
Corollary 4.1.7. <:k T(s) has an order r = ITI-l zero at s=O and 
, . 
-r ~Ry 1 i m s <: ( s) = - --, 
s-70 k,T WT . 
where wT~wk is the number of roots of unity in k. 
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... ~ 
Theorem 4.1.8. Suppose {c([')} is a set of numbers satisfying 
conjecture 4.1.3 .. Then 
i) For totally real k (type one k), the £([') are all real and all 
have the same sign. By changing the sign of all the £ ([' )' s if 
necessary, we may assume for type one k that the £ ([') are all 
positive. 
ii) If k=O or k is complex quadratic and f=~a, where ~ is a prime 
ideal, then 
wh 
where b = -- and h is the class number of k, wk is the number of wk 
roots of unity in k. In all other cases, £([') is ~ unit. 
iii) If (~,fw)=l and ~ is in [', then £([,)l-N~ is already a w-th 
power of a number in K. 
Proof. i) Here we have w=2 and the £ ([') are all real. Further 
1/2 the numbers £([') all generate the same normal extension of k 
and so are all real or all purely imaginary. Hence £([') all have 
the same sign. 
a a 
i i) Suppose that k has r+1 infini te primes and f=~ ~ ... ~ t, where 
1 t 
~1' . . . , T'I are prime ideals of ' k and a, ~t 1 ... , a are pos i t i ve t 
integers. Let T be a finite set containing all infinite primes of 
k and ~, ... , ~. According to, conjecture 4.1.3., with x=x, the 
1 t 0 
trivial character, 
But <k, T(s) has an '(r+t) -th order zero at s=O and so £ ([') is a 
uni t except possibly- when r+t=l. When r=l, t=O, we are deal ing 
with n=2 (type one ' k) and n=3 (type two k). In both cases, there 
is one real infini te prime in f co and so X( -1 )=-1. Thus there are 
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no infini te primes in the conductor of any of the X. Hence, we 
have 
if x=x o 
where e is the fundamental unit of k. Therefore, 
o 
lIe([')1I = lie 11 
. 0 
and thus e([') is a unit. Incidentally the choice e([')=e shows 
o 
that conjecture 4.1.3. is actually true in this instance and so 
f=(l) for real quadratic k is acceptable although uninteresting. 
When r=O, t=l, we- are deal ing wi th k=(Q or complex quadrat ic k 
and f=:pa, where 'p isa prime ideal in k. Here we have 
·11 
-- log(N e([' )) . = -- IIN e([' ) 11 
wK/(Q w K/k 
where we are taking e([' »0 if k=(Q. 
iii) This is an immediate consequence of lemma 4.1.5. applied to 
parts ii) -and iii) of conjecture 4.1.3 .. • 
Remark. Part i ) of theorem 4. 1. 8. means that conject ure 4. 1. 3. 
includes conjecture 4.1.1. as a special case. 
Theorem 4. 1.9. Conjecture 4.1.3. is true for k=(Q and for complex 
quadrat ic k. In these case~, C"(J)l/W ~ generates an abelian 
extension of k. 
Proof. We shall sketch a proof of the case of complex quadratic k 
in next section. Now for the case k=~, let f be a positive integer 
and X be a character modulo f. Imprimitive characters are allowed; 
in particular, the trivial character X has X (n)=O for (n,f);t:1. 
o 0 
We are interested in those characters X wi th X( -1 )=1. These are 
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characters of the "wide" ray class group modulo f. If [ is a wide 
ray class modulo f and (a) is in [, then (n) is in [ if and only 
if n=±a(mod f). We assume first that f>2 and then every ideal in [ 
ar i ses exact I y once as n runs over all pos i t i ve and negat i ve 
integers satisfying n=~(mod f). Thus 
where z(s,[) = 




The functional equation (see chapter 2) tells us that each 
L(s,X) has a zero at s=O of at least first order. The-
orthogonality relations of X show that each z(s,[) is zero at s=O. 
-1' . . 
We are' thus interested in the value at s=O of s z(s,[). We have 
co co 
Z ( S , [) = f -s L 1 n + f I-s = f -s L (( n + f) 2) -s/2 . 
n=-CO . n=-CO 
Suppose V is not an integer. We shall evaluate the function 
co 
at s=O. Let 
~ ( s, U) = rr -s~2r ( ~ ) L (( n + V) 2) -s/2 
n=-CO 
co 2 ~ e-rrt(n+a) +2rrin~ 
e(t,a,(3) = ~ 
n=-CO 
which is defined for t>O and all' a and {3. By applying the Poisson 
summation formula, we have 
For Re ( s ) > 1 , 
co ~ ( s, U) = J t s/2 e ( t , U, 0 ) d ~ . 
o T co 
We split the integra+ into two parts, J + J. The part from T to co 
o T 
is an entire function of s. Further, by the functional equation of 
S(t,a,~), for Re(s»l, we have 
T. co 
J t~/2S'(t, V, O)d~ = J t (1":S)/2sCt , O,U)d~ 
o -1 ' 
, T 
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co dt 2T ( s - 1 ) /2 
= J t ( l-s) /2 ( e ( t , 0, U) - 1) t + s -1 
-1 
T 
This is analytic for all s except for a first order pole at s=l. 
Now let Re(s)<O and let T --7 co. We get for Re(s)<O, 
co 
~ ( s, U) = J t ( l-s ) /2 ( e ( t , 0 , U) 
o 
Finally, let s --7 0 . Then we get 
21t'inU ~(O,U) - E e = -log((l _ e21t'iU)(1 _ e-21t'iU)). 
g~~ 1n l 
Let 
e ([) = (1 . - e 21t'i a/f) (1 _ e -21t'ia/f) . 
We see that c([)' depends only on [ and not on the choice of (a) in 
[ and that 
z' (O,[) = ~ logc([). 
In particular, 
1 L' (O,X) = -2 E X([)loge([). 
. [ 
Let K be the maximal real subfield of (])(e21t'i/f) ~ [ be the wide 
o 
ray class containing (1), and e=e ([ ). The numbers e ([) form a 
o 
complete set of conjugates of c in K/(]). Indeed if p , is a prime, 
(p) in [, then 
( ) _- _e-21t'1 a/f ( 1 since c [ e2~la/f) 2. TT th t ~(~)1/2 l·S ne see a ~ I::. 
abe I ian over (]). Except when 211f (i. e. 21 f and 4%f), c( [) 1/2 is not 
in K. When 211 f , c([)1/2 is in K. 
Now for the case f=2, we have just the trivial character and 
only one ray class. Then 
where ~(~) is the Riemann zeta function. Thus 
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1 L' (0 Y ) = -- log2 
, "-0 2 
and indeed, 2 is in K=(J) and 21/2 is abelian over (J). Therefore 
conjecture 4.1.3. holds for k=(J) for all f~l. • 
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§2. Works of Tate 
We have mentioned in chapter 3 and the previous section that 
Stark formulated some conje~tures on the leading coefficient of 
the Taylor expansion of an Artin L-function L(s,X) at s=O and 
proved them for some special cases. In the following, we shall 
study the works of Tate 'who reformulates Stark's conjecture in a 
more general and elegant way. 
Let K be a finite Galois extension of a number field k with 
Galois group G. Denote . by x: G --) C the character of a 
representation ' p: G ~ GL(V) of G, where V is a finite 
dimensional vector space over t. Let S be a finite set of primes 
of k. Let 
I 
L(s,X) = LS(s,X) = IT det(l-~~N~-sIV ~)-1 
. :p~S 
be the Artin L-function (relative to S) associated with X, where? 
is an arbi trary prime of K lying above :p and' (j ?EG?/I? is 
Frobenius automorphism. 
In a neighborhood of s=O, we have 
L( ) = () r{X> ()( r{X>+l) s, X c X s + s . 
the 
Before we state the conjecture for c(X), we are going to determine 
the mul t ipl ici ty r( X). Denote by SK the set of primes of K lying 
above those primes in S. Let Y be the free abe 1 ian group wi th 
basis SK and X be the subgroup of Y consisting of all the elements 
l: n w with 
w 
weSK 
l: n =0. 
w 
weS . K 
The Galois group G acts naturally on SK in such a way that it 
permutes those primes w di viding v for each VES. Then we have 
G-module structures on Y and on . X, and we also have an exact 
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sequence of G-modules 
o --~) X --~) y ) 71. --~) O. 
L n W~ L n W W WESK weSK 
For a 7I.-module B and a subring A of C, we denote simply by AB the 
tensor product of A®7I.B. Let Xx (resp. XV) be the character of the 
representation CX (resp. ICY) of G. Then Xx = Xy - 1 and Xy = 
G L IndG lG ' where for each veS, the prime W of K dividing v is VES W W 
chosen arbitrarily. In particular, Xx and 
G 
Xy take values in 71.. 
* Lemma 4.2.1. r(x) = ( L dimY w) - dimyG = 
veS 
<X,XX>G = dimlCHomG(Y ,CX). 
Proof. We have the following isomorphisms 
* * G ** G . G HomG(Y ,ICX) ~ HomC(Y ,ICX) ~ (Y ®ICICX) ~ (Y®ICCX) . 
* Hence dimCHomG(Y ,CX) = <XXX,lG>G = <X,Xx> = <X,XX> since XX=XX· 
G G G L dimY w= L <xIG ,1G >G = L <X, IndG lG >G=<X, L IndG lG >=<XJXy> VES veS w w w veS w w veS w w 
and dimyG -= <X,lG>G' Therefore, 
G 
( \'1 d l' mY w) d . yG . 1 ~ Im = <X,XX>G SInce Xx = Xy - . 
veS 
As the formalism of the scalar product of G is analogous to 
those of Artin L-functions (see chapter 2), theorem 2.7.1. permits 
us only to treat the first equality for abelian character X of 
degree 1. If x=lG, then we have L(S'X)=<k,S(s) (see previous 
G 
section), and r(x) = r(lG) = ISI-l = ( L dimY w)-dimy
G
. If, on the 
veS 
contrary, x;tlG, we 'have yG={O}. Since L(l,X):;eO, 00 (cf. [We 1]), 
the funct ional equat ion of L(s, X) (see chapter 2) asserts that 
G 
L dimY w. Then the lemma follows. • 
veS 
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We are going to introduce the regulator associated wi th X, 
which appears in Stark's conjecture. Denote by 
U = {XEKx IUXll
w
=l for all wESK} 
the group of SK-units of K. We consider the map 
A: U -----~) IRX 
U t-I-~ E logllull w 
w 
weSK 
whose kernel is the group of roots of uni ty WK in K, and whose 
image is a lattice in IRX (cf. [We 1]). Then A induces isomorphisms 
(still denote by A) such that 
,y ~ 
IRU ~ IRX, ~U ~ ~X and A(l®u) = E logll ull w for UEU. 
w 
weSK 
The group G acts on U and on X. A: ~U ~ ex (resp: A: !RU ~ IRX) 
is then a ~[G]-isomorphism (resp. IR[G]-isomorphism). 
For a homomorphism ~: W ~ W' of ~[G]-modules, we denote by 
* * ~y: HomG(Y ,W) ~ HomG(Y ,W') 
the linear map induced by ~. For a C[G]-homomorphism f: CX ~ CU, 
the map (Aof)y = Ayofy is a linear transformation of the space 
* HomG(y ,CX) into itself such that 
* (Aof)y(~) = Aofo~, for ~EHomG(Y ,CX). 
The Stark's regulator associated with f is defined by 
* R(X,f) = det((Aof)y) = det((Aof)y' HomG(y ,~X)) . 
This is an r(x)xr(x)-determinant. The relation between R(X,f) and 
the regulator used by Stark in chapter 3 will be discussed later. 
Perhaps the simplest form of Stark's conjecture is: 
Conjecture . 4.2.2. Let A(X,f) = R(X,f) c(X) 
automorphism a of C, we have 
a a a A(X,f) =A(X,f), 
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E C. Then for all 
where XCX = cxox: G --7 C and fcx is defined by the 11 base change 11 
CX: C --7 C. 
On the other hand, we can formulate Stark's conjecture in the 
following manner. The equivalence of these two statements will be 
shown later (lemma 4.2.6.). 
Conjecture 4.2.3. Let E be a field of characteristic 0, isomorphic 
to a subfield of C. Let x: G --7 E be the character of a 
representat ion of G in E or in an extension field of E. Let 
f: EX --7 EU be an E[G]-homomorphism. Then there exists an element 
A(X,f)eE such that for every homomorphism cx: E --7 C, 
CX cx cx A(X,f) = A(X ,f ) 
CX 
where X = cxox: G --7 C, VCX = V® C, fcx: CX --7 CU is defined by 
Ecx 
the C-linearity of (cx®l)of: X --7 CU. Moreover, fcx induces the 
CX cx* 
endomorphism (Aof) of HomG(V ,CX). 
VCX 
In fact, the rat ional represent at ion OX and OU of G become 
isomorphic (canonically, via A) after the base extension 0 --7 ~ 
(cf. [CF 1]). Hence, as Herbrand observed (cf. [Herl]), they are 
isomorphic, though not canonically so. Namely, there exists a 
,.., 
G-isomorphism f: CX --7 CU which is defined over 0 in the sense 
that f(OX)=OU, or equivalently, fcx=f for all cxeAutC. Then we can 
decompose the conjecture 4.2.2. in the following manner . 
Conjecture 4.2.4. Let O(X) be the subfield of C generated by 
the values X(~) for ~eG and f be defined over 0 as above. Then 
i) A ( X, f) eO ( X) . 
ii) For ,all cxeGal(O(x)/O), A(X,f)cx = 
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cx A(X ,f). 
Here, O(X) is an abelian extension of 0 since each X(~) for ~ in G 
is a sum of roots of unity (cf. [Se 1]). 
For each ~[G]-endomorphism e of ~X, we denote by 8(X,e) the 
• determinant of the endomorphism Sv of HomG(V ,~X) induced bye. 
Then R(X,f) = 8(X,~of). 
Lemma 4.2.5. The determinant 8 satisfies the following formalism. 
i) 8(X+X' ,e) = 8(X,e)8(x',e). 
ii) 8(Indx,S) = 8(X,e). 
iii) 8(InflX,e) = 8(x,el H)' 
a:; X 
iv) 8(X,e o e') = 8(X,e)8(X,e'). 
Here, X and X' are characters of G, e and e' 
~[G]-endomorphisms of a:;X and H is a subgroup of G. 
are 
Proof. i) - If (p,V), (p',V') are representations of G with 
characters X, X' respectively, then the direct sUm (pep' ,VeV') is 
a representation of G with character X+X'. Thus 
8(X+X' ,e) = 8(X,e)8(x' ,e). 
i i) For any representat ion W of a subgroup H of G and for any 
~[G]-module Z, we have a natural isomorphism (cf. [Se 1]) 
G HomG(IndHW,Z) 
Hence, 8(IndX,e) = 8(X,e). 
iii) Let k~K'~K, where K'/k is Galois. Denote by H the Galois 
group of KlK' and X' , (resp. U') the abelian group constructed as X 
(resp. U) relative to K'. Then we imbed X' in X by 
w' 1:: [w:w']w = h = 1:: w , 
wlw' 0 hEH 
where [w:w"] is the degree of local extension K IK' and w is an 
w w' 0 
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arbi trary prime of K lying above w'. We have the following 
commutative diagram: 
IRX' ( ) IRX 
where the map A' is defined similar to A. We find that X' = NHX is 
of finite index in 0, where NH = Lh E Z[G]. Hence we have 
hEH 
H EX' =EX for a field E of characteristic o. Thus 8( Inflx, S) = 
8(x,SI ' H). (cx 
iv) The formula 8(X,SoS') = 8(X,S)~(X,S') is obvious. 
Y) We regard a.: ·t ~ (C as an extension of (C and let 
sa. = 1® S: t® tX --7 t® (cX. (Ca. (Ca. (Ca. 
A representation corresponding to Xa. is gi ven by (C® Y. Through (Ca. 
this identification, we have 
Hence the endomorphism (sa.)y becomes 1® S whose determinant is (Ca. Y 
a. a a a. (detsy ) . Thus 8(X,S) = 8(X ,S ) for all a.EAutt. • 
Leuuna. 4.2.6. Conjecture 4.2.2. is equivalent to conjecture 4:2.3 .. 
Proof. It is clear that conjecture 4.2.2. is a special case of 
conjecture 4.2.3.. It suffices to prove the independence of the 
choice of f in the case E=(c and a.: E ~ (C as an embedding to see 
that conjecture 4.2.2. implies conjecture 4.2.3.. Namely, if 
conjecture 4.2.3. ,with E=(c, is true for a particular choice of an 
I'>J 
isomorphism f: tX --7 tU, then it is true for all f: X --7 (cU. 
o 
Hence the lemma follows immediately from part v) of lemma 4.2.5. 
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and the relation A(X,f) = A(X,f )8(X,e), where e 
a 
-1 
= f 'of. 
a • 
Lerruna 4.2.7. The number A(X,f) introduced in conjecture 4.2.2. 
(resp. conjecture 4.2.3.) satisfies the following formalism: 
i) A(X+X' ,f) = A(X,f)A(X' ,f). 
ii) A(IndX,f) = A(X,f). 
iii) A(InfIX,f) =A(X,fl H)' 
tX 
Here, X and X' are characters of G and H is a subgroup of G. 
Proof. Assertion i) and assertion ii) follow directly from lemma 
4.2.5. and the formalism of L(s,X) (see chapter 2). We can prove 
assertion iii) in the same manner as iii) in lemma 4.2.5. (cf. 
[Ta 1]). • 
Lerruna 4.2.8. i) If conjecture 4.2.3. is true for all finite Calois 
extensions- K/(Q, then i tis true in general. 
ii) If conjecture 4.2.3. is true for all irreducible characters of 
degree 1 of any Calois extension K/k, then it is true in general. 
Proof. i) It follows directly from part ii) of lemma 4.2.7. by 
dealing with the Galois closure of K; 
ii) It follows directly from theorem 2.7.1. and lemma 4.2.7 .' . • 
Lemma 4.2.9. The truth of the conjectures is independent on the 
choice of the set S. 
Proof. We work with conjecture 4.2.2 .. Let S be the given set and 
S'=sU{~}, where ~ is a prime of k not belonging to S. Denote by 
U', X', f' etc. the corresponding objects as U, X, f etc. as S is 
replaced ,by- S', as well as c' (X) and r'(x) the coefficient and the 
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multiplicity of LS' (s,X) at s=O. We suppose that f' IcX=f. Put 
B(X) = A' (X,f) A(X,f) . 
We are going to show that B(X)a=B(Xa ) for all aEAutC. 
As in part ii) of lemma 4.2.8., lemma 4.2.7. permits us to 
assume X(l)=l. Denote by ~ a prime of K lying above p, and G~~G 
the decomposition group of ~. 
Case I. X is not trivial on G~. 
* * Then r(x)=r'(x), HomG(V ,tX)=HomG(V ,tX') and R(X,f)=R'(X,f') 
< * 
since dimCV=dimCV =1. 
If X is not tri vial on the inert ia group I ~ of ~, then 
for 'all XEAutt. If, on the contr'ary, then 
Hence which also implies 
a a B(X) =B(X ) for all aEAutC. 
Case II. X. is trivial on G~, namely, X(G~)=l. 
By part iii) of lemma 4.2.7., we can suppose G~={l} which implies 
. -s -1 that p spl its complete ly In K. Then LS' (s, X) = ( l-Np ) LS (s, X) and 
hence c' (X)=logNp c(X). 
By lemma 4.2.1., r' (x)=r(x)+l, and more precisely, if ~h=7r0K 
for 7rEK, then 
{ 
~U' = ~U e ~[G]7r 
1 ' ~X' = ~X e ~[G](~ - -N w ) g G 0 
where w is an arbitrary archimedean prime of K, g is the order of 
o 
G and NG= L ~E~[G]. Choosing a suitable base with respect to these 
~EG . 
decompositions, we obtain matrices for A' and f' in the forms: 
M(A') ' = [ 
M(A) * ] and M(f') = [~] 
o logllrrllpIg , 
where I is .the gxg identity matrix. Since V is of dimension 1, we 9 I 
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deduce that the matrix corresponding to the endomorphism (A'of')V 
* of HomG(V ,~X') can be put into the form: 
[ 
M((A~f)V) • ], 
logllrrll~ 
logllrrll? . 
where detM( (Aof)V) = R(X, f). Then B(X) = logN:p 1S a rational 
number which does not depend on x. Thus the lemma follows. • 
We are going to compare Stark's construction of his regulator 
R(X,e) (see chapter 3) with that of R(X,f) defined by Tate in the 
beginning of this sect ion. :. 
By lemma 4.2.5., we can always assume k=O. Then let k/O be a 
finite Galois extension with Galois group G. Let X be a character 
of G which does not contain the trivial character 1G and V be a 
real izat ion of x. We note that Tate acts G on left whi le Stark 
acts G on -right (see chapter 3). Consequently, if ~ ~ B(~) for 
~EG is a matrix representation of G in Tate's presentation, then 
~ ~ B' (~)=transpose of the matrix B(~) is the corresponding 
representat ion in Stark's presentat ion. Since both of them have 
the same character, they have the same Artin L-function. 
Let {e} be a basis of V and B(~)=(b · (~)) be the 'matrix 
i i J 
representation of G defined by 
~e = L b (~)e. 
J i J 1 
1 
Then we have B(UT)=B(~)B(T) for any ~,TEG. 
Denote by TEG the automorphism induced by the complex 
conjugation . of an embedding <p of K into ~. For all ~EG, the 
o 
complex conjugate of the embedding <p o~ is thus <p 0T~. Suppose 
o 0 
that the ' baSis {e } is chosen in such a way 
1 . 
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BC.) = [~a ~ ]. 
b 
where 1 1 a=a ( X) =2"( X ( 1 ) +X ( -r)) and b= b ( X) =2"( X ( 1 ) -X ( -r) ) . Let G =<-r> be 
o 
the decomposition group of the infinite prime W of K determined 
o 
by ~. It is of order 1 or 2. 
o 
By lemma 3.2.2., there exists a uni t c of K such that 
and that the unique re lat ion bet ween the 
(J 
c , for (JeG/G, 
o· 
is 
(J IT c =±1. Then the regulator R(X,c) introduced by Stark is as 
G/G 
o 
follows (see chapter 3): 
=-de t ( L b' ( (J) log I c (J I ) 
. G 1 J 1~1 , J~a (JE 
= IG I det( L b' ((J)loglc(Jl) < .<' 
o (JEG/G 1 J . 1-1, J-a 
o 
where these b' ((J)=b ((J) are the entries of the transpose matrix iJ Jl 
Let S={oo} and f : ~X --7 ~U be the isomorphism induced by the 
c 
~ ~ (J 
G-homomorphism f : Y --7 U such that f ((Jw )=c . We are going to 
c c 0 
* show that R( X, c) = Since HomG (V , ~X) -
G (V®a:;~X) , 
G acts trivially on ~Y/~X = a:; and (V®~)G = 0, 
* ~ . G 
R(X, f c) = det ((Aof c lV' HomG (V, ~X)) = det (l®(Aof c), (V®~Y) ). 
Now (V®~Y) G is the space formed by x= L x ®(JW such that 
(JEG/G (J 0 
G 0 G 
x EV 0 and that x =o-x for (JEG/G. Let <1>: (V®~Y) G ~ V 0 be the 
1 (J 1 , 0 
isomorphism defined by <1>(x)=x . 
G 1 
o V . We find that for each e , 
. J 
~ -1 
<1>o(l®(Aof ))0<1> (e) = 
c J 
{e Ij=l, ... ,a} forms a basis of 
J 
LLb ((J)logllc(J1I e. 
1 (JEG/G i J Wo i 
o 
Hence this achieves the proof of R(X,c) = IGolaR(x,fc) ~ 
We note that the rat ional integer I Go I a does not have any 
importance for the conjecture and .we can eliminate this :factor by 
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using another f. Then Stark's e(X,£) (see chapter 3) is equal to 
-1 Tate's A(X,f) . 
Theorem 4.2.10. Conjecture 4.2.2. is true for the trivial 
character 1G. More precisely, if f is induced by an injective 
G-homomorphism f :X ~ U. Then 
o 
where hS is the ideal class number of the ring of S-integers Os of 
k (see previous section). 
Proof. By part iii) of lemma 4.2.7., we can suppose that K=k and 
G={l}. , Then Xk=X and Uk~U. We fix a prime Yo of S. Then we- have 
the decomposition X= e 
VES\{V } 
o 
l(v~v ). Denote by £ =f(v-v ). Then 
o v 0 
I\of(v-v ) = 1\£ 
o V = 
~ logll£ 11 ~ v v' 
V'ES 
= logll£ 11 (v' -v ) and 
v v' 0 
v' ES\{V } 
o 
RS [ U: f 0 ( X) ] 
R(lG,f)=det((logll£ 11)) S =±RS[U:f (X)Wk]-+-----v v' V,V'E \{V
o
} 0 wk 
where RS is the regulator of the S-units of k, Wk is the group of 
roots of unity in k and wk is the order of Wk. Then the theorem 
follows immediately from corollary 4.1.7 .. • 
By lemma 4.2.7., we see that the conjecture is still true for 
all permutat ion characters and all linear combinat ion of 
permutation characters with integral coefficients. 
Theorem 4.2.11. Let G be a fini te group and X be a virtual 
character of G such that X(G)S;([l. Then there exists a positive 
integer m and rational integers nH such that 
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where H runs over all the subgroups of G. 
Proof. Let n be the exponent . of the group G. Then all characters 
of G take values in the cyclotomic field K=Q(e2rr1 / n ). If a is an 
integer relatively prime to n and er is the automorphism of K 
a 
a 
which sends all the roots of unity <: of K to <: , then for all geG, 
er 
X(ga) = X(g) a = X(g). 
We deduce that X is constant on the set of generators of each 
cyc! ic subgroup of G .. Let E be the space of class funct ions of G 
which have the same property as X containing the space F generated 
G by th~ characters IndH1H. Suppose that F is a proper subspace of 
E. Then there exists a class function h: G --7 ~ constant on the 
set of generators of each cyclic subgroup of G and orthogonal to 
. G 
all the IndH1H. Let er be an element of G of minimal order such 
that h(er)~O if it exists and C be the subgroup of G generated by 
er. Then 
h (er' ) 
C 
We deduce that the function h is constant zero, which isa 
contradiction. Hence the two spaces E and F are coincident. Then 
where H runs over all the subgroups of G and the aH are complex 
numbers. Since X and Ind~lH take values in Q, we can replace these 
~ by their image~ of any Q-linear projection ~ on Q. By 
multiplying a common denominator m of the we prove the 
theorem. • 
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Corollary 4.2.12. We keep notations as above. Then A(X,f)ffieO . 
Remark. By corollary 4.2.12., the conjecture is true for mx. This 
is the content of theorem 3.3.6 .. In fact, we can prove that the 
conjecture is true for rational characters (cf. [Ta 2]). 
Theorem 4.2.13. Let Klk be a Galois extension with Galois group G 
and X be a character of G. If r(x)=O, then conjecture 4.2.2. is 
true for X. 
Proof. In this case, the regulator R(X,f)=l. Then conjecture 
4.2.2. becomes 
Recall that re x) depends on the choice of the fini te set S which 
contains all the infinite primes of k. By lemma 4.2.1., r(x) is an 
increasing function of S. ' By lemma 4.2.9., the conjecture is 
independent of the choice of S, and we can proye the theorem by 
assuming that S = S is the set containing only those infini te 
co 
primes of k. 
By the formalism of Artih L-function (see chapter 2), we can 
suppose that X is the character of a faithful irreducible 
representation p: G ---7 GL(V) of G. If X is the trivial character 
l G, then the conjecture has been treated in theorem 4.2.10 .. 
Otherwise, we have dimVG={O} and the formula for r(x) (see lemma 
' G . 
4.2. 1.) shows that V w={ O} . for each infini te ' prime w of K. Hence 
G ={l,T } and T acts on V like -1. Since the representation is 
w w w ' , 
faithful, all the T are equal to T and G ={l,T} contains in the 
w co 
center ofG. This implies that K is a CM field, namely,K is a 
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totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real field K + 
containing k. 
By lemma 2.7.2., we have X (~)=-1 (see lemma 2.7.2. for the 
. i 
definition of X). In particular, L(O,X )~O. Since 
1 . 1 · 
n 




(see lemma 2.7.2. for the definition of n), it suffices to show 
1 
that ex. ex. L(O,X) = L(O,X) for all aeAutC under the following 
conditions: 
{ 
k is totally real 
X is a character of degree 1 of G=Gal(K/k) 
Replacing K by the fixed field of the kernel of X, if necessary, 
we can suppose that G is abelian and· X is an injective 
homomorphism from G into CX. 
For all ~EG, SE~ with Re(s»l, let· 
<;:(s,~) = L Na.-s , 
(a., Klk) =~ 
where the summation is taken over all the integ~al ideals a. of k 
whose Artin map is ~ (see chapter 2). The analytic continuation of 
this series is called the partial zeta function of Klk relative to 
~. Then L(s,X) = L X(~)<;:(s,~). Hence the theorem follows directly 
O""EG 
from corollary 3.2.7. which asserts <;:(O,~)eO for all ~eG. • 
From now on, we assume that K/k be an abelian extension. 
Denote by w the order of the group of roots of unity WK in K. Let 
kab be an abelian closure of k containing K. For all intermediate 
fields L, we have the canonical homomorphism 
-X I ) X 
\ 
where UL is the group of S-uni ts . of L and S is a fini te set of 
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primes of k containing all infini te primes of k. The kernel of 
this homomorphism is the group of roots of unity WL in L. Let 
U~k = {uEUIKCu1/ W ) is abelian over k}. 
Lemma 4.2.14. Let {O"'} be a system of generators of G and 
1 lE! 
{n } be a system of integers such that for all < in WK and iEI, 1 lE! 
0'" n 
. 1 1 
we have <: =< . For all u in OUK, the following propert ies are 
equivalent: 
ab i) There exists £EUK/k such that wu = £. 
ii) There exists L~kab such that u E UL. 
iii) For almost all finite primes l' of knot ramif.ied in K, there 
exists an element £1' in UK such that £1' - 1 (mod 1'OK) ~ and that 
0'" -N1' 
- u l' 
iv) There exists £ and {a } in UK such that iE! 
wu = £, 




i i W for all i in £ = a 
j in I , 
I . 
l/W 1 - l/W -Proof. i) =* i i): Take L=K( £ ). Then u = W £ = £ E UL· 
ii) =* iii): Let ~EUL such that ~ = u, and T be a set of primes of 
k containing S and satisfying the conditions in lemma 4.1.4. for 
0'" -N1' 









= 1 , thus ~ T-l E WL and 
0'" -N1' 
= (i)T-l)1' = 1. 
We deduce ·that £1'EUK. By the definition of 





It is clear that e - u :p 
:p 
iii) 9 iv): Let T be a finite set of primes of k satisfying the 
conditions in lemma 4.1.4. and containing those primes excluded in 





= e :p 
et 
and the above units are different by a multiple of a root of unity 






= e:P for:p, q~T. 
et 
Lemma 4.1.4'. impl ies the existence of systems of elements of 
I[G] {b } ~T and {b } ~T with finite support for each i in I such :p :p i:p :p 
that w = L b ((j - N:p) and (j - n = L b ((j - N:p) for all iEI. :P~T:P :P 1 1 :p~T i:p :P 
b b 
Let e = ne ' :P and a = 
:p~T :P 1 
n e 1:P. Then one can easily show that e 
:p~T :P 
and {a } satisfy the conditions in iv). 
i lEI 
iv) 9 i): We are going to show that K(e l / W ) is abelian overk. Let 
~ be a w-th roots of unity of e and ~. be an extension of a (j. to 
1 1 
~ (j n n , 
1 W i lW ' 1 W • K(~). We have (~ ) , = e = e a. = (~ a.) WhICh implies that 
1 1 
~ n ~ -n 
i i W i i ~ = ~ a. <: E K wi th <: =1. Thus <:EK and ~ = a. <: E K. "Hence 
1 1 
K(~) is Galois over k and 
~ -n ~ -n (j -n 
(~i i) J J = (a<:) J J = 
i 
(j -n (j -n 
J J 1 i 
a = a 
i J 
Therefore K(~)/k is an abelian extension. 
~ -n ~-n 
= (~j j) 1 i 
- 1~ Corollary 4. '2.15. In (QU ; we have (QUK n U = -w UKlk . 
- k ab k ab 




Let e ( s ) = eK/k S ( s ) = L L ( s, X) e-, where X runs over all 
, X X 
irreducible characters of G and e = I~t) L X(~-l)~ is the central 
X CTeG 
idempotent associated with X in ~[G] which acts as identity on a 
realization of X and kills the other types of irreducible 
representations of G. For each finite prime p of k, let 
1 . 
F = TIT L 1: e [leG], 
:p I .1. ~ I 1:eCT- 1 
p 
where CT- 1 is the inverse class of the Frobenius automorphism CT . P P 
Lemma 4.1.16. i) For Re(s)~l, e(s) = IT (1 - F Np-S)-l. 
p~S l' 
ii) For all s in C and all characters X of G extended by linearity 
to C[G], we have X(e(s)) = L(s;X). 
iii) If S contains those ramified primes in K/k, then for Re(s»l 
e(s) = -s -1 L No. CT 
a. ( a. , S) =,1 
-1 
= L <:(s, CT)CT , 
Q.eG 
where <: (s, CT) = -s No. is the partial zeta function 
( a., S) =1 
( a., K/k) =CT 
associated with CTEG. 
Proof. The orthogonal relation of irreducible characters (see 
chapter 2) implies that x(e~)=O if X~~ and x(e
x
)=l. Then assertion 
ii) is deduced. On the other hand, 
X(F ) = { X(~;l)=X(~:p) if X is ··trivial on the inertia group I:p. 
:p 0 otherwise 
Then for all characters X of G and see with Re(s»l, 
xC IT Cl-F N:p-S)-l) = IT (l-X(CT )Np-S)-l = L(s,X) = X(e(s)). 
. :p~ S:P *'~ S, X I I = 1 P , 
:p 
Since the characters of G form a basis of linear funct ions on 
C[G], assertion i) and assertion iii) are deduced immediately. _ 
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Corollary 4.2.17. For all s in C and ~eS, we have 
9SU{~}CS) = 9S CS) Cl - F~N~-s) and 
9~U{~}CO) = 9~CO) Cl - F~) + logNp F~ 9S CO). 
Let H be a subgroup of G and K' be the fixed field of H. 
There is a natural homomorphism 
rr: C[G] ----7 «::[H], 
whose restriction to G is the projection of G onto G/H.. On the 
other hand, each element x of t[G] induces an endomorphism of free 
C[H]-module C[G]. The determinant of this endomorphism is said to 
be the norm of x and we denote it by 
·N: t[G] ----7 t[H]. 
Lemma 4.2.18. We keep notations as above. Then 
9K'/k,SCs) = rr9K1k ,SCs) and 
9K1K, S Cs) = N9K/k SCs). 
, K' , 
Proof. For each character X of G/H, xorr is a character of G and 
xC9K'/k,SCS)) = LK'/ktSCs,x) = LKlk,SCs,xorr ) = xorrCsKlk,SCs)). 
The elements 9K'/k,SCs) and rrsKlk,SCs) of t[G/H] have the same 
image for each character of G/H and thus are equal. 
* Denote by X the character of G induced by the character X of 
* H. Then X is sum of irreducible characters of G whose restriction 




x.' No w , xC 9K1K, S Cs)) = 1 , K' 
Then the second assertion of the lemma follows from the fact that 
[G:H] 




Lemma 4.2.19. For each prime v of k, denote by NC = 
v 
L (J E l[C] 
(JEC 
v 
the sum of elements of the decomposition group Cv of v. If ISI~i, 
then for each v in S, we have ' NC e(O) = o. If ISI~3, then for any 
v 
V, v' in S, we have NC NC e' (0) = o. v v, 
Proof. For each character X of C, 
X(NC ) ICvl if X is = trivial 
v { 0 otherwise 
Then the formula for r(x) (see lemma 4'.2.1. ) 
L(O,X) = 0 for all X:t1 C' and also 'for X=l if C 
on C 
v. 
shows that X(NC ) 
v 
ISI~2. This proves 
the first assert ion. The second assert ion can be proved in the 
same manner. • 
Conjecture 4.2.20. Suppose that K/k is an abel ian extension and 
that S satisfies the following three conditions: 
i) Scontains all the infinite primes of k and all the primes of k 
ramified in K. 
ii) S contains at least one prime which splits completely in K. 
i i i) I S I ~2. 
Then 9K;k(0)~ ~ b A(U~k)' or equivalently A-1eK;k(0)XK ~ or--k ab 
(The equivalence of the conclusions follows directly . ' from 
corollary 4.2.15. ) 
From now on, we suppose that S satisfies the conditions i), 
ii) and iii) in conjecture 4.2.20 .. Denote by v a prime of k in S 
which splits completely in K and W be a prime of K lying above v. 
Let uCV )={ueUlllulI
w
,=l for all w' %v} if ISI~3. Otherwise, we let 
UCV ) =' {ueUlllull =lIull for all (J in G}, where S={v,v'} and w' is 
\ ' (JW' W' 
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a prime of K lying above v' . 
Conjecture 4.2.21. Under the hypotheses of conjecture 4.2.20. an~ 
·th b th . t ·t Uab UCV ) h th t WI v, w as a ove, ere eXIS s a unI e e K/kn suc a 
0-logllc 11 = -w <:'(0,0-) for all 0- in G 
w 
or equivalently, 
f 0-L'(O,X) = "7-- L X(o-)loglle 11 for all characters X of G. 
w G W o-e 
(The equivalence of the above formulas is obvious. ) 
Lemma 4.2.22. Conjecture 4.2.20. and conjecture 4.2.21. are 
equi valent. 
Proof. Let w' be a prime of SK not dividing (the e~ist~nce of such 
w' is guaranteed by condition iii)). Conjecture 4.2.20. affirms 
the existence of a e in U~k such that 
Since condition i) is fulfilled, by lemma 4.2.16., 
L L' (0, x)e- = L <:' (0,0"')0"'-1 
'" X o-eG 
xeG 
where G is the group of irreducible characters of G. Hence 
1 
- i\(e) = 
w 
-1 L L' (0, x)e-w' - 2:<:' (0,0"')0"' W. 
'" X O"'eG 
xeG 
Let X e G'{lG}. If the multiplicity of X in ~y is greater or 
equal to 2, we have L'(O,X)=O. Otherwise the x-component of ~y is 
contained in ® ~ O"'W which is the regular representation of G. We 
O"'eG 
have e-w'=O and we conclude that X ' 
L L' (O,x)e-w' = <:' (0) TGT1 L uw). 
'" X k,S · 1U'lo-eG 
xeG 
Now if ISI:::3, <:k,S(O)=O. If S={v,v'}, we see that all the 
coefficients of the preceding expression are equal to each other. 
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. This implies that e is in U(V) and that for all er in G, we have 
1 er 
- loglle 11 
w ' w 
1 
= w logllcll -1 
erw 
Conversely, if such an eexists, it satisfies 
for all primes w' not dividing v. Similarly, for all er in G 
1 er er w A(e ) = eUk(O) (w' -w ). 
er 1 (ab The set of (w'-w ) generates X over I. Hence e' (O)X ~ w A UKlk ) .• 
Remark. We note that S~ark's formulation is the same as conjecture 
4.2.21. (see previous sect,ion). Tate denotes by St(Klk,S) one of 
the equi valent 'statements of conjecture 4.2.20. and conjecture 
4.2.21. where liSt 11 is obviously taken from Stark. One can show 
that St(Klk,S) is equivalent to conjectures 4.2.2.-4.2.4. holding 
for each X such that r(x)=l (cf. [Ta 2]). 
Lenuna 4.2.23. Conjecture St (Klk, S) is true if· S contains two 
primes which split completely in K. 
Proof. Let v and v' be two such primes. We have seen · in lemma 
4.2.19. that if ISI~3, 0 = NG NG e'(O) = e' (0). Then the unit e 
v v' 
in conjecture 4.2.21. can be taken to be 1. It remains to check 
the case for S={ 1), v' }. The groul? of S-uni ts of k is then of rank 
Let m = w l1\T [K:k] Clearly, the first factor of m is an integer. 
Since Klk is an abelian extension not ramified outside S arid the 
primes in S split completely in K, its Galois group is a quotient ' 
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. of the group of ideal 5-c I asses of k (cf. [Ta 1]). Hence the 
second factor of m is also an integer. Let £=~m. It is clear that 
1/ IWk I 
£eU(V) and that K(£l/W) ~ K(~ ) is abelian over k. Therefore, 
[K: k] logll£1I , 
W w 
and L' (0, X) = 0 =! L:X((j) logll £CTII for X;t:1 G· W G W 
<rE 
• 
" Remark. The above lemma asserts that conjecture . 5t (K/k, 5) is 
independent on the choice of the splitting prime ve5. 
Corollary 4.2.24. 5t(k/k,5) is true. 
Corollary 4.2.25. St(K/k,S) is true if k has more than one complex 
prime. If v is non-archimedean it is true if k is not totally 
real. 
Lenuna 4.2.26. If 5t(K/k,5) is true, then 5t(K/k,5') is still true 
for all 5'25. 
Proof. We first note that if 5 satisfies conditions i)-iii) in 
conjecture 4.2.20., then so does 5'. Let v be a prime of 5 such 
that G
v
={l}. Lemma 4.2.'19. asserts 0 = NG
v 
95 (0)= 85 (0). We 
deduce from corollary 4.2.17. that 9 SU{:p} (0) = Cl-Fp) 9 S CO) for 
. :pES'\S. Condition i) implies that l-F el[G]. Hence, 'we have 
". :p 
9SU{:p}(0)X ~ 9S CO)X . . Replacing 5 by SU{:p} and repeating the 
process unti"l S=5', the le~ma follows. • 
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. Lemma 4.2.27. If St(K/k,S) is true, St(K' /k,S) is still true for 
all intermediate fields K' between k and K. 
Proof. We first note that if conditions i)-iii) in conjecture 
4.2.20. are satisfied by S for K/k, then so does for K'/k. On the 
other hand, by lemma 4~2.18. 
By applying A -1, ' we obtain the second form of conjecture 
4.2.20. for K'/k. The equivalence of the properties i) anQ iii) of 
1- 1-;b lemma 4.2.14. shows that if u = weE w UK/k' then 
1 -;b 
NKlK'u E W' UK'/k· 
ab . 
We deduce the existence . of an element e' of UK' /k and a root of 
unity ~ in K' such that w/w' e' 
satisfies conditions in conjecture 4.2.21 .. 
We ascertain that e' 
• 
In the proof of . above lemma, we don't know whether <: can 
always be taken to be 1. However for the case w=w', we can simply 
take e' = NK/K' e. In part icular, if the prime 1) is real, then 
w=w'=2. We are going to study more precisely in this situation. 
Suppose that the .prime wof conjecture 4.2.21. is real 
corresponding to a fixed embedding of K into ~. Then we have 
k ~ K ~ K ~ k = ~ 
w 1) 
and in particular, w=2. We can impose the unit e to be positive 
for this embedding. It will be the same for all of its conjugates 
er ab er-1 . .2 er-l 
e for erEG. In fact, if e E UK/k' then e EU and e >0. For 
all element · a>O of ' k, we have a = 11 all • 
w 
The first " formula of 
conjecture 4.2.21. becomes 
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(j -2<:5 (0, (j) 
e = e for all (j in G. 
It is an idea of Stark (see chapter 3) that calculating 
(j ~SCO,(j) to high accuracy gives approximations e(j to e . Let P(x) = 
n 
(j n (x-e ) = L (-l)i aixn-i, with n=IGI, be the field equation for 
(jEG i =0 
e over k. The symmetric functions a of these c then approximate 
1 (j 
the a in k . Since 11 ell =1 for w%v, . the a are algebraic integers 
i v W i 
and satisfy lIa 11 :::(~)2 for each archimedean prime v'*v, as well 
iV' 1 
as lIa -~ 11 <10-N for a large N. For N sufficiently large, these 
1 ' i V 
conditions determine a uniquely, once a is gi ven. 
1 
Thus the 
conjecture can be tested by computing the a very accurately and 
i 
then f,inding the a
l 
eOk . 
Denote by e(K,S,w) the unit occurring in conjecture 4.2.21 .. 
Then we ascertain that eCK,S,w)(j = e(K~S,w(j) for all (j in G and 
that for all intermediate field K', eCK' ,S,wI K,) = NK/K,c(K,S,w). 
If IS 1 ~3 and if there are t wo primes in S which spl it 
completely in K', then 
that, if ISI~3, then 
we have ' e ( K' , S, w I K' ) = 1 . 
1:' n e(K,S,w) =1 for 
1:'eG 
v' 
Hence we conc I ude 
all v' eS'\ {v} . In 
particular, if 1:' is the complex conjugat ion associated wi th a 
v' 
1:' 
real prime v' *v of k, v' -1 we have eCK, S,w) =e(K, S, w) if 
In . fact, it is obvious that if 1:' *1, then G ={ 1, 1:' }, and if 
" v' v' v' 
1:' =1, we have also e(K,S,w)=l. 
v' 
It is natural to ask what are the abel ian extensions of k 
generated by th~se ~(K, S, w). If k is , not totally real, we find 
only k since e(K,S,w)=l if ISI~3 and e(K,S,w)ek if ISI=2. If k is 
totally real, we find almost all of these abelian extensi6ns. 
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Lemma 4.2.28. Let k be a totally real number field, v be a real 
prime of k corresponding to a fixed embedding of k into ~ and S 
00 
be the set of all infini te primes of k. Let k(V} be the abel ian 
_ ab 
closure of k in ~. For each prime v'eS \{v}, let T e~=Gal(k(V}/k) 
00 v' ab 
be the corresponding complex conjugation. Let H be the subgroup 
v 
of ~ generated by these T T for v', v" eS \{v}. Then the 
- v' V" 00 
extension of k generated by these e(K,S,w) is the fixed field of 
H . In particular, if [K:O]=2, it is k(V}. 
V ab 
T 
V' -1 Proof. We have seen that e(K,S,w) = e(K,S,w) . Hence H fixes 
v 
all these e(K,S,w). On the other hand, for all chara~ters X of ~, 
we have X(T )=±'1 for all v'eS \{v}. The characters trivial on H 
v' -- 00 v 
are thus the odd characters (namely, X(T )=-1 for all v'eS \{v}). 
v' 00 
If a is 
negative, 
a positive element of k whose other conjugates are 
then the non-trivial character of Gal(k(~)/k) induces 
an odd character of ~. This proves the existence of character of 
such kind. We deduce -that the odd characters of ~ generate the 
group of characters of ~ trivial on H . 
v 
Let X be an odd character, K be the fixed field of the 
X 
kernel of X, S be the set of primes of k consisting S and those 
X 00 
primes ramified in K , and w be the prime of K corresponding to 
X X 
the inclusion K S;~. Then e(K ,S ,w) generates K since K /k is 
X X '. X X X 
cyclic and v is the only prime of k which splits completely in K 
X 
/\ 
as X is odd. As these different X generate ~/H , these K generate 
v X 
H 
k(V} v Hence the lemma follows. 
ab • 




Proof. Let L be a lattice of ~, ~(u,L) and ~(u,L) be the classical 
Weierstrass functions. Let T}(u,L) be the IR-linear function on ~ , 
such that ' 
«u+w,L) = ~(u,L) + T}(w,L) 
for all W in L. We put 
" G ( u, L) = e -SuT} ( u, L) (j12 ( u) L) f1 ( L) , 
where f1(L) = g (L)3 - 27g (L)2 is the discriminant. 
2 3 .' 
Let k be an imaginary quadratic field embedded into ~. Let rn 
be an integral ideal of k, m*(l) and CI(m) be the ray class group 
modulo m. Let f be the-least positive integer in Znm. For each 
class [eCI(rn), the Siegel-Ramachandra invariant 8 ([) is defined 
rn 
by 
-1 f 8 ( [) = G ( 1 ; rna. ) , 
m 
where a. , is an integral ideal of k belonging to the class [. We 
, know some propert ies of this invariant (cf. [KL 1], [Ra 1] and 
[Si 1]): 
i) 8 ([) does not depend on the choice of a. in [. 
m 
ii) 8 ([) belongs to the ray class field modulo rn, denoted by 
rn 
K(rn) of k. 
iii) Denote by (j eGal(K(rn)/k) the automorphism of K(rn) associated 
:p 
with the class [ by the Artin homomorphism. We have 
(j 
B ([) = S (1) :Po 
m m 
iv) S ([) is a unit if m has at least two distinct prime divisors 
rn 
in k. If rn is a power of a prime ideal :p, then g C[) is a 
rn 
{oo,:p}-unit, and, for all (j in Gal(K(m)/k), gm([)l-(j is a unit. 
v) keg ([)1/12f)/k is an abelian extension. 
rn 
vi) We have the "second Kronecker limit formula" 
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for all ~ in G=Gal(K(m)/k). 
Here, Izl=z2 is the absolute , value on tt, <:m(s,~) is the partial 
zeta function relative to K(m)/k that we shall denote it by 
Now letK be an abelian extension of k. Let S be a set of 
primes of k satisfying conditions i)-iii) in conjecture 4.2.20 .. 
Then there exists an integral ideal m of k with K£K(m) and w(m)=l 
such that for each finite prime ~ in S, ~ does not divide m (it 
suffices to take m=( TT :p)n for a sufficiently large integer n). 
~E:S,{co} 
The set S still satisfies conditions i)-iii) in conjecture 4.2.20. 
for K(m)/k, and, by lemma 4.2.27., it suffices to prove the truth 
of St(K(m)/k,S). Thus we can suppose K=K(m) with w(m)=l. The 
1 property iv) above implies that Sm(l)EU. Let u = 12f Sm(l) E OU. 
The property v) above implies that u E -U--. By lemma 4.2.14. (and 
, k ab 
more precisely ii) ~ i)), we deduce the existence of a c in U~k 
such that wu=e. Hence 
12£ w. W 
c . = S (1) <: Wl th <: = 1. 
", m 
We deduce from the property vi) above that 
1 ~I <:S(O,~) = - w logic for all ~ in G. 
By the property iv) agaip, we see that 
{ Ic lw=l for weS\{co} if ISI2:3 Icl~w=lclw for all ~ in G if S={co,:p} and wl:p 
. Therefore c satisfie's all the conditIons of conjecture 4.2.21 .. 
Hence the theorem follows. • 
Theorem 4.2;.30. St(Klk,S) is .true if ISI=2. 
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, Proof. As S2S
oo
' the case ISool=l has been treated in theorem 4.1.9. 
and theorem 4.2.29.. It remains to examine the case for 
S=S ={v,v'}, say, with G ={1}. Since Klk is unramified outside S, 
00 v 
it follows that -1 is a local norm at every prime except possibly 
at v' (cf. [CF 1]). Hence -1 is also a lobal norm at v' , which 
means G ={ 1}. 
v' 
Then the theorem follows immediately from lemma 
4.2.23 .. • 
The following paragraph seems to be the explanation of 
Stark's quest ion in previous sect ion. We suppose further that S 
contains only a , prime v which spl its ' completely in K. Let v , 
o 1 
... , v (m~l) be the other primes of S which we suppose that their 
m 
decomposition group is of order 2, say, G ={1,~} (l~i~m). Denote 
i i 
by H the subgroup of G generated by the ~. (l~i~m), and H the 
1 1 2 
subgroup of H generated by , the ~ ~ (l~i, j~m). We have H =H or 
- 1 i j 1 2 
[H : H ] =2. 
1 2 




, then 9Yk (0)=0. In particular, St(Klk,S) 
is true. 
Proof. As m~l, we have H:;e{ 1} , 
1 
and hence H :;e{1}. 
2 
By theorem 
4.2.30., we may assume m~2, and then L'(O,lG)=O. For xeG~{lG} and 
ie(l,m], we have xC ~ )=±1. 
i 
If X(~ )=-1 for all i, 
i 
then X is 
non-tri vial on Hand tri vial on H, which is a contradict ion. 
1 2 
Hence, X(~ )=1 for some ie[l,m]. The formula for r(x) (see lemma ' 
i 
4.2.1.) implies L' (0, A::)=O. ' Therefore, L ~ (0, X)=O for all xeG which 
is equivalent to 9"(0)=0. • 
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-Theorem 4.2.32. We keep notations as above. If H *H, St(Klk,S) is 
12 -
true if and only if St (K Ik, S) is true wi th (in the formula of 
2 
ab IH21 
conjecture 4.2.21.) a unit £2 belonging to (UK Ik) , where K 2 
is the fixed field ofH . 
2 
- 2 
Proof. From the proof of lemma 4.2.31., we have L'(O,X) for all X 
in G whose restr·iction to H is not trivial. We deduce that 
2 
<' (O,~) depends only on the class of ~ modulo H such that 
2 
<ilk(O,~) = ~ <K Ik(0,~H2)· 
1J.J.2 1 2 
Let w be a prime of K lying above v. If St(K/k,S) is true, then 
o 0 
(V ) 
t h . t . Ua b U 0 h t h t ere eXlS s a £ ' In Klkn suc a 
1 ~ 
<ilk ( 0 , ~) = - W 10 gll £ 11 w for all ~ in G. 
o H 
Since ~ C is fixed by elements of H2, it belongs to [lUK 2 = [lUK . 
2 
1 By corollary 4.2.15., -
w 
-
1 ab ab 
W UK Ik' where w2 = I WK I· Let l)EUK Ik £ E 2 2 2 2 
IH I 
such that .!. c = 1 
w W 
1). Then the element £ =1] 
2 
IH21 
of (Uab ) 2 
K Ik 
Converse 1 y, 
2 
~ 
and logll£ 11 
2 W 
o 
if St (K /k, S) 
- 2 
2 
= -w <' (0, ~H ) for a 11 ~ in G. 
2 2 
IH I 
is true wi th a uni t £ =1) 2 of 
2 
ab IH21 
(UK Ik) , then we conclude that 
w/w 
2 £=£ satisfies those 
2 
2 
conditions in conjecture 4.2.21. • 
The following theorem is due tO , Tate Ccf. [Ta 2]) and we 
shall present a proof -of this theorem which is due to Sands (cf. 
[Sa 3]) in previous section. 
\ -
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·Theorem 4.2.33. If [K:k]=2, St(Klk,S) is true, and for ISI~3, with 
IS 1-3 
a unit e E (Uab )2 
Klk 
As Stark suggests (cf. [St4]), one can use theorem 4.2.33. 
to prove that St (Klk, S) is true for G=H. We have the following 
1 
corollary (cf. [Ta2]). 
Corollary 4.2.34. St(Klk,S) is true for G=H . 
1 
Then Tate suggests that it is worth whi le to consider the 
general case of G such that:. G is of exponent two, namely, G2 ={ 1}. 
This has been treated by Sands (cf. [Sa 3]) and w~ shall discuss 
it in next section. Finally, we shall see a corollary of lemma 
4.2.14. restricted to the case [K: k] =2 . wi th Galois group G={ 1,-r} 
and k has at least two infinite primes. 
Corollary 4 .. 2.35. If e is in K wi th e 1+T =1, then K(e1/W)/k is an 
abelian extension. 
Proof. k has at least two infinite primes and consequently -r is a 
complex conjugation and acts like -ion roots of unity. Namely, 
for all Since the corollary follows 
exactly in the same manner as the proof of iv) ~ i) in lemma 
4. 2~ 14 .. • 
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"§3. Works of Sands 
Sands [Sa 3] showed that St(~/k, S) holds when G=Gal(~/k) has" 
exponent two and~/k is tame. For a special type of extension ~/k 
with k real quadratic, Shintani [Sh 3] proved the existence of a 
number c such that cm is in ~for some positive integer m, and 
1 m er l/m L~(O,:{:) = -W- L x(er) logll (c ) 11 • 
~ ereG 
Sands simplified Shintani's proof by using Stark's theorem 
(theorem 4.1.9.). 
Let ~ be an abelian extension of a number field k with Galois 
group G. Let ~ be a fixed prime of k, either finite o~ infinite, 
which splits completely in ~, and ~ be a prime of ~ lying above ~. 
Denote by S a finite set of primes of k containing ~, all infinite 
primes, and all primes which ramify in ~. We assume that the 
cardinal i ty I S I of S is greater than or equal to two. (a., S)=l 
means that an integral ideal a. of k is relatively prime to all 
fini te primes inS. Let er in G be the automorphism associated 
a. 
with the ideal a. by the Artin map when a. is not divisible by any 
ramified primes of ~/k. Denote by le the · tri vial character of G 
and X an arbitrary (degree one) character of G. Then the abelian 
L-function associated with the character X is given by 
L x(er )No. -s = 
a. (o.,S>=l 
-s -1 TT (1 - X (er ) Nq ) 
S - q (q, >-1 
where the summation is taken over all non~zero integral ideals a. 
of k with (o.,S)=l and the product is taken over all prime ideals q 
of k with (q.~S)=l. It extends to a meromorphic function of s in C. 
We recall the order of the zero of LS(s,X) (see . previous 
section). I For a prime q in k, we denote by G the decomposi tion q 
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, , 
' .. \ 
- group of q in ~. Then at s=O, LS(s,x) has a zero of order 
1 if x=x 
r(x) = #{qeslxIG =x IG } - 0 with 0 = {o if x*XO 
- q 0 q X X 0 
Hence the assumptions on p and S imply that all L-functions under 
consideration have at least a first order zero at s=O. Then 
Stark's conjecture St(~/k,S) (see previous section) is formulated 
as follows: 
Conjecture 4.3.1. There exists 8 in X such that 
i) 8 is, in U if ISI~3 and 8 is in U if S={p,q}. p p,q 
1 ~ ii) LS(Q,X) = w L X(~)logIl8 II~ for all characters X on G. 
~ ~EG 
l/w~ 
i i i) ~ ( 8 ) Ik is a be I i an. 
Here 11 IIU is the normalized absolute value at a prime U of ~, 
Up = {uE~llIuIlU=l for all U%q} is the group of p-units of ~, 
U = {UE~ IIIUlI u is constant for nlq and } and 
p, q - lIull U=l for all other primes U%p 
Wx is the order of the group of roots of unity Wx of l. 
From the previous sections, we see that St(~/k,S) is true 
when p is the unique infinite prime of k; and when ISI=2. Also the 
conjecture is true if ISI~3 and S contains two primes which split 
completely in ~, for the'n LS(O,X)=O for all X, and we may set 8=1. 
-1 
1-~ 
If 8 in ~ shows the truth of St (~/k, S) whi le IeS, then 8 I 
shows the truth of St(~/k,SU{I}). Consequently, we may concentrate-
on the case where the minimal choice S(~/k) of S is used. -
We shalr study St(~/k,S) when p is infinite. Since the 
conjecture is already knoWn for the cases listed above, we assume 
further that besides the real or complex prime p, which spl its 
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· completely, k possesses one or more other infinite primes, all of 
which are real and extend to complex primes of ~. This extra 
assumption actually implies ISI~3. 
Let ~=K be a relative quadratic extension of k with Galois 
group G=Gal(K/k)~{ - l,1:}, r be the number of infinite primes of k 
and d be the number of fini te primes which ramify in K. Then 
S(K/k) consists of these r+d primes and our- assumptions imply 
r+d~3. Let UK (resp. Uk ) denote the group of units of K (resp. k). 
Now LSCK/k)CO,xo)=O s~ we consider LSCK/k)CO,x) ~hen X is the 
non-trivial character of G. By the standard theory and lemma 
3.3.7., we have 
LS(K/k)Cs,X) 
where Q denotes the order of the torsion subgroup of UK/UkWK and E 
in UK wi th 11 E
1
-1:U >1 represents a generator of this group modulo ~-
torsion. 
Let IK be the group of non-zero fractional ideals of K and PK 
be the subgroup of principal ideals. Ik and Pk are the 
corresponding objects for k, while I~ and P~ are their extensions 
to subgroups of IK and Pk. Define 
~ = {n in IKln1:=a} 
to be the group of ambiguous ideals of K, and .let 
( 
e -~: AK/Pk ~ IK/PK=ClCK) 
be induced by the inclusi'on of ~ in I K. Then cokerC~)=IK/PK~. 
- I l+T · -Let UK =. {':!eUK u=l} and notice that WKS;UK since 1: isa complex , 
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. conjugation for some embedding of K in c. 
Proof. We consider the exact sequence 
i e ~ rr o ---7 kerC~) ~ AK/Pk ~ IK/PK ---7 cokerC~) ---7 0, 
, where i is the inclusion and rr is the natural surjectiono Then 
the d ramified primes of k, each having order two in the group. 
e . 
We see that ker(~) = (PKnAK)/Pk. An element of this group is 
represented by a principal ideal Ca) to which we associate the 
coset a l-1:' IOn CKX )1-1:'/uK
1
-1:'. B ( ). b O ecause a IS am IgUOUS, we have 
1-1:' X 1-1:' -
a eUKnC K) S;UK. By Hi 1 bert' s theorem 90 C cf. [Co 1]), we have 
. x 1-1:' -
UKnCK ) = UK' Define 
e · - 1-1:' ~: CPKnAK)/Pk ---7 UK/UK 
e 1-'"( 1-'"( by ~((a)Pk) = a UK . Then ~ is an isomorphism. By lemm~ 3.308. , 
1 1 1 
- 1-'"( 1 1 - 1 ~'"( 11 1-'"( 1-'"( 1 2 1 - 1-'"( ker ( ~) = UK/UK = UK/WKUK WKUK /UK = Q UK/WKUK 1 0 
Therefore, 
• 
Theorem 4.3.3. St(Klk,S) is true when [K:k]=2. Set 
M Then the condi tions of the conjecture are satisfied by e=l1 for 
l/W 
some 11 in U such that K(11 K)/k is abelian. 
:p 
Proof. By l~mma 4.2.23, we may assume that S contains no splitting 
". 
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primes other than the fixed infinite prime ~. We note that U~=U~, 
as 1: fixes all infinite primes of K except those above ~. 
U~ is the kernel of the norm map N: UK ,--7 NUK. Here UK has 
rank r and NUK has rank r-1 since U~ = NUk ~ NUK ~ Uk' Since WK is 
the torsion subgroup of U~, U~/WK is free of rank 1. Now we choose 
l} in U~=U~ representing a generator of this free abelian group 
with 1 > 11 1)11 'P = ! . From the defini t ion of E. we find that E1- T 
Ill} 111) 
1-1: -
represents a generator of WKUK /WK ~ UK/WK' Consequently, we have 
IU~/WKu~-1:IIOglIl}lI~ = -logIlE1-1:II~. Then 
, 2 h(K) 2 r - 2 1-1: 
LS(K/k) (0" X) = W h(k) er- logllE 111) 
K 
2P - 2 h(K) 2 
= - w
K 
h(kl is: I U~/WKU~-T Ilogll1)1I 'P 
= 
= 
Now d+r = IS(K/k) I, and for q. in S\S(K/k), er =1: by assumpt ion. q. 
Then X(1:)=-1, so 1-x(erq.)=2 is the extra factor in LS(O,X). Hence 
For X, 
o 
2 1S1 -3 1: LS (0. xl = w
K 
I IK/f> K'\: I (logll1)1I 'P - logll1) 11 'P 1 
= -~ L x(er) logl/ (l}M) erl/ . 
wK ereG 
1 M er 1+1: LS(O,X
o
) = 0 = L X (er)logll(l) ) 1/ because l} =1. 
wK ereG 0 
This proves part ii) of the conjecture. The rest is clear from the 
, definition of l} and corollary 4.2.35. 
Now we consider ,the general case and assume that G=Gal (~/k) 
is a group of exponent two and order 2m. Let 1: in G be a -complex 
conjugation, . corresponding to one of the . real primes q. of k, ' 
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. namely, GU={l,-r} where U is a complex prime of K dividing q. Then 
m-l there are 2 quadratic extensions K S;lt of k not fixed by -r and 
i 
their compositum is ~. Let K be one of the K. Denote also by d 
i 
the number of finite primes of k which ramify in K. 
Lemma 4.3.4. Suppose ~/K is unramified, abelian over k with Galois 
m group Gal(~/k) of exponent two and order 2 . Let H be the subgroup 
of IK corresponding to the abelian extension ~ of K. Then 
i) H contains PK and I~. 
m-l has order 2 . Now HAK/H is generated by the d ramified primes, 
whose squares lie in I~ S; H. Therefore I HAK/H I dIvides 2d. Thus 
I IK/PK~I IHAK/HI 1 
IHAK/PK~1 IIK/HAKI I IK/HI jIK/PK~1 divides 2m- d - 1 I IK/PK~I· • 
Lenuna 4.3.5. Let ~ be a normal extension over a number field k 
with Galois group Gal(~/k) of prime exponent q. If ~ is a prime in 
~ which is ramified over k, and -~%q, then the inert ia group I~ is 
cyclic of order q. 
Proof. Since ~ is a - prime in ~ ramified over k and ~%q, ~ is 
x tamely ramified, I~~l and I~ injects into the cyclic group (O~/~) 
(cf. [2S 1])~ Yet I~ has exponent q as a subgroup of Gal(~/k). _ 
Lemma 4.3. S.· Suppose that ~/k is tame (i. e. unramified at primes 
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- dividing 2 in this case). Ass~me that ~ is the only infinite prime 
of k which splits in K. Let S be the number of primes of k which 
ramify in ~ but not in K and r be the number of infinite primes of 
k. Then i) is an . m-d-s-l integer mul t iple of 2 , and of 
m-d-s 2 when r=2. 
ii) When 5=5(Vk)and ~ = IIK/PKAKI 2 151 - 3 , we have that 
~ is an integer, and . is an integer when r=2. 
2 m+ r - 3 
Proof . . i) = 
1 IK/PKI~ 1 
IPKAK/PKI~I 
quotient of AK/I~ which has order 2d. Hence IPKAK/PKI~I divides 2d. 
When r=2, the assumption shows that some fini~e prime q of k 
must ramify inK. We may write K=kC!:) with <xek. Since q~2, an 
odd power of q appears in the factorization of <x, by Kummer 
theory. This implies that (!:)EI~. Clearly, (!:)E~nPK' Thus !: 
represents -an element of order two in the kernel of the quotient 
m-s-l e · Now it suffices to show that 2 di vides 1 I KIP Klk I· Let ~ J 
C l:Sj:Ss) be those primes of k which ramify in It but not . in K. By 
lemma 4.3.5., the inertia group I ~GalClt/k) of ~ has order 2 for 
. ~J J 
each j. The I generate a group I of order dividing 2s . The fixed 
~J 
field ~ corresponding tq I m-s-l is then of degree divisible by 2 
over K. By construction ~/K is unramified at primes above ~.' The 
J 
remaining primes of lt/k also have ramification index 2, so they do 
not ramify beyond K. Therefore ~/K is unramified of degree 
m-s-l+b 2 for some b~O: By class field theory, ~ is associated with 
an ideal H containing PK such that IK/H ::: Gal (f/K) . . By lemma 
. . e m-s-l+b 
4.3.4., TK/PKl k ~ ' ~K/H is surjective. Thus IlK/HI = 2 
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m-d-s-1 m-d-s integer multiple of 2 , and of 2 when r=2. 
iil We note that 151 = r+d+s, ~ = IIK/PKAKI 2 151 -3 , Hence it 
follows directly from part i) of the lemma. • 
Theorem 4.3.7. L~t S=S(~/k). If either i) ISI>m+1 or ii) l/k is 
put N = 21 S l-m-2. tame, then st (~/k, S) is true. In case i), In 
case i i), put N = 2r - 2 if r=2 and N = 2r - 3 otherwise. Then there 
l/w~ N 
exists TI in K such that !K(TI . )/k is abelian and £=TI satisfies 
the conditions of St(lt/k,S). 
Proof. Choose 1:" , and K 
i 
m-1 for 1:::i:::2 as above and let ~. be the 
1 
prime of Kt corresponding to the fixed prime ~ of ~. Put wi=wK . 








take "n eK . 
"i i ' 
cases, we 
as gi ven 
m-1 
M 1(2 N) 





(M 1(2 N»(w~/w) 
i k Then has the property that TI = n Tli TI 
i=l 
1/w 
It(TI ~)/k is abelian because 
abelian for each i. Also, TI and 
m-1 (M 1(2 N»(w~/w) l/w& 
K i ( ( TI i i J\. k , ) J\. ) /k i s 
£=TlN are :p-units because each TI. 
1 
is. We turn to the remaining condition of the conjecture. 
If X is a character of G with X(1:")=l, then LS(O,X)=O by the 
formula for r(x). Also, Tl 1+1:"=1 for all i and hence 
i 
. N er N (l+1:")er L x(er)logU(TI ) II~ = L x(er)logll(TI ) "V = 0, 
(j'eG 
where the second sum is taken over representatives er in Gof the 
quotient group G/{ 1, 1:"} . Thus N £=TI satisfies the remaining 
condition for such a character. 
Now ;suppose X(1:"};el. Because G has exponent two, X2=X and X 
o 
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maps G onto {±1}, with kernel of index 2. The fixed field of the 
kernel must be one of the K , say K If G =Ga 1 ( ~ IK ), then 
1 i(X) i i 
{ m-l if i=i(X) L X(<T) 2 . = 
<TEG 0 otherwise -
i 
N We are going to check that £=11 satisfies the remaining condition 
for the character- X with X(1:')~l. More precisely, we want to show 
= 
m-1 M 2 -
L (_~)(_1_) L X(<T)logll(11. i)(l-1:')<T1I 







= LS' (0, X, K Ik) i(X> 
, 
= LS ( 0 , X, !K/k) . • 
In the following, we shall present a proof of conjecture 
- 4.1.2 .. The idea of the proof is due .to Shintani [Sh 3] and Sands 
simplified his proof by using Stark's theorem (theorem 4.1.9.). 
Here, then, are our new assumptions, to accompany those made in 
the begiqning of this section: 
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i) k is a real quadratic field. 
ii) ~ is a relative quadratic extension of an absolutely abelian 
field M. 
Note that ~/O is not normal, by the condition on 
infinite primes, so ' M is the maximal absolutely 
abelian subfield, of ~. M contains k and is totally 
real. We shall construct the fields ~, ~, L and F as 
in the figure without any further assumptions. 
Let p be a fixed prime of ~. We regard ~ as a subfield of ~. 
The other real embeddings of ~ are obtained by the action of the 
abelian group Gal(~/k). We also fix a complex embedding ~' of ~, 
so all others are Gal(~'/k)-conjugates. Then the compositum ~=~.~' 
is normal over 0, totally complex; and abelian over k. [~:t]=2 
because ~ and ~' are both relative quadratic over M. We let J1 
generate Gal(~/~). 
There is a third ' relative quadratic extension ~ of M in ~. 
Not being conjugate over.O to ~ or ~', ~ must be normal over 0, 
and is totally complex. Let v generate Gal(~/~). We also fix p in 
Gal(~/O) such that its image p in Gal(k/O) generates this group. 
Lemma 4.3.8. ~ is abelian over O. 
-1 -1 Proof. Since p(~)=~', pJ.lp generates Gal (~/~' ), or pJ.lp =J1V. On 
the other hand, -1 pvp =v, as p(~)=~. More generally, the group 
Gal(k/O)=<p> acts by conjugation on the abelian group Gal(~/k). We 
-* denote the action of p on T in Gal(~/k) by p T. 
-* -1 As M is' abelian over 0, o=(p T)T lies in the group Gal(~/M) 
of exponent two. Thus 
~. 
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-1 -* -1 -1 -* -1 -* -1 (3 = (3 = (( pr) r) = r (p r) = r (p r ) and 
-* -* -* -1 -* -2* -1 -* -1 P <> = p (r(p r )) = (p r) (p r ) = (p -r) (r ) = <>. 
We see that <> in Gal (i)/M) is fixed by p. As J.L and v generate 
Gal (i)/M) , our ini t ial observat ions imply that the commutator <> 
lies in <v>=Gal(i)/~). But p and the abelian group Gal (i)/k) 
generate Gal (i)/Q)); so all commutators of Gal (i)/«l) fix ~. Hence 
Gal(~/Q)) is abelian. _ 
Lemma 4.3.9. Let L be the subfield of i) having Gal(i)/L) equal to 
the center of Gal(i)/Q)). Then L is a relative quadratic extension 
of k in ~, with L·f=3. 
Proof. The center of Gal(i)/Q)) must be contained in Gal (i)/k), which 
is evidently a maximal abelian subgroup, and must consist of those 
elements which also commute wi th p. The proof of lemma 4.3.8. 
shows that defining -1 -1 cp(r)=prp r yields a homomorphism from 
Gal (i)/k) onto Gal(i)/5) with cp(/J.)=v. Then ker(cp) , is the center of 
Gal (i)/Q)) and evidently has index two in Gal(i)/k). L is the fixed 
field of ker(cp), which contains <v>, so L is a relative quadratic 
extension of k in ~. As ~er(cp)n</J.> is trivial, the corresponding 
fields Land f generate i). 
-
Corollary 4.3.10. L contains a complex quadratic field F such that 
Gal (i)/F) is abelian. 
Proof. Consider the group generated by 'p and ' the center 'Gal (i)/L) 
of Gal (i)/Q)). It must be an abelian group strictly larger than 
Gal (~/L) and different from Gal (ij/k). Let F be the fixed field. 
F~O as Gal (ij/O) is not abelian. Since [L:«l]=4, we must have 
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[F:~]=2. Necessarily F-k=L, so F-~=~, by lemma 4.3.9. ~ is real 
and ~ is complex, hence F is complex. -
The abelian extension ~/F now provides an opportunity for us 
to apply theorem 4.1.9 .. Let S(~) be a set of primes of d) 
containing the infinite prime and all those primes dividing either 
the relative discriminant »(~/F) or »(~/k). S(F) (resp. S(k)) will 
denote the primes of F (resp. k) dividing those in S(o)). Since 
St(~/F, S(F)) is true, we may let c(~) be the e-Iement of i) given by 
the conjecture. Also put w=w ...... 
tl 
Lemma 4.3.11. c(i))l-V is · the w-th power of an element of ~. 
Proof. By lemma 4.1.5., it suffices to verify ~(c(i))l/w)/F is 
abelian and 1-v annihilates W~. By theorem 4.1.9., ~(c(~)l/w)/F is 
abelian. l~v annihilates w~ if and only if v fixes W~ if and only 
if w~ ~ ~. Suppose otherwise. Then ~=~(W~), with .~ abelian over 0). 
This implies that ~ is abelian over ~, a contradiction. 
In the following, 1-V 8 denotes a w-th root of c (~) , 
Recall that ~ is real and ~ is complex, so that for aEi), 
where 11 11 is the normalized absolute value on ~. 
Theorem 4.3.12. Parts i) and ii) of St(~/k,S(k)) hold with c=8 1 +M. 
Proof. First, c is in r since E=N~/~8 . . 
Part i) of St(~/k,S(k)): 
• 
Note that (81+V)w=(8w)1+V=E(~)(1-V)(1+V)=E(~)o=1. Hence 81+1) 
is in Wl) . and £l+V =( ol+V) 1+/-!= 1 ol+V 12=1. But £ is in i'. on which the 
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restrict ion iJ acts as a generator of Gal (~/M), wi th M totally 
l+V 
real. So iJ fixes the complex primes of ~ while e =1. We conclude 
that lIell U=l at all complex primes U of ~. 
1-V We claim that e (~) is a uni t and therefore 11 ell U=l at all 
finite primes of ~ as well. For each finite prime 0 of ~, lIe(~)1I 
00" 
is independent of O"EGal(~/F). In particular, 
Part ii) of St(~/k,S(k)): 
We know that LS(F) (o,~) = -.!. L ~(a) 10gle(~)V 12 for 
w aEGal (~/F) 
each character ~ on Gal(~/F), and we claim that 
1 0"1 LS(k)(O,x) = -~ L X(O")logle 
<reGal (~/k) 
for each character X on Gal (~/k). Let v generate Gal (~/M). Then 
X(iJ)=±l. This splits into two cases. 
Case 1: xC-iJ)=l. Here LS(k) (0, X)=O by the formula for r(x). Also, 
• l+V 1 f· 'd SInce e , =, we In 
1 , - 0" -~ L X(O")logle 1 = 
O"EGal(~/k) 
1 ~ ( ) I 1 ( 1 +V) 0" I ° 
-- i..J X 0" og e =, 
2 0" rep.Gal(~/k)/<v> 
where the second sum is taken over representatives 0" in Gal(~/k) 
of the quotient group Gal(~/k)/<v>. 
Case 2: X(v)=-l. Inflate X to a (degree one) character X on 
Gal(~/k) and induce X to a (degree two) character ~ on Gal(~/O). 
Then ~IGal(~/L)=2XIGal(~/L) because Gal(~/L) is the center of 
Gal (~/O). Also, we , find that ~(p)=O. As Gal (~/F) is abel ian, 
, ~ I Gal (~/F) =~+~', the ' sum of two degree one characters of Gal (~/F) 
whose restrict ions to Gal (~/L) both agree wi th x. Then 
~(p)+~'(p)=O, and hence for a in Gal(~/L), 
~(Pa}+~' (Pa}=~(p)~(r)+~' (p)~'(a)=~(P)X(a)+~'(P)X(a)=O. 
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We use this in conjunct ion wi th the fact that Gal C ~/F) is the 
disjoint union of GalC~/L) and pGalC~/L). Finally note that 
C i-v) C i-v) =2 C i-v) . Now we work wi th the express ion from 




- ~ L XC~)logle~1 
~EGal C ~/k) . 






~ 'L XCa)loglo(1-V)aI 2 
a rep.GalC~/L)/<v> 
1 L XCa)logleC~)(l-V) (l-V)'d1 
w a re~.GalC~/L)/<v> 
1 ' ~ 2 






= -! L 
w aEGalC~/F) 
= ~w L ~Ca)logleC~)aI2 - ~ L ~' Ca)logl£C~)aI2. 
aEGalC~/F) 2w aEGalC~/F) 
Here we find exactly the type of extension appearing in 
Stark's theorem. Notice that both ~ and ~' induce <p on Gal C~/o), 
so we can use the induction property of Artin L-functions below. 
~ LS(F)(O.~) + ~ LS(F)(O.~·) = ~ LS(O)(O.~) + ~ LS(O)(O.~) 
=:= LSCO)CO,<p) 
= LSCk)CO,x) 




-1 2 2 -1 . k I R(1,(3+w) )={(x,x )elR IO<x~l, x+wxe(3+w) }={(1,1)-5 1~k~5}, 
1 2 i 1 2 
-1 . -1 
and R(2, (3+w) )={xeRIO<x~l, .xe(3+w) }={ (i)}. 
Proof: (x +w2x )(3+w) = a+bw with a, bel 
1 2 
~ (x +(l-w)x )(3+w) = a+bw 
1 2 
~ (3x +3x )+w(x -2x )-w2x = a+bw 
1 2 122 
=9 .c 3x + 3x ) +w (x - 2x ) + ( w-l ) x 
1 2 122 
~ (3x +2x )+w(x -x ) = a+bw 
1 2 1 2 
~ 3x +2x = a, x -x - b 
1 2 1 2 
2 ~" a+bw since l+w+w =0 
1 '2 1 3 
=9 0< xl=~+5b ~1, 0< x2=~-5b ~1 
Hence the integral points (a, b) which satisfy the above 
inequalities are (k,O) with 1~k~5 and their corresponding points 
. k . (xl' x
2
) are (1,1)5 Wl th 1~k~5. 
x(3+w) = a+bw with a, bel 
~ 3x+xw = a+bw 
=9 3x=a, x=b 
1 ~ 0< x=:=-a=b ~1 3 
Hence (a,b)=(3,1) is the only integral point satisfying the 
inequality and the corresponding point is x=l. • 
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Note B 
1 e -zt 1 t 1 
= f ~ d t + (a - rr i ) C- - z) ( 0 <i\. < 2rr) . 2rri . -t t 2 
Proof: log( r( z) ) 
v'2i 
1 f = 
lL\,co) 1-e 
d e -rr1 src l-s) e -zt s-1 
= ds (2rri f -t t d t) I s=O 
l(i\.,co) l-e 
-zt logt -zt e dt (a e + -2rri 
l(i\.,co) 1-e -t t 
rri)2 1 . f rr1 
l(i\.,co) l-e -t 
1 -zt lo?t dt 
-zt 
e (a rri) e = 2rri f + - res 
I ( i\., co) 1-e -t t t=O 1-e -t 
1 -zt logt dt . 1 f e (a z) . = + - rri ) (2" -2rri -t +-




2rri -w u -w u 
I(i\.,co) (l-e 1) (l-e 2) 
du 
u 
(B (~)w + 2B (~)B w w 
2w W 2 W 1 1 W 1 1 2 
1 
= 
1 2 1 1 
1 2 -zu U e du 
Proof: 2rri f -w u -w u u 
I(i\.,co) (l-e 1) (l-e 2) 
2 -zu 1 u e 
= res-----------------
u=O -w u -w u U 
( 1-e 1) ( 1-e 2) 




-W u -W u 
(l-e 1 )(l-e 2) 
1 2 1 2 2 ( z - (W +W ) z + -6 (W + 3w W +W )) = 2w W 
1 2 




(B (~)w + 2B (~)B w w 
2W 1 lW 112 
1 1 
d ' (c) d- <: (s, a, x) I 
s s=o 
2 




= (-3rri+20')~(O,a,x) + 1 f 
':, 2rri 
t ( 1 +a - (x +x a » 
1 1 2 1 
e _______________ logt dt 










+ 2rri J 
l(i\,oo) 
t ( 1 +a - (x +x a » 2 1 2 2 
e ________________ logt dt 
t a t 
t 2 (e -1)(e -1) 
a +a u 
+ _1_ J ( .!.. 1 +u B (x ) + B (x ) B (x ) +-21 1 1 + 2 B (x )) 1 0 gu d u 
4rri 2 a +a u 2 1 1 1 1 2 U 2 2 ' u 
l(i\,l) 1 2 
_ ' a u+a 
+ 4 1 . J (-21 1+u B (x )+B (x )B (x )+-21 11+ 2B (x )) logu du 
rrl i\ a u+a 2 1 1 1 1 2 U 2 2 U I( ,1) ' 1 2 
and ~(O,a,x) = .!..(~ + ~)B (x ) + B (x )B (x ) + -41Cal + a )B (x ). 4a a 21 1112 222 
1 2 
Proof: 
Since ~ts,a,x) = 
-2rri s 
1 e r( l-s) 2 
(2rri ) 2 1 +e 2rri s 
2s dt ) J t : t J (g (t , tu + g (t u, t) ) 
I(i\,oo) I(i\,u 
( 1-x ) (t +t ) + ( 1 - x ) (a t +a t ) 
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2' 
where get ,t ) = e __________________________ _ 
1 2 t +t a t +a t 
(l-e 1 2) (1-e 1 1 2 2 ) 
d 
d-- ~Cs, a, x) I s s=O 
s du 
u 
1 d e - 2rri s 2 2s d t s d u 
= C21lil 2 CdsC 1+e21lis r(1-s) ) lIro.,OO) t t fI(A,l) CgCt, tu) + gCtu, t)) u u 
1 -2rris 2t 2slogt dt s du e 2 J (g(t,tu) + g(tu,t)) + r( l-s) J u --
(2rri)2 1+e 2rris l(i\,oo) t l(i\,U u 
1 -2rris t 2s dt J slogu I e 2 (g(t,tu) + r( l-s) J + ,g(tu, t))u ~  5=0' 
(2rri)2 2rris , t 1+e l(i\,oo) I(i\,1) 
Since ~(O,a,x) = 1 1 J - d~ J (g(t,tu) + g(tu,t))du 
2 (2rri)2 I(i\,oo) l(i\,l) u 
-2rris 
and ~( e r ( 1 ) 2) I = 'Y 3. ds 1 2rris -s s=O 0 - 2"rrl, 
+e 
1 d -2rris e 2 2s dt s 
(2rrl
.)2 (dS(1 2rris r(1-s) ))J t t J (g(t,tu) + g(tu,t)) u 
+e , I(i\,oo) I(i\,1) 





- t (x (1 +u ) + x (a +a u» 
= ~ J e 1 2 1 2 dt 




a +a u 
= 1 l+u B (x )+B (x )B (x )+-21 11 2 B (x ). 2 a +a u 2 1 1 1 1 2 +u 2 2 
1 2 




= 1 l+u B (x )+B (x )B (x )+-21 11+ 2B (x ). Therefore 2 a u+a 2 1 1 · 1 1 2 U 2 2 
1 2 
d 
d- <:(s,a,x) I ' s s=O 
t ( 1 +a - (x +x a » 
1 1 2 1 1 
= (-31li+2o)<:(O,a,x) + 21li S 
I(A,OO) 
_e _______________ logt dt 
t a t 
t 1 (e -l)(e -1) 
1 
+ 21li S 
I(A,OO) 
t ( 1 +a - (x +x a » 2 1 2 2 
_e _______________ logt dt 
t a 't 
t 2 (e -l)(e -1) 
a +a u 
+ 4~1. S C! l+u B (x )+B (x )B (x )+-21 41+~ B2(x2)) logu du Ho 2 a +a u 2 1 1 1 1 2 u 
I(A,l) 1 2 
1 1 1 +u 1 
+ 4'"' 1· S ( 2- B (x ) + B (x ) B (x ) +-2 
Ho a u+a 2 1 1 1 1 2 
r(A,l) 1 2 
a u+a 
1 2B (x )) logu d 











t( 1-x )(l+u) +t (l-x )(a +a u) 1 212 
tea +a u) (l_et (l+U») (l-e 1 2 ) 
t ( ( 1 +a ) - (x +x a » 
1 1 2 1 
a t 
t 1 (e -l)(e -1) 
e 
-(x +x a )t 
1 2 1 
-a t 
( 1-e -t) ( l-e 1 ) 
Hence, by the result of (b) again, 
_1 __ S dt S (t tu)du 
2 t g, u ( 21l i ) 1'( A , 00 ) I( A, 1 ) 
1 ' 1 
= (-2 B (x +x a ) + B B (x +x a ) + -B a ). 
a 2121 11121 221 
1 
Similarly, 1 S' dt S g(tu t)du 
2 t ' u (21li) 1(A,OO) I(A,l) 
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1 1 
= (-B (x +x a ) + B B (x +x a ) + 2-B a ). Therefore 2a 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
2 
<:(O,a,x) 121 1 = -2 L (-2 B (x +x a ) + B B (x +x a ) + -B a ) 
a 21 2k 111 2k 22k 
k=l k 
1 1 1 1 
= -(- + -)B (x ) + B (x )B (x ) + -(a + a )B (x ). • 
4a a 21 111 . 2 41 222 
1 2 
(d) 2!i J 10~U du = rri (0<A<2rr). 
l(A,1) 
Proof: ~ J logu du 
2rrl u l(A,1) 
A 1 2rr 1 logx logx + 2rri 
= (J dx + J dx + J 2rri x x 1 A 
1 2 , 1 [iSlogA ~] 2rr) = 2rri (2rri[logxJ A + 2 0 
= rri. 
1 . 
(e) J ( 1 +u . 
a u+a 
a -a a +a ~) du = 2 1 log( 1 2). 
a u a , a a 
o 1 - 2 2 1 2 2 
1 l+u 1 . du Proof: J ( - -) a u+a a u 
0 1 2 2 
1 . (a -a)u 
du J 2 1 = a Ca u+a ) u 
0 2 1 2 
a -a 
= (1 2)[log(a u+a )]1 


















~ -1 2 -1 Define 1/1: E xR( e, (0. f) ) x7l ~ F n( 0. f) by 
+ k + ' + k 
l/1(u,z, (m,n)) = u(z+rn+ne), 
~ -1 -1 
where R(e, (0. f) ) = {ze(o. f) Iz=x+ey, x,yeQ) with O<x~l, O~y<l}, 
k k 
7l is the set :of all non-negati ve integers and F is the set of 
+ . + 
totally positive numbers of F. Then 1/1 is bijective. 
Proof: i) 1/1 is well-defined: 
u(z+m+ne)o.kf ~ o.kf(z) ~ OF and clearly u(z+m+ne)eF+. 
-1 Therefore, u( z+m+ne) eF +n(~kf) . 
ii) 1/1 is surjective: 
It is easy to see that 
[R2 = 
+ 
U emC( 1, e) u U enC( 1) (disjoint union), 
me7l ne7l 
n n n I e C(l) = -{tee ,e' ) t>O}. Hence for any aeF, there exists a unique 
+ 
me7l such that 
(a, a' ) t ( m , m) t ( m+ 1 , m+ 1 ) . t h t 0 = e, e + e , e Wl > , 
12
t ~O and t , t eF 
2 1 2 
( t m t m+ 1 t ' m t ' m+ 1 ) = e+ e , e + e . 
1 2 1 2 ' 
Let t =a+be, t =c+de where a, b, c, deQ). Then 
1 2 
t m t m+ 1 (' ) , t ' m t' m+ 1 a= e+ e = a = e+ e 
1 2 1 2 
~ (a+c) + (b+de) (a+c) + (b+dc)c-1 
~ b+de=O 
~ b=d=O 
~ a=t ' C=t eQ). 
l' 2 
Therefore m m+1 m a=ae +be =e (a+be)=u(z+l+ke) with z=x+ey, 
O~y< 1, x, yeQ) and 1, ke71, ueE. 
+ + 
unique ueE such that a=u(z+m+nc), 
'+ 
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-1 As aeF +n(o.kf ) , there 
,.., -1 




iii) W is injective: 
u (z +m +n 8) = u (z +m +n 8) EF n( a. f)-1 
1111 2222 + k 
~ u = u and z +m +n 8 = Z +m +n 8, m , n E7l i=l, 2) 
1 2 111 222 i i 
~ u = u and (x -x ) + (y -y ) 8 = (m -m ) + (n -n ) 8 
1 2 1 2 . 12 2 1 2 1 
where z =x +cy, O<x ~ 1 and O~y < 1, x , y EO) (i = 1, 2 ) 
i i i i i i i 
~ u = U and x -x = m -m YI-Y2 = n -n 1 2 1 2 2 l' 2 1 
~ U = U and x = x Y1 = Y2 ' m = m n = n 1 2 1 2' 1 2' 1 2 
~ (u ,Z ,(m,n)) = (u,z,(m,n)). • 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
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Appendix 
Let k=~(~)=~(~), f=(4) a principal ideal of norm 16, and 
K be the class field of k corresponding to fp (see chapter 3). 
co 
Let t/J be the ray class character mOdulo · fp such that t/J((3))=-1. 
co 
If we write the abelian L-function associated with t/J in form of the 
co 
Dirichlet series L(s,t/J) = I: a n-s , we find that there are only 124 
n 
n=l 
terms of a which are non-zero for n less than 2240. We summarize 
n 
them in the following table. 
a a a a a a 
n n n n n n n n n n n n 
1 1 9 -1 17 -2 25 1 41 2 49 1 
73 -2 81 "1 89 -2 97 -2 113 2 121 -1 
137 2 153 2 169 1 193 -2 225 -1 233 -2 
241 -2 257 2 281 -2 289 3 313 2 337 2 
353 2 361 -1 369 -2 401 -2 409 2 425 -2 
433 -2 441 -1 449 -2 457 2 521 2 529 1 
569 2 577 2 593 2 601 -2 617 -2 625 1 
641 -2 657 2 673 -2 697 -4 729 -1 761 2 
769 -2 801 2 809 2 833 -2 841 1 857 2 
873 2 881 2 929 -2 937 -2 953 2 961 1 
977 -2 1009 -2 1017 -2 1025 2 1033 -2 1049 -2 
1089 " 1 1097 -2 1129 2 1153 2 1193 -2 1201 2 
1217 2 1225 1 1233 -2 1241 4 1249 2 1289 -2 
1297 -2 1321 2 1361 -2 1369 1 1377 -2 1409 -2 
1433 -2 1481 -2 1489 -2 1513 4 1521 -1 1553 2 
1601 2 1609 -2 1649 4 1657 2 1681 3 1697 -2 
1721 -2 1737" 2 1753 -2 1777 2 1801 -2 1825 -2 
1849 -1 1873 -2 1889 2 1913 -2 1921 -4 1993 2 
2009 2 2017 -2 2025 1 2057 2 2081 -2 2089 -2 
2097 2 2113 2 2129 2 2137 2 2153 2 2161 -2 
2169 2 2207 2 2209 1 2225 -2 2231 0 2239 0 
"The . . following is a program wri t ten in Pascal used to 
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2239 a -1 
1 1 t f \' _n exp ( 2rru n) h ca cu a e the numerical value 0 I..J were u=80, 
n=l n YN 
N=128 and the a 's are given above. We then find 
n 
wiN 2239 a -1 
L' (0, I/J) ~ -2- L ~ exp ( . 2rru n) ~ 1. 528 570 920 208 ... ,wi t h w= 1. 
rr n=l n YN 
The format of Infile.dat is arranged as the above table. 
Program SumSeries(Infile, Output); 
Var 
C, Sum : Extended; 
i, j, k, n : Integer; 
Infi le Text; 
Begin 
C: =-0. 0069420045908724472609623; 
Assign( Infi le, 'a: Infi le. dat' ) ; 
Reset (Infi le) ; 
Sum: =0. 0; 
For i:=O to 20 Do 
Begin 
For j:=l to 6 Do 
Begin 
Read(Infile, n, k); 
Sum:=Exp(C*n)*k/n+Sum; 
End; 
Readln( Infi le) ; 
End; 
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